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Welcome

FOR THE LAST COUPLE OF WEEKS I’ve been bluewater cruising. 
Not sailing, as such – more figuratively lost on the ocean; I’ve 
become a father for the first time. As the sleepless nights 
punctuated by spells of panic and relief roll by, a number of 
interesting parallels between sailing and parenthood occur to me.

The first is the involuntary anchor watch. Even when the baby 
is asleep, I listen intently for the slightest noise. It reminds me of 
an awful night at anchor in a rocky pool in south Brittany. As the 
sun went down the ebb began and the anchor chain grated and 
scraped across the seabed. With every echo up the chain I fidgeted 
nervously, darting on deck every 15 minutes or so to check whether 

we were dragging. In the event, we held fine and I vowed never to omit to use a snubbing line again.
The second parallel is the night watch on a long ocean passage. In order that we each get a minimum of sleep, 

we’ve divided forces, with one parent on baby watch (short spells of intermittent sleep) while the other sleeps 
(up to three glorious, untroubled hours). It is similar to the routine we adopt sailing long passages two-up. The 
person going off-watch  makes a cup of tea for the person coming on and gives them a handover briefing.

Finally, just as when halyards mysteriously unclip and windvanes jam during the witching hours, things seem 
to go wrong with our daughter’s routine between midnight and 2am. Something of the Joshua Slocum principle.

I’m hoping that the similarities here will make her a natural sailor. So much so that we’ve already planned 
a trip to Brittany this summer. So, any tips on sailing with very small babies to the address below, please!

Someone who understands sailing with babies is one of our two new columnists, Jess Lloyd-Mostyn, 
who lives onboard with her young daughter Rocket. In this month’s column, she describes how her 
family found a home away from home on the other side of the world, in New Zealand (see page 34).

And our other new monthly columnist needs little introduction – the vastly 
experienced sailor Paul Heiney (page 32). Both Jess and Paul share an evident passion 
for sailing and are no strangers to adventure or trips to far-flung shores.

They fit our motto of ‘Go further, Sail better, Be inspired’ perfectly and 
we’re delighted they have invited us – and you - along for the ride. 
Sam Fortescue, editor

facebook.com/
SailingToday

RUPERT HOLMES has 
70,000 miles of offshore 

cruising and racing 
experience under his belt
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INDIVIDUALITY 
MEETS CHARACTER

Inspiration Marine Group Ltd. | contact.us@inspirationmarine.co.uk
Southampton | P 02380 457008 || Windermere | P 01539 447700
Scotland & Ireland | P 01475 522515

CHECK OUT THE REVIEW OF THE HANSE 455 
IN THE JUNE EDITION OF SAILING TODAY

www.hanseyachts.com

325   345   385   415   455   505   575   630e  new675

EASY SAILING

 CRUISING COCKPIT 
The biggest and most secure 
cockpit in its class with storage 
compartments for lines, a cockpit 
grill and a sink.

 STEERING PEDESTAL 
Multifunctional – ergonomic 
operation of navigation and 
entertainment system.

 TACKING WITHOUT
TOUCHING THE SHEET 
Integrated self-tacking jib. RIG & SAILS 

The tall rig and large sail 
area makes it one of the 
best performers in its class.

INDIVIDUALITY 
MEETS CHARACTER

HANSE

455
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Classic 
Caribbean 

PHOTO BY CORY SILKEN

The rugged coastline of Antigua disappears in the frothy 
wakes of The Blue Peter and Zemi as they slice through 
the great snowy rollers and glistening waters of the 
Caribbean, the balmy trade winds thrumming in their 
rigging. The pair were taking part in this year’s Antigua 
Classic Yacht Regatta. This was the picturesquely 
named Butterfl y Race, so called because the course 
traces the pattern of butterfl y wings on the sea.   

The regatta can trace its roots back to the 1960s, 
when the captains of a group of classic yachts gathered 
in Antigua opted to celebrate the end of an arduous 
charter season with a race to Guadeloupe and back. 
The competition is still going strong. The Blue Peter, 
a 42ft (12.8m) wooden Alfred Mylne design dating 
back to 1929, came fourth in the Vintage Class A 
division, while Zemi, a 42ft Carriacou sloop built in 
2007, took second place in the vintage class.
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CHEEKI PROBE FINDS MATRIX FLAW

EVENTS  |  GOSSIP  |  NEWS FROM THE SAILING COMMUNITY

Ebb and flow

THE OFFICIAL REPORT into 
the Cheeki Rafiki tragedy has 
raised questions for owners 
of Beneteau First 40.7s.

The Marine Accident 
Investigation Branch (MAIB) 
looked into the yacht’s design 
after Cheeki Rafiki lost her keel 
mid-Atlantic and capsized.

It found that at the time 
the Beneteau First 40.7 
was designed there was 

no international standard 
(ISO) for keel design and 
attachment. Nevertheless, 
testing showed the majority 
of the design would have 
met the standard – although 
the keel bolt washer plates 
would have needed to be 3mm 
(1/8 in) thicker and wider.

MAIB inspectors inspected 
four First 40.7 yachts that had 
suffered matrix detachment 

due to grounding. They 
found that, while Beneteau’s 
quality assurance systems 
provided evidence that 
existing First 40.7 yachts were 
constructed in accordance 
with the approved design, 
and were compliant with the 
recreational craft directive, 
there were signs that the 
bonded matrix and hull could 
separate. The chance of this 
rises with more frequent 
and harder boat usage.

A spokesperson for 
Beneteau said they had had 
Bureau Veritas approval for 
the First 40.7’s structure 
design and construction for 
boats built prior to the ISO 
being published in 2012. 

She added: “With respect 
to our experience as a 
leisure boat builder, we do 
not consider it necessary 
to amend the design of this 
boat, specifically concerning 
the keel bolt washer plates.”

But she urged owners 
to maintain their boats 
regularly and to consider a 
survey after any grounding.

CRUISERS WHO ARE 
planning to tour Croatian 
waters are now required 
to pay three taxes.

Since Croatia acceded to the 
EU in July 2013, changes have 
been made to the laws relating 
to foreign-flagged vessels.

Cruisers arriving by sea 
(or bringing their yacht 
over land and launching it 
in Croatia) have to pay the 

annual navigation safety and 
pollution prevention fee, 
annual light dues for using 
lit buoys and marks and 
also a sojourn tax, which 
covers all crew on a yacht.

The navigation and 
pollution prevention fee is 
related to the propulsion 
power and length of the 
yacht. So for a 13m (43ft) 
boat with a 40hp (30kW) 

engine, for example, the fee 
would be HRK 320 (c£30).

The light dues for a 13m 
boat would be HRK 325 (c£31) 
and the sojourn tax would be 
HRK 300 (c£28) for up to 8 
days or a maximum of HRK 
1,300 (c£124) for up to a year.

The RYA has published 
the Croatian Information 
for Boaters leaflet at 
rya.org.uk/Cruising.

NUMBERS FOR 
THIS year’s Round the 
Island race are already 

well over the 1,000 mark. 
The Island Sailing Club 
expect this to rise to 

1,600. The deadline for 
entry is June 24

Croatia spells out cruising taxes
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TAHITI MARINA
Tahiti has a new marina, Quay des 
Yachts de Papeete, with room 
for 60 yachts. Price varies from 
$15-$35 (c£10-22) per day for 
a 12m (40ft) boat, depending 
on the season, and berths are 
equipped with electricity and 
water. The World ARC boats 
were the first to visit in late April. 
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A MAJOR DREDGING project 
that cleared 15,000 cubic 
metres (530,000 cubic feet) 
of silt from Cowes Yacht 
Haven has fi nished.

Th e project, carried out 
by Jenkins Marine, has 
maintained a depth of up 
to 7.5m (25ft ) during high 
tides and a minimum of 

3.5m (11.5ft ) even in low 
spring tides. Th e four-week 
job began in the north basin 
and worked towards the south 
basin to minimise disruption 
to berth holders and visitors.

Walcon Marine and 
Mackley’s Civil Engineering 
temporarily removed piles and 
pontoons to allow built-up 

sedimentation underneath 
them to be removed.

All boats have now been 
returned to their berths.

Cowes Yacht Haven 
MD Jon Pridham said the 
dredging allowed the marina 
to cater for larger boats 
and “the 130,000 seafarers 
who visit us each year”.

Cowes dredging job completed

Round-Ireland record beaten
A 22-year record for circumnavigating Ireland has fallen to the 
trimaran Musandam-Oman Sail. Th e Omani-owned racer endured a 
battering at the hands of 40 knot winds and heavy seas on her way to 
smashing the time previously set by the late Steve Fossett in Lakota.

Skippered by Sidney Gavignet, the boat hit 38 knots as she screamed 
round Ireland in 40 hours 51 minutes and 57 seconds, taking four 
hours off  the previous time. Th is was her second record bid and David 
Graham, CEO of Oman Sail, and her crew were delighted: “Th is record 
has been our goal for many years now and achieving the feat is a 
shining example of the hard work and dedication of our sailing squad.”

YELLOW WELLIES ARE rising in the style 
stakes after Sir Ben Ainslie and other 

celebrities donned the RNLI charity boots.

THE NUMBER OF berths at Darlowo 
Marina Royale, on the Baltic Sea, 
has doubled to 140 after a 13m 

(£9.4m) investment. Last year, 600 
boats visited, from 16 countries.

AUDIENCE MEMBERS WILL have to 
be scuba-qualifi ed to view Drops of 
Breath, the world’s fi rst underwater 

visual-dance performance in the 
Aegean Sea in September.

THERE WERE ZERO reported 
Somali piracy attacks in the fi rst 
quarter of 2015, the International 

Maritime Bureau reported.

GOING UP

GOING DOWN
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WORLD CRUISING CLUB, 
organisers of the annual 
Atlantic Rally for Cruisers 
(ARC), has taken over rival 
company Sailing Rallies.

Sailing Rallies, headed 
by MD John Simpson, has 
been running transatlantic 
and Baltic rallies for the 
last two and a half years.

WCC has pledged to 
continue to run Sailing Rallies’ 
Baltic 4 Nations event this 

summer but Sailing Today 
understands that its two 
other rallies planned for 
later this year, including the 
Christmas Caribbean Rally, 
have been postponed.

A WCC spokesperson 
told Sailing Today that the 
company was not in a position 
to comment on whether 
other rallies will continue 
in the future, but confirmed 
that the Baltic 4 Nations 

would be held. Sailing Rallies 
had also been advertising a 
Spanish Rias event in 2016.

John Simpson said: “WCC 
has confirmed that the Baltic 4 
Nations Rally will go ahead on 
schedule in July this year, and I 
know from experience that the 
WCC team will do an excellent 
job delivering the rally.”

This means that WCC will 
hold two rallies in the Baltic 
Sea this summer: the second 
edition of ARC Baltic with 
19 entries to date will be a 
six-week cruise including 
stopovers in St Petersburg, 
Helsinki, Tallinn and 
Stockholm along with time 
cruising idyllic archipelagos. 
The Baltic 4 Nations Rally 
offers those with less time a 
shorter, two-week flotilla-
style cruise starting and 
finishing in Copenhagen.

THE ALL WALES Boat 
Show, held at Pwllheli 
for the first time, attracted 
more than 50 exhibitors, 
Ralph Morris reports.

One company, Ireland-based 
BJ Marine, even sailed six yachts 

across the Irish Sea to take part.
Hanse and Beneteau yachts 

were also open to visitors 
alongside power boats, 
dinghies and jet-skis.

Next year’s event will be held 
at Pwllheli from 13-15 May.

OVER 100 YACHTS took part in this year’s Antigua Sailing Week, 
ranging from 24ft (7.3m)  to over 100ft (30.5m) boats and from 

state-of-the-art racing machines to performance cruising boats

WCC in rally firm takeover

RACING BEGINS IN EARNEST: 
Beneteau First 40 Lancelot 
II, skippered by Lucy Jones, 
dips her bow to the Atlantic 
rollers as she slices her 
way through the fieldWITH CLEAR BLUE skies and spectacular scenery, 

the Pearns Point Round Antigua Race was a gentle 
introduction for close to 40 international teams

BRITISH SUCCESS STORY: Ross Appleby’s Oyster 
48 Scarlet Oyster, crewed by the Guernsey Yacht 
Club, scored perfect results for the series. She 
was also the Best British Yacht and the Best 
Race Charter Yacht at Antigua Sailing Week

RACING MULTIHULL 
PHAEDO3 was the 
talk of the town after it 
smashed the record for 
the 42-mile race from 
Guadeloupe to Antigua

Ebb and flow

THE WESTERN 
-MOST yellow special 
mark of the small craft 
channel at Cowes has 

been replaced with a red 
port hand beacon, with a 

tidal gauge that shows 
depth above chart 

datum. The shallowest 
part of the channel is 

0.2m below chart datum

RETIRED?
A former Royal Marine who has 
sailed across the Atlantic four 
times since retiring is in the 
running to be named Britain’s 
Most Overactive Pensioner.

Gerry Goodwin, 69, from 
Gosport, has done two of his 
crossings single-handed in his 
Open 40 Per Mare and this year 
plans to sail around Britain.

Gerry said: “I enjoy a summer’s 
day in the Solent as much 
as I enjoy the challenge of 
sailing across the Atlantic.”

The competition, launched 
by the Senior Railcard, aims to 
show over-60s are living more 
active lifestyles than ever before.

Pwllheli 
debut for 
boat show 
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Where the sea 
speaks of Italy

Signa Maris leads you through the enchanted 
marinas of Southern Italy.
An exciting journey to the heart of the 
Mediterranean Sea with all its art, culture, 
flavours, and natural landscapes.

www.signamaris.it is your safe harbour;  
set sail for destinations that are unique  
in the world.

Website Mobile app
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Ebb and flow

America’s Cup 
in a nutshell

The America’s Cup - named after a 
boat, not the country - is the oldest 
sporting trophy in the world.

The 35th Cup will be held 
in Bermuda in 2017.

Anyone (with enough money) 
can enter a challenger team. So far, 
challengers are Artemis Racing, Ben 
Ainslie Racing, Emirates Team New 
Zealand, Team Japan and Team France.

It’s one-design racing, so teams have 
matched 48ft foiling AC45 catamarans.

The challenging teams accrue 
points by competing in World Series 
regattas and qualifier events.

At the end of these events, 
which are being held in Portsmouth, 
Gothenburg, Bermuda and Chicago, 
the team with the highest number 
of points goes through to the final.

In the final race, there are only 
two teams: the defender, Team 
Oracle USA, who won the 34th 
Cup in 2013, and the challenger. 

Find out more about the event 
at acwsportsmouth.com

1. WATERFRONT FESTIVAL ARENA
Entry is free to this area on Southsea 
Common, but it is ticketed. Tickets for 
Saturday and Sunday have already 
sold out, but they are still available for 
Thursday and Friday via Ticketmaster: 
ticketmaster.co.uk/ACWSPortsmouth

2. FANZONE
This is the place for real sailing fans to be. 
There’s a maximum capacity of 5,000 
people and it’s as close to the action as you 
can get. Plus see the sailors close up, meet 
the designers and technicians and enjoy 
a drink in the bar. Tickets cost £20-£70 
and are available at ticketmaster.co.uk/
ACWSPortsmouth. As ST went to press there 
were still tickets for the race days available.

3. ON THE WATER
There are two areas – one for boats with less 
than 7m (23ft) LOA on the northwest side of the 

race zone and another for all other spectator 
boats to the southwest of the zone. You do not 
need to register your intent to take your yacht 
out but you should keep an eye on the Local 
Notices to Mariners (royalnavy.mod.uk/qhm/
portsmouth/local-notices) for instructions. 
We’ll post more detail on sailingtoday.co.uk 
and on our Facebook page when we have it.

THE FIRST AMERICA’S Cup World Series event 
in the 35th cup will be held at Portsmouth 
from Thursday 23 July to Sunday 26 July and is 
expected to attract 100,000 spectators each day.

Portsmouth and Southsea waterfront areas 
are being transformed for the massive event.

There will be lots going on - both on and 
off the water - each day. ‘First’ Thursday is 
the opener, with a parade of sail, and ‘Fast’ 
Friday is a practice day. ‘Big’ Saturday and 
‘Super’ Sunday are the race days, with two 
half-hour races at 1.30pm and 2.30pm. 

The race area is just off Portsmouth in 
the Solent and it will rotate according to 
wind conditions. The finish is only 100m 

offshore, giving spectators a great view of 
foiling AC45s sailing at up to 40 knots.

Every morning between 9am and 
11am, visitors can watch the boats being 
craned into the water at the Historic 
Dockyard, next to HMS Victory.

Each day there will be moth, windsurfing 
and kitesurfing displays, food, entertainment, 
interviews, commentary and large screens, 
plus the Red Arrows on Friday and a 
concert on Saturday night. Prize-giving is on 
Sunday afternoon. The teams start arriving 
in Portsmouth the week before the event 
starts, so look out for Sir Ben Ainslie and 
his competitors practising in the Solent.

AC World Series arrives

We have a family set of four 
tickets to the Fanzone on First 

Thursday (23 July) to give away.
To enter, go to our Facebook page 

facebook.com/sailingtoday, like us 
and post a message, answering this 

question: Which country’s team 
recently pulled out of the Cup?

The competition closes 
on Friday 26 June. 

WIN!

WHERE TO WATCH
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Sir Ben Ainslie
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Want to know more?... contact your nearest dealer:
• AB Marine Guernsey abmarine@cwgsy.net

• Normans Marine Jersey mike.DeLaCour@normans.ie

• Marine Scene Porthcawl www.marinescene.co.uk

• Seamark Nunn Felixstowe www.seamarknunn.com

• Storrar Newcastle www.marinechandlery.com

• TCS Chandlery Grays www.tcschandlery.co.uk

• Bates Wharf Chertsey www.bateswharf.co.uk

• Kip Marina Chandlery Inverkip chandlery@kipmarina.co.uk

• You Boat Chandlery Gosport www.discountmarinechandlery.com

• Peter Leonard Marine Newhaven www.plmarine.com

• Sheridan Marine Thames www.sheridanmarine.com

• Chas Newens Marine Putney www.chastheboat.co.uk

Want to know more?... contact your nearest dealer:
@cwgsy.net

mike.DeLaCour@mike.DeLaCour@mike.DeLaCour normans.ie

www.marinescene.co.uk

www.seamarknunn.com

www.marinechandlery.com

www.tcschandlery.co.uk

www.bateswharf.co.uk

chandlery@chandlery@chandlery kipmarina.co.uk

www.discountmarinechandlery.com

www.plmarine.com

Want to know more?... contact your nearest dealer:

normans.ie

Recessed and 
protected

For optimised 
planing 

*Some model exclusions apply.

Tough, heavy duty – shrugs off 
scrapes and knocks

RUBBING STRAKE

VALVES

LOW LINE CONES

TRANSOM DRAIN

Why choose
PLASTIMO

Better protection, handling and 
safer

LARGE DIAMETER TUBES

WARRANTY
on Tube 

Material & 
Seams*

Square shaped on Raid II makes 
most of the space on board = 
more comfort and capacity 

Large 
Diameter 
– faster 
draining and 
corrosion 
free

BOW DESIGN

Manufactured in Germany – 
outstanding abrasion and UV 
resistance

FABRIC

4 different options: inflatable, 
airdeck, slatted and rigid

FLOOR OPTIONS

3 Unrivalled Range – in size and type
3 Legendary Plastimo Quality & Innovation – 

for over 50 years
3 Outstanding Features – that deliver real      

on water benefits

3 National Dealer Network – from 
experts around the UK

Top coat

Base fabric

Primary coat

Primary coat

Top coat

Fully Equipped – Supplied with Pump,
Oars, Seat, Lifelines, Repair Kit, Instructions & 
Travel Valise – on the button and ready to go.

mailto:abmarine@@cwgsy.net
http://www.sheridanmarine.com
http://www.chastheboat.co.uk
mailto:mike.DeLaCour@www.marinescene.co.uk
mailto:mike.DeLaCour@www.marinescene.co.uk
http://www.seamarknunn.com
http://www.marinechandlery.com
http://www.tcschandlery.co.uk
http://www.bateswharf.co.uk
mailto:chandlery@www.discountmarinechandlery.com
mailto:chandlery@www.discountmarinechandlery.com
http://www.plmarine.com
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New boats

Nautitech 46 £335,000

Like her smaller sister, the 
Nautitech 40, this new 
catamaran from Bavaria’s 
latest acquisition offers acres 
of space across its open 
cockpit and a large saloon.

There’s the option of devoting 
the whole port hull to generous 
owner’s accommodation, 
with double cabin and en-

suite heads while the standard 
four-cabin layout with two 
doubles in each hull.

Bavaria is concentrating 
on doubling capacity at 
Nautitech’s French yard 
and the N46 will not hit the 
water until early 2016.

 l key-yachting.co.uk

Wauquiez Pilot Saloon 48 £289,000

Wauquiez yachts has been turning out nicely 
designed semi-custom yachts for 50 years 
now and it marks that anniversary with the 
launch of the pilot saloon 48. (I know, it would 
be more fitting if it was 50ft, but it just isn’t.)

The deck saloon is on a single level, promising 
great panoramic views and acres of extra 
volume. She will feature a large owner’s cabin 
aft and two guest cabins forward. With a 
draft of 6ft 11in (2.10m) married to a powerful 

hull, the 48 promises to be a stiff vessel and 
the manufacturer believes it has produced a 
vessel optimised for long-range cruising.

She’s designed by Berret Racoupeau who 
has a long history of working with Beneteau 
– most recently on a number of yachts in its 
Oceanis range – and the Wauquiez shares that 
same solid arch, if you go for the bimini version. 

 l charles-watson.com

Revolution 29 £81,000

If you are thinking you haven’t seen 
such a bathtub since you last sailed an 
Optimist many years ago, there is a 
passing resemblance. Yet pause before 
you dismiss this boat – she has some 
pedigree. Back in 2011, her designer 
David Raison, won the Mini Transat in 
Teamwork, which featured the same 
scow-like bow. The little yacht proved 
unbeatable, particularly with the wind 
on her beam, and was often running a 
knot quicker than the rest of the fleet. 

Buoyed by this success, Raison 
launched the rather spartan Revolution 
22 as a cruising yacht and the world 
looked away. The 29, however, is a 
tempting prospect, as the curved  bow 
gives her plenty of volume while her 
aluminium construction and lifting keel 
make her both sturdy and versatile. The 
fit-out of the interior is also a real step 
up on the 22 and the general impression 
is of a roomy, practical yacht – the only 
drawback being the rather open-plan 
nature of the saloon/forward berth. 

Nevertheless, this is an interesting 
and versatile yacht that promises to 
perform well. The only question is, 
could you live with those looks? 

 l afep-marine.com
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Eagle 54 c£363,000

The blossoming of the ‘modern 
classic’ has certainly lead to a certain 
beautifying of our marinas and 
there is something about all those 
flowing lines and long overhangs 
that just can’t fail to seduce. The 
new Eagle 54 from Leonardo 
Yachts is another welcome addition 
to this genre. Despite being 54ft 
(16.4m), she’s described as a 
daysailer and they have somehow 

managed to squeeze in some 
nicely-appointed accommodation.

The deck layout is ultra sleek, 
with all lines tucked discreetly 
out of sight in channels below the 
teak deck. Despite her purposeful 
looks and generous sail area, 
her builders maintain that she is 
optimised for singlehanding.

 l leonardoyachts.nl

Hanse 675 £653,000

Hanse Yachts has issued a powerful 
statement of intent with the launch of the 
new Hanse 675, which it terms as a ‘mini 
superyacht’. Measuring 67ft (20.4m), she’s 
not far off, to be fair. This is a big leap up in 
size for the popular German manufacturer, 
with its previous flagship being the 575.

The yacht will feature vinylester sandwich 
construction with the main bulkhead laminated 

to the deck and hull for rigidity. She will retain 
Hanse’s trademark self-tacking headsail 
which, married to her cockpit set up with all 
lines running back to the helmsman, should 
make her simple to sail short-handed.

This Judel/Vrolijk design is bang up to date 
and features a full electric sunroof over the 
saloon, which in turn features very modern 
‘loft style’ decor. In common with recent 

Hanses, the saloon will also be incredibly 
light and airy, with no fewer than 24 separate 
portlights and skylights. There will also be 
a number of interior options including the 
possibility of an unusual aft galley. There is a 
separate crew companionway to keep the crew 
quarters self-contained from the owner’s. 

 l inspirationmarine.co.uk

HANSE’S MINI SUPERYACHT
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First rate
EXPERIENCES TO CHERISH  |  THINGS TO COVET

Slow Watch
Timepiece takes things easy 

The Slow Watch has only 
one hand, showing 
increments of 15 
minutes, and it rotates 
only once every 24 
hours - moving at 
half the speed of a 
conventional watch. 

It is meant to 
act as a reminder 
that time is precious 
and we should ‘stop 
chasing every minute’.

There is a precise Swiss 
quartz movement – but 
the designers have removed 
three of the four hands to simplify things. Online 
orders only, direct from the Swiss makers.

Defi nitely not one for racers; more suited to the 
long-term cruiser who takes things at his own pace.

 l £210

 l slow-watches.com

Belize jungle trip
Luxury charter in two central American countries

For a tropical dream charter, consider two 
weeks through Belize and up Guatemala’s 
Rio Dulce on a Lagoon 41 catamaran. 

Fly into Belize City, depart from Cucumber 
Bay Marina and sail along the pristine reef.

Snorkel South Water and Sapodilla Cayes, visit the 
limestone gorge where 17th-century mariners hid from 
pirates, and watch spider monkeys at play in the jungle.

Charters include a captain, dive master, 
chef, all meals, diving equipment and local 
drinks. Immigration fees are extra.

 l roambelize.com

 l c£700/night for two people

Five-bed river cottage
18th-century haven in the heart of Solent sailing country

Slap bang in the middle of Hamble-le-Rice, the epicentre of Solent 
sailing, is this fi ve-bedroom, fi ve-bathroom 18th-century house.

Ferryside Cottage is just spitting distance from the river itself, 
as well as from the 
yacht clubs and gastro 
pubs of Hamble, and 
has a large expanse 
of raised decking at 
fi rst fl oor level. The 
open-plan living room 
and family room are 
on the fi rst fl oor, the 
better for enjoying the 
views of the water.

There’s no garden 
but there is a large paved driveway for parking cars (always tricky 
in this village) and a dinghy or RIB. Two of the bedrooms are on the 
second fl oor and three are on the ground. Sticking with the theme, 
the master bedroom (under the terrace) has port holes for windows.

Would suit a sailor. Obviously.

 l hamble-estate-agency.co.uk

 l £1.2m

Timepiece takes things easy 

The Slow Watch has only 

There is a precise Swiss 
quartz movement – but 
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No Man’s Fort
Overnight on a race landmark

Regular Round The Island racers or Solent cruisers will 
recognise the exterior of this granite and armour-plated 
tower – it is one of the few race marks. You may even 
have noticed a new steel landing stage going up on 
the west side. But long-neglected No Man’s Fort has 
had a £3.5m redevelopment that means that previous 
visitors would struggle to recognise it from the inside.

There’s a huge, glazed central area, which soaks up the 
sun, surrounded by games rooms and bedrooms with en-
suite bathrooms (some even have baths with a sea view).

There’s an astroturf garden with a bar and a hot tub, 
a helipad and a tower with beanbags, comfy seats and 
panoramic views of the Solent. The fort would provide 
a comfy viewpoint to watch the Round The Island Race 
on 27 June, or a couple’s overnight spot bursting with 
quirky character. And the laserquest in the lower corridors 
of the building will appeal to corporate teambuilders.

Totally unique, and unashamedly patriotic, with  Churchill 
quotes and war-time paraphernalia everywhere.

 l amazingvenues.co.uk 

 l £450 per night, £99 Sunday lunch

Sailcloth bag
Customised for executive sailors

Everyone, it seems, has a recycled 
sailcloth bag these days – but the 
Executive Collection from The Old 
Salt Loft comes with a twist – you 
can customise your own design.

East Coast-based family 
business The Old Salt Loft has 
been transforming retired sailcloth 
into bags since 2010. The Executive Collection includes a crew 
bag, A4 document case, holdall, beach bag and weekend bag, 
and there is also a range of interior items and accessories.

The bags can be branded as gifts for customers or employees 
– Oyster commissioned a range for its Oyster World Rally – but as 
there’s no minimum order you can also buy a one-o�  for yourself.

 l theoldsaltloft.com

 l £26-£58

Lines and grids
Notebook to suit your chart table

Cut down the clutter in your chart table with a 
notebook that combines a lined legal pad with grids.

Doane Paper’s Grid + Lines range comes in a 
variety of sizes and formats, including these coloured 
utility notebooks. It uses eco-friendly materials, 
such as recycled paper and soy-based inks.

Useful for doing quick secondary port or course to 
steer calculations or even for an impromptu game of 
Battleships on a rainy day stuck inside on anchor.

 l £19.95 for six

 l foxandhardy.com
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Visit Greece out of season and you’ll avoid the crowds and have the place all 
to yourselves. But, as Emma Bamford discovers, there’s always a pay-off…

ALL  QU I ET  ON  TH E  GRECIAN  FRONT

Cruising ~ Greece
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M
y Sailing Today 
colleagues are 
bored to tears 
with my constant 
updates on the 
Greek weather 

ahead of my trip to the Magnesia 
region and the Sporades islands.

“Look!” I say, gleefully, “27 
degrees in April! One day of cloud 
but then wall-to-wall sunshine.” 
I make sure I pack plenty of 
sunscreen, T-shirts and flip-flops.

Thessaloniki doesn’t disappoint. 
It is hot when I arrive and, when 
I reach the town of Volos, from 
where Jason started his quest 
on the Argo to claim the golden 
fleece, people are sunbathing on 
the narrow beach in Speedos. 
Smug, I tuck into an ice-cream.

Sail Aegean, a charter company 
which has its main base here in 
Volos, with 14 yachts for bareboat 
or skippered charter or flotilla, 
ranging from 33ft (10m) to 51ft 
(15.6m), lends me a new (2014 

model) Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 
469 – Rodi, named after Poseidon’s 
daughter. With four double cabins 
and four heads, it’s more than 
enough for me and my tour guide - 
the base manager, Christos Liapis. 

It’s a boat undoubtedly suited 
to charterers – the cockpit is huge 
and fitted with subwoofer sound 
system and up- and down-lights, 
and our meagre supplies of oranges, 
strawberries and a few Alfa beers 
look lost inside the gigantic fridge. 

Volos (39°20’.9N 022°56’.8E) is on 
the northern edge of the Pagasitikos 
Gulf (Kolpos in Greek), a circular 
bay about 16nM wide with a narrow 
3nM entrance at the south. The 
mainland and islands of the region 
are mountainous and green, and the 
sea is deep. The prevailing winds are 
from the northeast, so the eastern 
edge of the gulf is protected by the 
mountain range. If winds come from 
the southwest, Volos can suffer (a big 
blow in May 2014 saw three boats 
sink) but in most conditions, it’s fine.

“Pagasitikos Gulf is like a 
lake,” Christos tells me, and he’s 
not wrong – we have a gentle 
beam-reach sail in flat seas along 
the eastern rim of the gulf.

The first stop is Kala Nera 
(39°17’.5N 023°08’.5E), a small 
fishing harbour about 8nM 
clockwise around the gulf from 

Volos. Christos wants to show me 
this place because Sail Aegean will 
build a small marina here, a base 
for its fleet that will also welcome 
visitors. The plan is for a small 
complex of apartments, chandlers, 
showers and a supermarket and 
the hope is to move boats there 
for the summer 2017 season.
Another seven or eight miles 
clockwise and we’re at Milina 
(39°09’N 023°12’E). The wind 
is picking up and we’re glad to 
tuck behind a narrow island. 
There are a few private moorings 
here and we try to grab one, but 
the wind is up to 30 knots plus 
and Rodi, with her high topsides 
and dinghy on deck, has a lot of 
windage. We drop anchor instead.

When we up anchor after a lunch 
of Greek salad (of course) and peek 
around the corner of the little island, 
it’s like we’ve jumped through a 
gap in the space-time continuum. 
The sunshine has gone, the water is 
being whipped up into a very short 
but shallow chop and the wind 
instrument keeps on rising: 35 knots, 

Volos
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 l TOP LEFT
Emma tries raki 
on Skopelos

 l ABOVE
Skiathos to Skopelos 
in 40 knots

 l FACING PAGE
Sunset in the 
Pagasitikos gulf
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Greece

40, 42, 50, 54. It peaks at 57 knots.
“It is a good job we are this side 

of the gulf,” Christos tells me, as we 
surf, reefed (well, furled) at eight 
knots with a following sea. “If we 
were on the western side of the 
gulf it would be bigger waves, like 
Aegean Sea. Here can be katabatic 
winds but the sea is usually calm.”
Rodi, for a heavy whale of a yacht, 
handles the wind really well. I’ve 
only been in winds that strong a 
couple of times – once mid-Atlantic 
and another time in a squall on 
the approach to Singapore that 
ripped the clew off our jib – but this 
feels almost easy. No struggling to 
bring the helm over and no really 
bad heeling. In fact, I am having 
more trouble trying not to be 
blown over than the Jeanneau is.

Tips
 l Definitely visit Trikeri (39°09.2’N 023D 04.5’E) if 

you can. Saturday afternoons and Sundays are the 
busiest, when locals pop over for the weekend.

 l Tzasteni bay (39°08.9’N 023D 07.9’E) looks like 
little more than a white house from the sea but 
head in and you’ll find a well-protected bay, pretty 
curved beach and perfect water for swimming.

 l We paid no harbour fees anywhere during our 
trip. In Trikeri, if you use the jetty, it is suggested 
that you visit the taverna, which can also provide 
electricity and water for you. In high season there 
may be small fess to pay in the Sporades islands.

 l Christos advises boats to use official harbours for 
overnight stays, rather than small bays, in case the 
wind changes. But one bay he does recommend for a 
night is Panormos (39°06’.6N 023°39’.3E), 3Nm from 
Loutraki, which has good shelter in all wind directions. 
But put out a lot of chain and run a stern line ashore.

 l Good spots for a lunch and swim break are Milia 
(39°06'6N 23°39’.1E) on Skopelos, and the three 
bays next to Kastani (39° 07’.9N 023°38’.8E), which 
is one of the places where the musical Mamma 
Mia was shot. Most of the spots where the moviel 
was filmed are on the north coasts of Skiathos 
and Skopelos, so no-go areas in prevailing winds. 

 l Dasia island (39°07’.02N 023°39’.0E) near 
Skopelos has a series of caves underneath. 
Find the correct entrance and you can pass 
right through the island in your dinghy.

 l Planes fly low on their approach to Skiathos harbour. 
Be careful not to anchor in their flight path.

It’s only 6nM to Trikeri, our 
stop for the night (39°09’.4N 
023°05’.0E), and with our high 
boat speeds we’re there in no 
time at all. We go alongside a tiny 
concrete jetty, our stern a couple 
of feet from a brightly-coloured 
fishing boat behind us. Time for 
a hot shower in one of the four 
heads then it’s into Isalos taverna 
for their famed crayfish spaghetti.

I’ve been hearing about this 
crayfish spaghetti practically 
since I stepped off the bus from 
Thessaloniki. Christos’s sister 
Anta, who also works for the 
company, mentions it at least 
three times the night before we set 
sail. And it doesn’t disappoint.

But first, the tsipouro and the 
small dishes that come with it. 

THE WATER IS BEING WHIPPED 
UP INTO A SHORT, SHALLOW 
CHOP AND THE WIND KEEPS ON 
RISING: IT PEAKS AT 57 KNOTS
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Sailing the Greek Islands with Bareboat Sailing Holidays

IONIAN ISLANDS

Zakinthos

Paxos

Anti-Paxos

Meganisi
Preveza

Kalamos
Kastos

Lipsos

Leros

Tilos

Simi

DODECANESE ISLANDS

SARONIC ISLANDS

Spetses

Poros

Aegina
Agkistri

Athens

Skopelos

Alonissos

Kyra Panayia

Paros
Delos

Antiparos

Milos
Armorgos

Syros

CYCLADES ISLANDS

Greece... Island hopping at its best!

Sound like your cup of tea? Get in touch

Easy island 
hopping!

Intermediate 
historic sailing

Great wind & 
gorgeous beaches!

Perfect for 
experienced sailors!

Advanced 
sailing

WHY WE LOVE GREECE...
Take your time meandering from port to 
port, stopping for a lazy lunch and swim 
in beautiful bays along the way, before 
making the most of the afternoon breeze 
and sailing to your evening destination. 

We first started island hopping around 
Greece nearly 40 years ago. We now sail 
in the five best sailing destinations: the 
Ionian, Cyclades, Saronic, Dodecanese 
and Sporades Islands. Check out our map 
for the best sailing area for your ability.

NEW TO SAILING?
Not a sailor? No qualifications? Fancy 
a chauffeur? Or just to learn the ropes...
No problem! We can provide a friendly 
skipper for your sailing holiday so you can 
get on and relax. 

020 8438 1133 Email: bareboat@sailingholidays.comBareboatSailingHolidays.com

Award winning holidays 
  at unbeatable prices!

BEST ACTIVITY/SPORTS
HOLIDAY COMPANY

SMALL

BEST FAMILY
HOLIDAY COMPANY

SMALL

BEST HOLIDAY COMPANY TO
HELLENIC EUROPE

SMALL
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Greece

I usually have a healthy suspicion 
about local drinks, and I fear that 
tsipouro, distilled from grape skins, 
is going to be like ouzo. But, mixed 
with ice and water, it’s actually very 
smooth, warming and refreshing 
(and hangover-free). It’s served in 
aeroplane-miniature bottles, and 
comes either with or without aniseed. 
Order a tsipouro in this area and, 
a bit like aperitivi in Italy, small 
sharing plates come with. Two 
tsipouros cost about ¤7 (£5 or 
under), which is fantastic value 
with all that food thrown in. At 
Isalos we share a delicious octopus 
stifado, cooked with lots of onions 
and oil, skate, a Greek salad, small 
fried fi sh with garlic sauce and a 
deep-fried, breaded cheese. And 
then comes the crayfi sh spaghetti 
– eight palm-sized crayfi sh still 
in their shells, tails digging into 
their bed of tomatoey pasta.

Th ere is only one other yacht 
in our small harbour but in the 
summer, Christos says, it’s a lot 
busier – maybe 10 boats on the jetty 

Jeanneau Sun 
Odyssey 469 Rodi

LOA:  46ft (14.05m)

Beam:  14ft 9in (4.49m)

Draught:  7ft 4in (2.24m)

Year built:  2014

Engine:  54hp Yanmar

Sail area:  105.5 sq m

Berths:  10 (4 cabins and two in saloon)

 l ABOVE
Skiathos town quay

 l BELOW
Crayfi sh spaghetti 
is the signature dish 
at Isalos taverna 

ONLINE
Browse our archive of 
cruising coverage at: 
sailingtoday.co.uk
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and another 10 at anchor. It’s not 
quite Yarmouth-in-July busy, though, 
and there’d be room. Th e village of 
Trikeri on Trikeri island (not to be 
confused with two other Trikeris 
locally) is home to about 200 people 
in the summer but only 20 now in 
April. Th e two tavernas are open but 
the small supermarket is closed and 
shutters are drawn on all the houses 
as we climb the hill to the top, where 
there’s a monastery for religious 
retreats. Th at’s closed, too. With 
only a couple of cars on this tiny 
island, it’s very quiet and I can hear 
the clanking of bells that grazing 
sheep wear around their necks.

Everywhere we visit, over the 
next few days, is like this – empty 
ice cream kiosks, boarded-up 
restaurants, empty tables and chairs 
in the streets. Christos tells me of 
charter guests who have complained 
about Skiathos before, saying they 
found it too noisy, busy and touristy. 

Coming in April, long before 
the season starts, means we have 
the places all to ourselves. We go 

alongside several times just for the 
hell of it. It’s a novelty factor for 
Christos, who is used to squeezing 
the stern of a yacht between the 
bows of two others, raft ing out ster-
to from the quay. In some places, 
like Loutraki on Skopelos island, 
the harbour authorities put out 
fl oating pontoons for the season but 
when we visit these are in storage.

Th e prices to be paid for all 
the space, peace and quiet are 
the weather (it swings between 
no wind and 40kts); the cold (I 
haven’t brought nearly enough 
warm layers with me) and a 
reduced choice of places to eat.

Th e next morning we do a U-turn 
around Trikeri island, pass through 
the narrow Volos Strait and head 
gradually northeast towards Skiathos.

Aft er 7nM we stop at Tzasteni 
bay (39°08’.9N 023°07’.9E), which 
Christos tells me is his favourite. 
It’s a beautiful spot. Aft er we leave, 
the wind is directly on the nose, 
so it’s a long head-to-wind motor 
for 35nM towards the town of 
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Greece

Skiathos on Skiathos island where, 
once again, Christos is amazed to 
see few yachts on the quayside.

We stop, on the way, at 
Koukounaries bay (39°08.9’N 023° 
21.3’E). It’s easily spotted from shore 
because the large brown Skiathos 
Palace hotel glowers on the hillside. 
There’s a wide beach. “Don’t come in 
July or August,” Christos says. “Can 
you imagine people everywhere? 
Very popular for watersports.” I can 
imagine it, but now we’re the only 
yacht at anchor. A couple of French 
cruising boats are barbecuing in the 
tiny harbour in the far right corner 
behind a stone breakwater. We take 
the dinghy into the harbour, under 
a bridge – and once again it’s like 
we’ve been transported, this time 
into the middle of the countryside. 

A lake of brackish water bends 
north and west and as we putter 
along I hear herons’ cracking 
cries and watch swallows darting 
over the flat water’s surface. Small 
garden birds cling to tall plants and 
sheep eye us suspiciously from the 
bank. The smell of the pine trees is 

but the wind and even a steaming 
shower doesn’t help all that much. 
Again, in April the town is half asleep 
and the good restaurants aren’t open 
yet. Only kebab shops seem to be in 
business but we manage to find a bar 
that will fry some meat for us. I don’t 
care that it’s not crayfish spaghetti, as 
long as it’s hot, and I ask to sit inside, 
out of the wind. In the morning, we 
walk the town’s streets, which are 
busy in a way – with business owners 
painting and renovating their shop 
fronts ready for opening in a month’s 
time. Everywhere I look someone has 
a tub of white paint in their hand.

The weather forecast says we’ll 
have force seven winds from the 
northwest. In Skiathos harbour in 
the morning it’s quiet and calm and 
I doubt the weathermen. But then I 
watch the smoke from a tanker back 
45 degrees and when we leave the 
lee of the island we’re in 40 knots 
and big waves that have rolled all 
the way down the north Aegean. 
Winds get funnelled through the 
Skopelos Strait when they have 
some north in them and it’s an 

DO IT YOURSELF
 l There are frequent 

scheduled flights from 
London or Manchester to 
Thessaloniki and Athens 
with EasyJet, British Airways, 
Ryanair and Aegean Airways. 
Prices start at £30.

 l Monarch flies direct 
to Volos in August and 
early September. 

 l Seats are also available on 
charter flights to Skiathos 
during peak season, but may 
involve a change in Austria.

 l KTEL coaches run from 
Thessaloniki and Athens to 
Volos bus station and take 
2.5-4 hours. A one-way 
ticket from Thessaloniki to 
Volos with KTEL is €18 (£13).

 l Charter companies ask for 
a skipper with a minimum 
of RYA Day Skipper (or ICC) 
and a co-skipper with at 
least RYA Competent Crew.

 l Sailing Holidays have 
yachts for charter in the 
Ionian Sea, Saronic Gulf 
and Sporades islands 
(sailingholidays.com).

Eating

As well as Tsipouro, octopus is a 
speciality of this region. It can be 
boiled or grilled, or slow-cooked with 
onions, tomatoes and fruit into a 
stifado (a casserole-type pan). The 
traditional way to prepare it is to slam 
the octopus on to the stone floor 
repeatedly to tenderise the flesh.

RESTAURANTS
Isalos taverna, Trikeri island
Papades taverna/tsipouradiko, 
Volos, +30 24210 29360
Aegean Wave hotel restaurant, 
Skopelos, +30 24240 33700 
aegeanwave.com
Lagou Raxi hotel restaurant, Lafkos, 
Pelion +30 24230 65144 lagouraxi.com
Kritsa hotel restaurant, Portaria, Pelion 
+30 2428 0 99121 hotel-kritsa.gr

 l ABOVE
A tranquil mooring 
at Tzasteni bay
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thick in the air and I feel like I am 
in New Zealand – not Greece.

Coming out of Koukounaries bay, 
Christos, full of helpful tips and local 
sailing knowledge, advises me to 
head out to sea quite a way before 
turning to port towards our harbour. 
“There are many rocks and reefs 
here and they have no lights,” he 
warns. I ensure I do not cut corners.

We round the southern cape 
of Skiathos and turn northeast, 
still motoring into head winds. To 
our right is a small island called 
Tsoungria (39°07’.2N 023°29’.7E). 
It’s a good anchorage for the day, 
with a nice beach and a kiosk on 
the beach for lunch. But Christos 
warns not to stay at night. “Why?” 
He grins. “Mosquitoes.” He also 
advises avoiding the southern corner 
of the bay as it’s “too shallow”.

Skiathos town (39°09’.7N 
023°29’.8E) is a very popular resort, 
narrow, steep alleyways crowded 
with tables and chairs and shops 
displaying their wares on the 
flagstones. By the time we arrive, just 
after sunset, I am chilled to the bone 

FREE
Download a free 
Mediterranean 
sailing guide 
digimag at: 

sailingtoday.co.uk
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exhilarating ride over to Loutraki on 
Skopelos’s west coast. Once again, 
Rodi has no problems and I find it 
easy to steer in the waves, bearing 
away a little in the bigger gusts.

But when we motor into Loutraki 
(39°09’.8N 023°36’.9E) and try to 
berth against the quay, she’s not so 
biddable. Even with a bow thruster, 
her bow keeps being blown off by the 
winds shooting over the breakwater. 
It takes three goes until we are close 
enough to jump onto the quayside 
and wrap the thick stern line twice 
around a makeshift bollard – a bin 
someone has filled with concrete.

Sail Aegean is opening a second 
base here this summer and Christos 
tells me floating pontoons will be 
lowered into the water from a smaller 
jetty. The harbour can accommodate 
30-40 boats, including those on 
anchor in the southern part, clear 
of the ferry’s turning circle.

We have a late lunch at Aegean 
Wave hotel, a 15-minute walk up the 
steep hill into Glossa village. There, 
we sit on a terrace and look down 
on Rodi, Christos marvelling that 

she can be parked alongside on a 
quay she has all to herself. The food 
here is excellent – octopus stifado 
so tender it could pass for chicken, 
tsatsiki, Cretan cheese bruschettas, 
very good home-made wine and raki. 
The sun comes out, the wind drops 
and finally, after days of wearing all 
of the clothes I brought with me, I 
peel off my jacket, my jumper, scarf 
and second jumper, until eventually 
I’m just in shirt sleeves. As we’re the 
only customers, the owners come 
to join us for a drink and a chat.

It’s a stunning spot and reminds 
me why the Greek islands are so 
popular. After years of cruising really 
remote places like the Andaman 
islands, the thought of tussling with 
20 flotilla boats for a single rafting 
place in a small Greek harbour hadn’t 
really appealed to me. But coming 
here, out of season and getting the 
place all to myself, has re-ignited 
my love for the country where I 
first learned to sail. I’ll definitely 
come again – out of season, in May 
or September. I’ll just make sure to 
pack my woolly hat next time. 
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Many thanks to 
Sail Aegean and to 
Christos Liapis for 
his local knowledge.

A one-week 
charter with Sail 
Aegean costs 
€1,000 to €3,000 
(£720-£2,170) 
in low season to 
€1,800 to €5,500 
(£1,302-£3,976) 
in high season, 
depending on 
boat length. 
sailaegean.eu
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 l ABOVE
Alongside in 
Loutraki, Skopelos
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Sail
Grenadines

www.sailgrenadines.com

St. Vincent & The

•  We are family run   •  All yachts are in excellent condition

•  Yachts from 30 to 56 ft  •  Dinghy & Outboard included

•  Go sailing on the day of arrival  •  Wifi available on board

•  Why not Indulge yourselves on a luxury Skippered charter

A Perfect Family Sailing Holiday

•  Bareboat Charter  •  Skippered Charter
•  Assisted Sailing  •  RYA training courses

•  Yacht ownership schemes

YACHTING &
BEACH CLUB 
HOLIDAYS IN GREECE

Experience a world of adventure 
and pure relaxation at Ocean 
Elements’ beautiful beachfront 
hotels in the Greek Mediterranean.

Enjoy warm waters, reliable winds, 
the latest kit, mountain bikes, 
paddle-boards and inclusive RYA 
dinghy and windsurf tuition by our 
fully quali� ed RYA Instructors.

Join one of our � otilla holidays or 
charter your own bareboat and 
truly enjoy the beauty of cruising 
the Greek islands

• Free RYA tuition and kit all week

• Free kids clubs (4 - 13 years)

• Direct Flights & transfers

• Day Yachting

• Yacht Charter Holidays

• Stay & Sail Holidays

ABOUT OUR BEACH CLUBS

WWW.ALPINEELEMENTS.CO.UK/SAILINGTODAY | 020 3468 2167

PER YACHT
£100

SAVE
Flotillas
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Interview ~ Niels Jeppesen

THE  X 
FAC TOR
Sam Jefferson catches up with X-Yachts 

co-founder NIELS JEPPESEN about racing, 
cruising – and what makes Danes the 

happiest people on earth

T
alk about Denmark 
and it generally isn’t 
long before someone 
mentions that it is 
statistically the happiest 
nation on earth. This 

may be true, but when I spoke to 
X-Yachts’ Niels Jeppesen it soon 
became clear to me that on one 
issue at least he was incredibly 
serious: sailing. The briefest of chats 
with him on this subject and you 
quickly realise that four decades 
of experience in the industry have 
not dulled his passion one whit. 

Perhaps it is his intense enthusiasm 
that has kept X-Yachts ahead of 
the game. Certainly, the company’s 
Danish roots have ensured a 
certain amount of individuality, 
as Niels explains: “Danish design 
is characterised by being very 
minimalistic and functional. The 
aesthetics are important – although 
this is always a matter of personal 
taste – but since our start we have 
focused on ensuring that the sailing 
qualities are compromised as 
little as possible.”

These are the basic tenets that 
have taken a small company based in 
the charming little Danish town of 
Haderslev in southeast Denmark out 
into the wider world. Indeed, with 
just shy of 6,000 yachts built since 
the company began, there is slightly 
more than one X-Yacht in the world 
for every ten residents of Haderslev. 

Plenty of reasons to be cheerful 
then and, despite these days living 
on the south coast of England, 
Niels breaks into a smile as he 
reminisces on his early childhood 
sailing adventures exploring the 
stunning Baltic coastline around 
Stubbekøbing. “I started sailing 
when I was six with my father 
and brother Lars,” he recalls. “We 
had a Danish clinker-built Junior 
Boat that we used to explore the 
coastline. She was a nice little yacht, 
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a sort of little sister to the Nordic 
Folkboat, so even at an early age I 
was sailing good boats I guess.”

Not only that, but he was 
surrounded by nautical expertise. 
Although Stubbekøbing was a tiny 
village, it was, rather randomly, 
at the hub of cutting-edge yacht 
design; a pioneering outpost for 
innovative methods of moulding 
and GRP construction. The reason 
for this was the presence of Bjørn 
Olsen, who at the time was the 
leading yacht designer and builder 
in Denmark. Given the tight 
community that Niels lived in, it 
was not long before he and brother 
Lars were out racing with Olsen and 
also absorbing all the knowledge 
they could about yacht design and 
boatbuilding from the old master. 

“He taught me about boat building, 
the complexities of GRP/sandwich 

construction, and how to design and 
calculate a yacht,” Niels explains. The 
brothers both had their imaginations 
fired by Olsen and, by a lucky quirk, 
Niels took a greater interest in 
the fundamentals of yacht design 
while Lars was more interested in 
boatbuilding. The framework for a 
winning team was in place early on. 

Cowsheds and cups
Yet there were still many hurdles 
to cross and Niels’s first serious 
design, a quarter-tonner, had to be 
mothballed due to a total lack of 
funds. It would not be until Niels 
was in his mid twenties that he 
got his big break: “I managed to 
convince a local Danish yard to 
build a 30ft (9.1m) racing yacht 
from my drawings. The prototype, 
named Banner 30, was built by my 

brother Lars, myself and our friend 
Birger Hansen in a nearby cowshed. 

“We sailed Banner 30 throughout 
the 1978 season, winning most 
of the largest Danish races.

“I soon got my second client 
who asked me to design a yacht 
which would be a home away from 
home. He wanted to compete in 
the Around Zeeland Race in 1979, 
which at the time was the biggest 
sailing race in the world with more 
than 2,200 participating boats.

“This prototype was named 
Ravage 36 and was again built in 
our friend’s trusty cowshed. She was 
launched in December 1978 and by 
that time we were already thinking 
about setting up our own yard and 
giving the cows back their shed. 

“Our first model was the X-79, 
which was a 26ft (7.9m) Ultra Light 
Displacement Boat. In June 1979, we 

‘BY 1978 WE WERE ALREADY THINKING 
ABOUT SETTING UP OUR OWN YARD AND 
GIVING THE COWS BACK THEIR SHED’

 l ABOVE
The Xc 45, one of 
X-Yachts’ range of 
fast cruising yachts
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Niels Jeppesen

competed in the Around Zeeland 
Race. She won the long course with 
more than 300 yachts competing and 
we were the first boat home on the 
short course with over 1,900 yachts 
taking part. Orders started to fly in!

“In 1981 the second X-Yachts 
model was introduced, a 33ft 
(10m) three-quarter-tonner, 
which won the 1981 and 1982 
World Championships. That was 
the international door-opener.”

A fluid philosophy
So performance has been integral to 
the DNA of X-Yachts right from that 
start. Niels remains passionate on 
that point almost 35 years on: “Our 
general hull shapes are designed 
to maximise sailing pleasure. 

“For a racing yacht, this is 
mainly driven by speed and, for 
a cruising yacht, a combination 
between performance, speed, ease 
of handling, high stability from the 
keel and ensuring that the motion 
through the sea is comfortable.”

Yet Niels quickly realised that 
simply providing pure out-and-
out racing machines was not the 
future for the company and the 
ability to get the compromise 
between comfort and performance 
right has been a key factor. 

“Right from the start, we 
have focused on making sure 
that the sailing qualities are not 
compromised. All our yachts are built 
around a steel subframe for stiffness 
and strength; lead is used on the keel 
to ensure the maximum amount 
of weight is in the right place.

“These are all good performance 
features, yet life is impossible 
without compromise. This also 
applies to yacht design. For example, 
these days every boat needs a nice 
interior. It would be much easier 

to design a super-fast boat without 
the interior, but then we are selling 
ourselves short. Some brands have 
chosen that path, but they must find 
that the resale value of such boats 
after a few years is almost zero.

“With the majority of racing 
these days being on high end fast 
performance yachts (like Kers and 
TPs) or small nippy keel boats 
like the J/70s and SB20s, it can 
sometimes be difficult to compete. 

“I believe that yacht cruising is a 
growing market and therefore the 
way forward. People want to be able 
to cruise in comfort and luxury 
without safety being overlooked 
or performance ignored. X-Yachts 
can provide all those things. 

“We have now sold almost 
300 Xc yachts, which are angled 
toward fast cruising, and I see a 
strong future for this range.” 

This is clear evidence that the 
subtle shift in X-Yachts’ focus 
certainly hasn’t harmed the brand, 
which retains its famously loyal and 
discerning customer base. Perhaps 
this customer base explains how the 
firm survived the 2008 recession. 
X-Yachts was able to weather the 
storm by ‘reefing-in’, as Niels puts 
it. He remains actively involved in 
the design of the yachts, heading 
up an in-house design team.

In some ways, X-Yachts’ story is 
like many a sailor’s own personal 
development, starting out as a hot-
headed brash young racer, then over 
the years developing a certain taste 
for refinement and comfort. That 
is not to say X-Yachts aren’t still 
capable of a strong showing on the 
race course. Ther Xp line of cruiser/
racers continue to perform strongly 
and Niels glows with pride as he 
talks about the recent performance 
of an Xp 44 which just won ORC I 
at the Maior Regatta in Germany. 

So talk turns back to racing and 
I realise what truly makes Niels 
smile. He still relishes the thrill of 
competition. My final question is 
whether he would prefer a leisurely 
yacht cruise to the destination 
of his choice or the chance to 
take part in an America’s Cup 
campaign. His answer is emphatic: 
“AC! With Ben Ainslie flying past 
our [Hamble Point] office most 
breezy days on his new boat, it 
is hard not to be intrigued.”

A grin flickers across his face at 
the thought, and it’s clear that, even 
after all these years, sailing fast is still 
something that makes Niels tick. The 
need for speed under sail may not 
be the secret formula for happiness 
across the entire populace but, for 
one Dane, it unquestionably is. 

‘RIGHT FROM THE START WE 
HAVE FOCUSED ON ENSURING 
THAT THE SAILING QUALITIES OF 
OUR YACHTS ARE COMPROMISED 
AS LITTLE AS POSSIBLE’

 l TOP
Pioneering days 
in the cowshed 
where Niels and 
brother Lars 
learned their trade

 l ABOVE
Cups came thick 
and fast in the 
early days. Niels is 
second from left
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S
ince I shall be appearing 
regularly in these 
pages, I thought it 
might be useful to get 
a few things straight 
so that we sail happily 

together through the season with no 
danger of a cross word between us.

It’s probably best if you imagine 
me as a new member of your crew, 
and this is what you’re getting: I’m 
clean and tidy, and I know my place, 
which is ready to do your bidding, 
I never complain and display an 
endlessly sunny disposition. I shall 
always be the one who washes up, 
ever ready to cook a meal, and never 
fail to wake the skipper with a mug 
of hot tea. And I can fix a stuttering 
engine with one wave of my spanner.

In your dreams! Has anyone 
ever found the perfect crew? 
Where is the faultless individual, 
the one who makes you thank 
creation for placing them aboard 
your little ship? We read endlessly 
about safety and seamanship, 
but in all the realms of sailing 
literature I have never discovered the vital 
directions for finding the perfect shipmate.

I’ve had good, and not so good, over the years. 
A couple of years ago, I was short of a man to come 
down to Cape Horn. Lots of hands went up when 
the call went out, but slowly they melted away when 
confronted with the uncertainty of where, and when, 
and how much to get there. Except one. In a letter, 
he’d convinced me he knew how to sail, and had 
spent time on the ocean so wasn’t afraid of waves.

Malcolm and I had only a brief meeting before we set 
off to sail 3,000 miles together. That little get-together was 
like a scene from Brief Encounter: a few precious moments 
in the Doncaster station buffet. I took to him straight away 
when he asked, “Have you got plenty of tools on board? 
I love it when things break or go wrong.” Such words are 
enough to tip you beyond merely offering a berth, and 
towards a proposal of marriage. He proved to be a great 
success and made us breakfast every morning, always in 
an artful way so that the arrangement of food in the frying 
pan resembled a clown’s face. What’s to complain about?

But that lucky experience must be set against others. 
My early sailing days were spent navigating the intricacies 
of the Thames Estuary, before GPS had been invented 

and the twisting channels were lit 
with at least twice as many light 
buoys as you will see now. It was a 
toss up as to whether you should 
sail the Black Deep or go to the 
Blackpool Illuminations if you 
wanted a spectacular light show.

It was a misty night and we were 
in a poor sort of boat fitted with a 
confusing grid compass on which 
you set your course on a rotating 
grid, and then kept the compass 
needle parallel to it – no need to 
read the numbers. This should 
have been fine, had I not forgotten 
to ask my crew if he had ever seen 
such a compass in his life before. I 
made the mistake of falling asleep, 
the wind having fallen light and the 
engine running. When I rose an hour 
or so later, Mike was sitting there 
with drooping eyes and a glazed 
look which told me he had crossed 
the dividing line from waking into 
near sleep. ‘Course OK?’ I asked. 
‘Yes, fine,’ was the mumbled reply. 

It could not have been further 
from fine. During his watch – and 

he didn’t know when – instead of steering the proper 
course he had turned the boat right round and had 
been steering the reciprocal for what could have been a 
couple of hours, or more. We were as far off course as it 
is possible to be – we were heading backwards, perhaps.

Sandbanks were rising up on all sides. Lights flashed 
with such profusion that I could not tell one from another. 
We were terribly lost. He offered to keep the helm and sort 
it out. No thank you. But not wishing to make him feel 
guilty, I made him a cup of hot chocolate and sent him to 
his bunk. I did not mention that I’d added a monumental 
slug of rum, and he was too tired to notice. He fell into 
a near coma and I heard nothing of him for several 
hours – just long enough to work out where we were.

So one was a good crew, the other quite the opposite. But 
I’d have them both back again for they had the indefinable 
quality of being damned good company. And that’s what 
you want in a crew. And that’s what I hope to provide in the 
months to come - a good companion round the cabin table.

But be warned. No crew comes without a flaw, 
and I have one, and you’d better know about it 
from the outset. I do have a tendency to speak my 
mind. With that chilling thought, I’ll hand the 
helm back to you and bid you a good watch. 

‘HIS EYES TOLD ME HE’D 
CROSSED THE DIVIDING 

LINE FROM WAKING 
INTO NEAR SLEEP’

HAVE 
YOUR SAY

Have you had any 
crewing disasters?

facebook.com/
sailingtoday

@sailingtodaymag

sailingtoday.co.uk

Meet Paul Heiney, our new regular columnist. This month, he’s 
concerned with how to recruit the ideal crew

Paul Heiney
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“In a matter of moments we were 
fighting for our lives in a tiny life 

raft. We were being thrown 
around and battered by an angry 
sea alone. We were rescued 950 

nautical miles from land.” 

- Len Rorke 

Like Len, more than 35,000 people have survived potentially fatal situations with the technology used by ACR 
beacons to instantly alert Search and Rescue. Read some of their stories at www.ACRARTEX.com/survivor-club
Like Len, more than 35,000 people have survived potentially fatal situations with the technology used by ACR 
beacons to instantly alert Search and Rescue. Read some of their stories at www.ACRARTEX.com/survivor-club
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W
hile strolling 
along the UK 
south coast 
I looked out 
to sea, saw a 
boat and said 

out loud to my boyfriend James, “We 
could just buy a boat and sail around 
the world.” He laughed at me, quite 
rightly, as I’d never even set foot 
on a sailing boat and dismissed my 
statement as fantasy. But that one 
glance planted an idea in my mind, 
which slowly began to take hold.

Nearly five years on from that 
and we’ve spent the last four living 
afloat, sailing around the globe 
and starting our family on board. 
We’ve seen white-sand beaches 
galore, trekked through tropical 
jungle, swum in coral-fringed 
turquoise waters and crossed both 
the Equator and the 180th meridian 
so we’re now literally on the other 
side of the world from our home.

Sailing south from Fiji to New 
Zealand marked our first departure 
from the tropics since 2011. 
Returning to a climate ruled by four seasons meant that 
it was distinctly more like England than the other 31 
countries we had taken in en route. It began to rain. Not 
the warm, tropical rain we were now used to but days 
of grey skies and constant drizzle which brought an odd 
smile of familiarity to James’ face. I was not so sentimental 
about the shift in temperature and insisted we pull our 
jumpers out of deep storage, not used since the Bay of 
Biscay, and huddle together as the nights got cooler. 

It was a funny thing to be suddenly reunited with the 
more ordinary aspects of English life upon arrival; from 
A4 paper to 240-volt electricity, Marmite to driving on 
the left. Our first trip to the nearest supermarket made me 
squeal with happiness at the nostalgic wonders of broccoli, 
corn on the cob and strawberries, items both imported 
and prohibitively expensive elsewhere in the south Pacific. 

We sailed into the Bay of Islands, situated just to the 
north of Auckland. With an anchorage for every wind 
direction and strength it provided ideal respite after the 
challenges of our recent offshore and ocean passages. No 
reefs to crunch into, no strong winds to batter you and 
only a couple of miles from one anchorage to the next. It 
sounds almost pedestrian after crossing oceans but these 
perfect conditions were just what we wanted. Pure sailing 

at its best. The highlight of a typical 
anchoring spot once ashore was a 
quick hike up to the lookout, giving 
you a truly stunning panoramic view 
of the other islands and the bay.

The beaches looked like the Cornish 
coast where I spent childhood 
holidays. “Ooh, rockpools!” I 
shrieked with joy, encouraging our 
18-month-old daughter to dip her 
tiny, pudgy toes in. She looked at 
me quizzically, as if pointing out 
how much colder the water was, no 
doubt noting that I’d never displayed 
such hysteria at the pristine beaches 
in our more exotic locations.

From there we sailed down 
towards Whangarei, a town 15 
miles upriver and ignored by most 
tourists. It is functional as opposed 
to pretty, with faceless corrugated 
iron sheds making up many of the 
buildings. The marina, however, is 
at the very heart of town, meaning 
living aboard is very practical, 
especially with toddler in tow. We 
also ventured inland and drove 
around the country, camping 

and exploring throughout autumn right up until the 
first snows. By then even our Biscay jumpers couldn’t 
keep out the chill and we retreated back north.

But perhaps it’s fitting that, over 180 degrees of 
longitude from where we first launched, New Zealand 
feels comfortable. Despite the epic mountain vistas and 
valley scenes, we delighted in our first sights of leaves 
turning red and gold, of conkers falling from trees, of 
parks with duckponds; such small native joys against the 
big scale of our adventures. This country holds a bit more 
significance for us than just our latest fleeting home, as 
it’s where our second baby will be born any day now. This 
time I don’t have to commit to memory the Spanish for 
“no caesarean-section unless it’s really necessary”. We’ve 
somehow ended up in a floating homeland half a world 
away. All from a silly notion one day on the cliffs. 

‘WE PULLED OUR 
JUMPERS, NOT USED 

SINCE THE BAY OF BISCAY, 
OUT OF DEEP STORAGE’

HAVE 
YOUR SAY

Have you turned 
a sailing dream 

into reality?

facebook.com/
sailingtoday

@sailingtodaymag

sailingtoday.co.uk

Our new bluewater cruising columnist Jess Lloyd-Mostyn 
discovers a home away from home in New Zealand
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jess and boyfriend James decided to buy Adamastor, a 
Crossbow 42 cruising yacht. Four months later, they were 
setting off on a trip that has taken them as far as New Zealand 
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YEAR
CRUISING SAIL
GUARANTEE

 BUY BRITISH, BUY QUALITY, 

BUY Jeckells SAILS
We’ve been making sails since 1832, so nobody knows more about sail design and production. 
We offer exceptional quality and service at an affordable price.

T: +44(0)1603 782223  E: sails@jeckells.co.uk  W: jeckells.co.uk 
Jeckells of Wroxham Ltd, The Sail Loft, Station Road, Wroxham NR12 8UT

MANY SAILS 
IN STOCK 

FOR NEXT DAY 
DELIVERY   

CALL 01603 
782223
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Boat test ~ Feeling 44

A  GOOD 
FEELING

When the global economy went into meltdown in 2008, 
Feeling yachts wisely went into hibernation. Now they 
are back and Sam Jefferson tests their new 44-footer 

that seems strangely familiar…
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B
arely a month goes past 
without some much-
loved yacht builder, 
presumed missing aft er 
the long, dark economic 
winter, sprouting up 

afresh. Maxi Yachts anyone? Back. 
Feeling Yachts? Very much back. It’s 
like rediscovering an old friend.

I have fond memories of Feeling 
Yachts from last time around. Its 
range of predominantly lift  keel 
yachts always strove to be a bit 
diff erent. Th ey weren’t fl ashy or 
ostentatious, just carefully thought 
out and the manufacturer always 
seemed willing to try something new. 
Which brings me to the Feeling 44. 

I remember admiring the elegant 
lines of the previous version when 
she was launched back in 2005. 

Designed by the Mortain/
Mavrikios team who had worked 
so successfully with Etap Yachts, 
she seemed very forward looking 
back then, with her twin rudders, 
slippery hull and smart coachroof 
letting in masses of light. Her 
innovative layout and excellent 
fi nish down below ensured that 
she seemed ahead of her time. 

All of which is fortunate, because 
the new 44 has returned looking 
much the same as she did in 2005: 
same pleasing lines, slippery hull and 
lift ing keel. When Feeling emerged 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE YACHT INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
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Feeling 44

from hibernation and considered its 
options, it must have looked at the 
mould of the 44 and thought ‘if it 
ain’t broke, don’t fix it’ – or whatever 
the equivalent is in French. Like 
meeting up with an ex-girlfriend you 
haven’t seen for a decade and finding 
that she is still listening to Fall Out 
Boy and looks as good as ever, 
while you have aged horribly in the 
meantime, it’s all a bit disconcerting 
- but not necessarily a bad thing. 

It’s ironic that back in 2005 this 
yacht was probably considered 
beamy aft. By today’s standards she’s 
got a fair amount of taper to her 
run and her cockpit feels enclosed, 
almost intimate, compared with 
rival yachts of the same length. 
Even weirder, she has a single wheel 
despite having twin rudders. 

The rig brings back memories too, 
eschewing the recent trend for a big 
mainsail/small headsail in favour of a 
generous 110 per cent genoa, which 
provides a good deal of the drive. 
The unkind would say she is dated 
but the thing is that the 44 still looks 

just as good as she did back then; her 
clever touches remain clever and, of 
course, she benefits from a lift keel 
and there are precious few yachts in 
this size bracket that can boast that.

A different Feeling
At this point it is important to say 
that this is not just a straightforward 
re-run of the original 44; there are 
a number of significant tweaks 
and refinements. First up, the 
old lifting keel arrangement has 
been rejigged with a simplified 
lifting and lowering mechanism 
and a slimmer, lighter keel. 

The lift keel system is essentially 
the same as you find on a centreboard 
dinghy and is often referred to as a 
‘swing’ keel. This centreboard sits 
in a shallow iron stub keel which, 
combined with internal ballast and 
basic form stability, provides her 
integral stability. The keel itself was 
always relatively light and is now 
lighter still. To compensate for the 
loss of weight below the waterline, 

the old alloy rig has been replaced 
with a rather flashy carbon fibre mast 
with twin aft-swept spreaders and a 
beautifully-cut, fully-battened mainsail. 

Down below the interior has also 
been substantially revamped. And the 
unusual centrally located navigation 
station has been replaced with a 
more standard central sink unit.

So far so good, but Feeling 
went further and enlisted famed 
Vendee Globe skipper Alessandro 
Di Benedetto to advise on the 44’s 
fit-out. The Franco-Italian, most 
noteworthy for setting a record for 
circumnavigating the globe non-stop 
in a 21ft Mini Transat, has worked 
hard to ensure that this is a sailor’s 
yacht. As soon as you step aboard 
you notice the extra height to the 
guardrails and it’s very evident 
that this boat was commissioned 
by someone who has ridden out 
his share of Cape Horn storms. 

To this end the liferaft is tucked 
away in the transom but easily 
accessed, the anchor roller is a 
really substantial bit of kit; there are 

THIS IS NOT JUST A STRAIGHTFORWARD 
RE-RUN OF THE ORIGINAL 44; THERE ARE 
A NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT TWEAKS

1

SINGLE WHEEL 
These days it’s pretty 
unusual to have 
a single helming 
position on a 44ft 
yacht. The Feeling 
dares to be different

2

OLD SCHOOL 
SAIL PLAN
Many yachts these 
days utilise a big main 
to provide power. The 
Feeling, however, has a 
generous genoa which  
is an advantage with 
the wind on the beam

3

LIGHTWEIGHT 
CARBON RIG 
The Feeling 44 has 
a carbon rig as 
standard which is 
extremely unusual 
on a production 
cruising yacht 

1
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useful mast steps, excellent access 
to the raising system of the keel 
and a fully-vented drying locker 
for soggy oilskins. Th e only thing 
that I felt let her down here was 
the lack of fl ush hatches, which are 
available as an optional extra.

Under way in Biscay
Feeling Yachts is based in Les Sables 
d’Olonne, a harbour town on Biscay’s 
fl at Vendee coast, and it was here that 
I joined ship for the test. Given that 
the port is the home of the Vendee 
Globe race, it was fi tting that I was 
accompanied by the redoubtable 
Alessandro Di Benedetto. 

With 15 knots of breeze and 

fl at seas, we had near champagne 
sailing conditions. First impressions 
were good and the yacht very 
politely allowed us to sail out of 
the narrow harbour with minimal 
fuss. Th is particular model had a 
massive, elaborate roller-furling 
boom – an optional extra that would 
not have looked out of place on a 
J-Class. Anyway, it certainly made 
light work of the mainsail with 
the aid of the electric winches. 

Th e set up of the running rigging 
was simple and unfussy, with a 
traveller on the coachroof and the 
mainsheet and reefi ng lines running 
back to a pair of substantial Lewmar 
winches further aft  on the coachroof. 
Th ese winches are also used to raise 

and lower the keel, which is as simple 
as easing or pulling in the mainsheet. 
Out on deck, the shrouds are situated 
well inboard and, due to the carbon 
rig requiring extra stiff ness, are a 
full 15mm thick, which is pretty 
industrial on a yacht of this size.

Th e 44 has a reasonably modest 
displacement with a light keel that is 
easy to raise and lower. She therefore 
relies on form stability – essentially 
a wide, fl at midship section – to 
keep her upright. I expected her 
to feel a little ‘tender’, but she was 
reasonably stiff  and, aided by those 
twin rudders, tracked well, refusing 
to bury her rail or round up in the 
gusts. Th e old school big genoa/
smaller mainsail meant she wasn’t 

VIDEO
To see video of this 
test and many other 
new boat tests, go to 

sailingtoday.co.uk

2

3

��CHAMPAGNE 
SAILING IN THE 
VENDEE
Sailing out of Feeling’s 
home port of Les Sables 
d’Olonne in the Vendee area 
of France, we were treated 
to clear blue skies, fl at water 
and 15 knots of breeze 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE YACHT INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
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quite as eager upwind, sitting 
contentedly at 36 degrees off  the 
apparent wind and hitting seven knots 
regularly. On a beam reach that big 
genoa really started to do its work and 
we hit 8.3 knots with an apparent wind 
of 16 knots. Th e general feeling was of 
a good all-rounder. It would have been 
interesting to try her in a big swell 
to see if she slammed. As it was, she 
was quick and reassuring; a boat you 
could trust but also enjoy sailing. 

If there is one feature that betrays 
this as a yacht of 2005 vintage it is 
that single helming position. Every 
self-respecting 30ft -plus yacht has 
twin helms these days, but Feeling 
has resisted the urge, perhaps 
realising that her relatively narrow 
hindquarters would make twin helms 
more trouble than they are worth. 
In contrast to more recent designs, 
the cockpit felt reassuringly enclosed 
with none of the vertigo you get on 
some modern boats when you teeter 
high on the windward side. Great 
for an ocean crossing, although Med 
cruisers may longingly eye those 
enormous bathing platforms which 
have gained such popularity recently.

Sailing over, we fi red up the 55hp 
Volvo and motored back into Les 

Sables d’Olonne at dead low water. 
Th e wide entrance channel into the 
port had narrowed to a thin strip of 
navigable water. No problem, of course, 
for the Feeling, which could sail on a 
heavy dew with her 2ft  4in minimum 
draught. Th is and her ability to dry out 
on the mud is a great asset for a 44ft  
yacht and opens up whole cruising 
vistas – not to mention cheaper 
marina berths. Handling within the 
close confi nes of the marina was fi ne, 
with suffi  cient prop wash funnelling 
between the twin rudders to keep 
her honest. Th at said, when the keel 
is up there’s little to stop you blowing 
sideways unless you take the optional 
bow-thruster. Or simply drop the keel 
in the marina for more grip and pivot.

Down below
Th at swing keel is still making 
an impact when you head down 
below, as the fi rst thing that strikes 
you is the large centrally-located 
‘island’ mid-saloon which houses 
the keel. Not that this is necessarily 
a bad thing, as Feeling has used 
the space well by turning the keel 
box into the saloon table forward 
and a work surface with a kitchen 
sink further aft . With the rest of 
the galley situated opposite this to 
starboard, this ‘island’ provides an 
excellent spot to brace against while 
cooking and ensures everything is 
to hand. Th e fridge, with its large 
pull-out drawers, also looked like 
a highly practical and sensible 

1

BOARD ROOM 
With the swing keel 
lift ing up inside the 
hull, space has to be 
found and, in addition 
to the saloon table, 
Feeling has placed 
the galley sink on a 
separate, centrally 
located island, which 
provides a good 
bracing position when 
cooking under way 

2

HIDDEN DEPTHS 
Th e chart table is a 
decent sized aff air 
which features a rather 
unusual ‘pop up’ nav 
station on a hydraulic 
ram. Th ankfully this 
is an optional extra  

21
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piece of kit and the whole area 
had a very seamanlike feel. 

The saloon is bright and 
comfortable and the table is huge 
when fully folded out. The high 
quality of the joinery was in stark 
contrast to many production yachts, 
with no rough edges or raw wood 
on show. Feeling has also opted to 
use solid wood throughout rather 
than laminated ply. It’s a nice touch, 
in keeping with the overall quality 
feel of the fit out. The sense that this 
is a ‘real’ yacht is further on show 
when you sit down at the chart 
table and realise that it is actually 
the right size, not some half-width 
consolation. And I’ve already 
mentioned the hanging locker – 
hugely helpful if you intend to sail 
pretty much anywhere other than 
the Mediterranean in midsummer. 

The forecabin is the owner’s suite 
and is a good size, featuring an 
ensuite shower and heads, while aft 
there are two more cabins serviced 
by one heads compartment situated 
to port and an entirely separate 
shower compartment located aft 

of the galley to starboard. Nothing 
feels like it has been jammed in 
unnaturally. Access to the engine 
was also very good, although 
by the standard of today, the 
companionway steps are quite steep, 
albeit with excellent handholds. 

��ABOVE
Beam reaching proved 
to be an excellent 
point of sail for the 
Feeling, and we 
comfortably got eight 
knots out of her 

��RIGHT
The gold paint job is 
certainly a striking 
optional extra. In 
actual fact, the gold 
is actually a vinyl 
wrap stuck onto the 
outside of the gelcoat
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Feeling 44

SAM’S VERDICT
I was worried that reviewing a yacht 
that was largely designed over a decade 
ago might be a negative experience. I 
was wrong. The Feeling 44 was a fine 
yacht in 2005 and remains so in 2015. 
It is probably fortunate that back then 
this yacht was clearly a fair way ahead 
of her time or she might feel a bit tired. 
But by building on an established 
template, her builders have also been 

able to concentrate on refining her 
and I felt that they have succeeded in 
adding many touches that will appeal to 
bluewater sailors. In addition, she has 
that lifting keel and there are precious 
few yachts of this size with that option.

PERFORMANCE: H H H H H 
COMFORT: H H H H H 
BLUEWATER: H H H H H

Thank you to North Sea Maritime, 
the UK dealers for Feeling, for 
their help in organising the 
test. You can contact them 
on 01702 584821 or go to 
northseamaritime.com

ALTERNATIVE 
YACHTS

THE SPEC
Length overall:  45ft 11in (13.7m)

Hull length:  43ft 9in (13.4m)

Length waterline:  39ft 4in (11.9m)

Beam:  13ft 9in (4.2m)

Draught:  max 8ft 5in (2.6m), min 
2ft 3in (0.7m)

Displacement:  10,090kg 
(22,244lb)

Ballast:  3,100kg (6,834lb)

Fin Keel version

Draught:  7ft2in (2.2m) 

Ballast:  2,400kg (5,247lb) 

Displacement:  8,500 kg 
(18,739lb)

Ballast Ratio:  30.72 per cent  
(lifting keel version)

Engine:  Volvo Penta, 55hp

Tanks:  Fuel 201lt (53 gal)

Water:  500lt (132 gal)

SAIL AREA
Main:  441 sqft (41m2)

Jib:  570 sqft (53m2 ) 

PERFORMANCE
Disp/LOA:  166.9 

Sail area/disp:  20.5

ALLURES 45
PRICE: £237,000 ex VAT

An aluminium centreboarder with serious ‘go 
anywhere’ pretensions. At first glance it’s difficult 

to see what separates this from the Ovni, apart 
from the raised deck saloon, but doubtless 

neither Ovni nor Allures feel that way about it. 
In fairness, the Ovni is 100% aluminium and the 

Allures has a fibreglass deck and coachroof.
craftinsure quote: £ 975.28 

OVNI 445
PRICE: FROM £208,600 ex VAT 

Often labelled the 4x4 of the ocean, the swing 
keel aluminium Ovni is full of character and 

also a tough customer just at home pottering 
around Poole Harbour or thrashing her way 

through the Magellan Strait. With her distinctive 
looks and construction technique, this is a 

yacht that definitely has a cult following.
craftinsure quote: £ 846.52 

SIRIUS 40
PRICE: £395,000

Admittedly slightly smaller than the Feeling but 
she makes up for that with her deck saloon and 

split level accommodation, which gives her simply 
staggering volume. This German-built yacht 

has gained a fine reputation for quality, attention 
to detail and very singular appearance. She is 

available in swing, bilge or fixed keel configurations.
craftinsure quote: £ 1,171.53 

PRICE
Lifting keel:  €285,000 ex VAT / £205,000 ex VAT / £246,000 inc VAT

Fin keel:  €267,800 ex VAT / £192,700 ex VAT / £231,000 inc VAT

As tested:  €389,000 ex VAT / £279,000 ex VAT / £336,000 inc VAT

SpeedWeight

SpeedWeight

SpeedWeight

SpeedWeight

SpeedWeight

SpeedWeight

SpeedWeight

SpeedWeight

SpeedWeight

SpeedWeight

Insure this yacht with 
Craftinsure from

£1,099.82 
Boat insurance at the 

touch of a button

For a fuller explanation of stability and 
performance figures see sailingtoday.co.uk
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ROSCOFF, 
BRITTANY

B L O S C O N  M A R I N A
48°43’.04N, 003°57’.6W

MARINA ENTRANCE
Use the northern entrance, closest 
to the shore, marked with port 
and starboard hand markers

PINK BREAKWATER
The granite structure provides 
good shelter but beware  
strong currents at springs

BLOSCON FERRY PIER
Obvious navigational aid to aim 
for, with a green and white sector 
light on the end fl ashing every 
four seconds (every two in fog)

GULL’S EYE

MARINA OFFICE
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VIEUX PORT, S BASIN
Dry out against the inner jetty or 
the quay using a fender board
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I
t started with a band of 
entrepreneurial vegetable growers 
looking for a way to export 
their artichokes and potatoes.

In 1972, a group of farmers, 
known as the Saint-Pol-de-

Léon agricultural co-operative, 
grouped together to create the Port 
of Bloscon in the Bay of Morlaix 
on the north coast of Brittany.

Within a year their transport 
company, established at fi rst solely 
to export and import merchandise, 
began taking foot passengers. Th at 
company became Brittany Ferries, 
sailing between Roscoff -Bloscon, 
and the UK and Ireland, and soon 
aft er Irish Ferries started visiting the 
port, in addition to cargo traffi  c.

Th ese days, 550,000 people 
travel through the port of 
Roscoff  each year.

Th e pretty and historic old port 
city of Roscoff  has a very shallow 
harbour, Vieux Port, that dries 
out – the chart of the area shows 
all green, not blue, and some spot 
depths are minus 6m, which might 

put off  some potential visitors.
So, as the popularity of the area 

grew, the decision was taken to 
invest €52m (£37m) in developing 
the port, including a deep-water 
marina a little further southeast. 

Roscoff  is 95nM from Plymouth, 
75nM from Guernsey, 34nM 
from L’Aber Wrac’h and 67nM 
from Brest and is a good staging 
post for exploratory cruises.

Alternatives are to dry out in 
Vieux Port’s south basin, against 

No need to dry out in 
Roscoff  any more – 
Bloscon marina 
makes easier work of 
visiting this part of 
beautiful Brittany

48°43’.04N 
003° 57’.6W

Local berth holder
John Chadwick

I am a skipper 
with Cornish 
Cruising and 
this is the 
third time 
this year 

that I have visited Roscoff -
Bloscon Marina with them.

We’re based in Falmouth 
and Bloscon is slightly east, 
so getting home is doable 
in a southwesterly.

Roscoff  is a wonderful 
little granite town with bags 
of places to go and eat. It’s 
not just a ferry port, which 

is perhaps how people 
think of it; it’s very pretty.

The marina has brought 
us to this area because we 
wouldn’t want to dry out 
at Vieux Port. For people 
from the West Country, this 
place is really convernient.

the inner jetty or quay, which off ers 
good shelter in everything except 
strong northeasterlies, or to anchor 
near the ferry terminal – but if you 
want to do this you must fi rst get 
the harbourmaster’s approval.

Th e town of Roscoff , where 
farmers’ markets are held every 
Wednesday, is a mile away and 
the marina is next to the botanical 
gardens, which has one of the largest 
collections of southern hemisphere 
plants and cacti in the world.
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pink granite breakwater protects 
the floating pontoons and the last 
jetty at the southern end is also 
designed to act as a breakwater.

Staff are around in RIBs from 
0700 to 2100 every day from 
June-August to guide visitors 
and offer assistance if needed.

Facilities include a chandlery, 
laundrette, sandwich bar and 
car and bike hire point.

There is a large hard standing 
area and a 50-tonne travel lift.

The pontoons are fitted with 
rubber bumpers to protect gel-
coat and there are 16A electricity 
and drinking water for all berths. 
Facilities include two toilet blocks 
on the pontoons and a shower and 
toilet building near the harbour office.

Fuel is found on the northern-
most service pontoon and is available 
by credit or debit card round-the-
clock. There are also pump-out and 
oil disposal facilities here. Sailors 
are also asked to dispose of grey and 
bilge water in the designated tanks.

The marina is a member 
of the Passeport Escales and 
TransEurope Marinas networks.

Bloscon Marina lies just south of the ferry port and a mile 
or so east of Roscoff ’s original Vieux Port drying harbour.

With 625 berths and open year-round, it is a 
welcome port-of-call between the Iroise Sea and the 
Cotentin Peninsula.

It first opened in June 2012 as part of the expansion of 
Bloscon port and more facilities were added in 2013 and 
2014. Yacht services, such as sand-blasting, are to follow.

There are 45 visitor berths on pontoons B and 
D and there is access for disabled people. 

The marina can be accessed at any state of tide and 
can accommodate boats up to 4m (13ft) in draught. A 

BLOSCON  MARINA

M A R I N A  G U I D E
A total 625 berths with 45 visitor berths and full tidal access

BLOSCON MARINA
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FACTFILE
BLOSCON MARINA

Tides:  Dover -6hr or Brest +1hr
Harbourmaster:  
+33 2 98 69 76 37 or  
+33 6 70 50 96 68 (mobile)
Harbourmaster VHF:  Ch09
Bloscon Marina VHF:  
Ch09 (0700-2200)
Bloscon Marina:  +33 2 98 79 79 49
plaisancebaiedemorlaix.fr/en
plaisance.roscoff@morlaix.cci.fr
Open:  0700-2100 high 
season; 0800-1200 and 
1400-1800 low season.
Vieux Port:  +33 2 98 69 72 79
Bloscon Ferry Terminal:  
+33 2 98 61 27 84 
Yacht club de Roscoff:  
+33 6 75 39 68 23 

VISITOR BERTHING CHARGES
Example: LOA 12-12.49m

Daily €32 (£23) Apr-Sep; 
€16 (£12) Oct-Mar

Weekly €199 (£143) 
Apr-May; €205 
(£14) Jun-Sep

Monthly €457 (£329) 
Apr-May; €616 
(£443) Jun-Sep; 

12 months €2,612 (£1,877)
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Canal de l’Ile de Batz
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PA SSAG E  P L A N N I N G
Watch out for hazards on the western side of the bay

The western side of the Bay of Morlaix 
has many hazards, particularly 
areas that dry out and rocks, so 
it is important to stay within the 
designated channels and make checks 
to ensure you are where you think 
you are, especially with strong tides. 

If approaching the marina from 
the north, keep Astan easterly 
cardinal (VQ three times every five 
seconds) about a mile to starboard, 
which will put you in the right area 
for the deeper water approach.

Next you want to look for the end 
of Bloscon ferry pier on a bearing of 
205°. If you are arriving at night there 
is a green and white sector light (Fl 
WG every four seconds) on the end 
of the pier. In fog it flashes every two 
seconds. Keep the northerly cardinal 
Basse de Bloscon (VQ) at least two 
cables off on your starboard side 
to avoid the rock south of it, while 
making sure you keep west of Le 
Menk west cardinal (Q (9) WR every 

15 seconds). Depth around the ferry 
pier is at least 5.5 metres (18ft).

The entrance to the marina lies in a 
SW direction. Pass between the end of 
the pier and the northerly cardinal (Q), 
which is about a cable to the south.

Between the ferry pier and the 
marina is a port with control lights. 
Monitor VHF Ch12 and announce your 
arrival to the harbourmaster on VHF 
Ch09, and await permission to proceed. 

If the vertical lights on the north side 
of the Lemaire breakwater show green 
white green, entry is prohibited.

When leaving the marina, the 
control lights are near the starboard 
hand marker. Exit from the marina is 
not allowed if three reds are showing. 

A pink granite breakwater wraps 
around the east side of the marina 
and the entrance is at the northern 
end. There is a red port marker on the 
northern tip of the breakwater (Fl (2) 
R) and a green starboard marker (Fl (2) 
G). Pass between these and turn to port 
for the pontoon; fuel dock to starboard. 
At springs, beware currents of 3-4 knots.

From the east, pass between reefs. 
Look for the Ile de Batz church spire, 
to the west of Roscoff, and line it up 
with the Ile Pigued light, for a transit 
bearing of 293°. Keep Le Menk 
westerly cardinal at least a cable to 
port to stay in deeper water. From Le 
Menk you’ll head WSW towards the 
Bloscon ferry pier and the marina.

Reader offer
SAVE up to 15 per cent on charts and pilots 

when you buy at the Sailing Today shop

 l Admiralty: 2745 Roscoff and Morlaix
 l Imray: C35 Baie de Morlaix to L’Aber-

Ildut, 2510 North Brittany Chart Pack
 l Channel Islands, Cherbourg Peninsula and 

North Brittany, RCCPF/Peter Carnegie
 l Secret Anchorages of Brittany, Peter Cumberlidge

sailingtoday.co.uk/shop

ONLINE
Browse our archive 
of cruising coverage 
at sailingtoday.co.uk
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C RU I S I N G  G R O U N DS
One of the world’s great sailing areas awaits

North Brittany presents one of 
the world’s great cruising areas, 
combining thrilling sailing, intricate 
navigation, charming marinas 
and harbours, desert islands and 
top-notch eating and drinking. 
But it is not for the faint hearted.

Northwest of the marina, the 
old drying harbour at Roscoff is 
protected by a network of reefs and 
islands through which you must 
pass to head further west. There are 
some visitor moorings tucked in 
behind the Ile Pigued if you need 
to wait for the tide here. Yachts 
that can take the ground could also 
nose into Porz-Kernock on the Ile 
de Batz. Southwest of Roscoff is 
Mogueriec – one of the few parts 
of this coast where you are well 
protected from an easterly blow; it 
also has the La Marine hotel serving 
decent seafood. Further west still, 
you reach the beautiful estuary 
havens of l’Aber Wrac’h and l’Aber 

Benoit, which are well worth a visit 
in their own right, but are often 
used as a jumping-off point for 
the passage ‘round the corner’ to 
Ushant, Brest and south Brittany.

East of Roscoff lies the 
extraordinary pink granite coast. 
The intriguing port of Ploumanac’h 
is just 22nM away, reached by 
slaloming through the rocks under 
the gaze of the chateau on its own 

island. There are bird colonies 
galore on the uninhabited Sept 
Iles and a brace of fascinating 
tidal rivers to wind your way up 
to reach Treguier and Pontrieux. 
The wild reefs of the Ile de Brehat 
can be tamed by cautious skippers 
in fine weather, and provide many 
good anchorages. To the south, the 
pretty port of Paimpol is steeped 
in maritime and fishing history.

There is excellent cruising 
southeast of Roscoff, across the 
wide Baie de Morlaix. The pilotage 
can be demanding at times, 
between islets topped with forts, 
but there are lots of fine anchorages 
here and breathtaking views.

For lovers of river pilotage, 
the heavily tidal Morlaix River 
presents a challenge but the pay-
off is locking into the town’s large 
wet dock, overflown by the viaduct 
which brought the railway to Brest 
in 1863. The port is lovely, too. 

Further contacts
Ulmo sails:  +33 2 98 62 46 24
Chantier Naval Yvin boat repairs:   +33 2 98 61 27 97
Comptoir de la Mer chandlers:  +33 2 98 69 70 47
Roscoff Exotic and Botanic Garden:  
jardinexotiqueroscoff.com +33 2 98 61 29 19

RESTAURANTS
Rackham, Roscoff:  +33 2 98 61 24 95
The Yachtman, Roscoff:  +33 2 98 69 70 78
Creperie Ti Saozon, Roscoff:  +33 2 98 69 70 89

 l ABOVE
Cardinal at the 
harbour (main 
image); Fort du 
Taureau, Morlaix; 
children in the 
old town
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ATL ANTIC 
ODYSSEY

Part II: Sam Fortescue and Emma Bamford survey 46 
Transat boats on electronics, comms and comfort

I
n the last issue we presented the � rst 
� ndings of our 46-boat Atlantic crossing 
survey. � en we focused on bluewater gear, 
power generation and downwind rig. In our 
concluding feature, we present the � ndings 

relating to navigation instruments and electronics, 

long-range communications and comfort.
All participants were part of Jimmy Cornell’s 

Atlantic Odyssey rally, sailing en masse 
between two ports in the Canary Islands and Le 
Marin in Martinique. Many are continuing on 
circumnavigations. Here’s what they had to say.

 l ABOVE
Mahe 3 arrives 
in Martinique
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Gear ~ Atlantic Odyssey

INSTRUMENTS BY BRAND
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Chart radar brand AIS brand VHF brand

Chartplotter
In line with our other fi ndings on 
electronics, Raymarine accounted for 
half of all chartplotters in the Odyssey. 
Furuno was also a favourite – six of them 
(15 per cent), with B&G, Garmin, Simrad 
and Lowrance also among the fl eet.

The most interesting fi nding, 
though, was that 12 per cent of 

boats had no dedicated chartplotter 
at all, but used a tablet or a laptop 
running MaxSea charting software 
or OpenCPN – the free software.

Radar
Only two of the boats had no radar. 
Otherwise, Raymarine (59 per cent) 
and Furuno (32 per cent) dominated, 
with Lowrance, Garmin and Simrad 
also fi guring. Interestingly, there 
were one or two comments about 
the performance of Furuno gear.

VHF, AIS etc
Most radio sets were manufactured by 
Icom (32 per cent) and by Raymarine 
(26 per cent). Otherwise it was 
Navicom, Standard Horizon, Simrad 

and Sailor brand units. In the relatively 
compact group of rallyers, VHF did 
come in handy for communications, 
despite its line of sight range. Most 
reported good reliability, but Hapa 
Na Sasa said: “After 10 days VHF 
stopped functioning (lost/couldn’t 
connect to base). We used the 
backup Standard Horizon.”

Everyone had AIS installed, 
and feedback was mostly good. 
The market here is much more 
splintered, with many more brands, 
and skippers are relying on units 
built into plotters and VHF radios.

Just a few boats reported 
connectivity issues. Alytes said: 
“Total failure of AIS was disappointing 
(did not send data to plotter).”

We surveyed the electronics in some detail, and the 
overwhelming response was that almost every boat had 
some Raymarine gear on board. Of the 40-odd boats 
that responded, around 75 per cent used Raymarine 
instruments and autopilot and most found that they 
performed very well. � e remaining quarter used a mixture 
of B&G, Furuno, Garmin, NKE and some smaller brands.
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Atlantic Odyssey survey

The greatest spleen and 
commentary was reserved 
for the crucial long-range 
communications set-up on 
boats. Everyone carried either 
single sideband radio (SSB) 
or a satellite phone, but not 
everyone had these set up to 
transmit or receive data for 
weather forecasts and emails.

Almost half the fl eet had 
both systems – SSB for voice 
communications and the 
daily radio net, while satellite 
phones served for emergency 
calls and email.  Many more 
relied exclusively on satellite, 
while nine had SSB only.

A lot of users felt that their 
satellite set-up was unreliable. 
The installation can be technically 
di�  cult, and more than a 
quarter of users said they were 

dissatisfi ed with their systems’ 
performance. OM complained 
of “too many connections and 
wiring problems”, while Dehooke 
said “AccessPoint never allowed 
us to download GRIB fi les. Lots 
of credit used for nothing.”

Meanwhile, several of the 
SSB-only boats rued their lack 
of a satphone. Despite the fact 
that SSB radio can be coupled 
with a Pactor modem to send and 
receive emails and even images, 
it is slow – just 5,500bits/sec.

Then again, some people were 
delighted with their comms. Bliss 
raved about their KVH Mini Vsat 
broadband, which tracks satellites 
for a much faster connection 
– but such blistering pace 
doesn’t come cheap. Likewise, 
The Larrikin were very satisfi ed 
with their Iridium Go! Hub.

SSB VS SATELLITE

BOTH

16

Communications

The entertainment technology 
carried on board – TVs, laptops, 
iPads, Kindles and e-readers 
– must have put a strain on 
power levels. As if to prove 
the point, Kristine, a Malo 37, 
said they wished they’d taken 
“more energy supply”.

Hapa Na Sasa, a Beneteau 
Oceanis 46, wished they’d taken 
a whole host of power-guzzling 
equipment: “Freezer, electric 
oven, dishwasher (kids hated 
washing up), watermaker, sail 
gen”. But it wasn’t all negative 
from them – they said it was 
an “awesome” fi rst crossing 
and said no one was seasick 
and nothing was broken.

All boats had a fridge. Calypso I 
had one that they had built 
themselves and which worked 
fi ne – until they had alternator 
trouble and lost all battery power. 
“Tough” was understandably 
how they described their 

crossing (and “arrival” was 
the best part, they added).

Miss Behaving, a Discovery 55, 
has been cruising for a few years 
with two child crewmembers 
aboard.  The yacht has a fridge, 
freezer and washer-dryer, two 
TVs, thousands of movies on hard 
drives, four laptops, four iPads 
and four Kindles. Not surprisingly, 
they said they wanted for 
nothing: “Got everything we need! 
We’ve added as we cruise.”

This was echoed by Sattwa, 
a Jeanneau 40 DS, who said: 
“We felt we had all the luxuries 
we needed – it was good to 
get a digital ‘time out’.”

Penny Lane was the only boat 
to mention exercise: “It really 
helped everyone both physically 
and mentally. We cranked up 
the sounds and had a real laugh 
working out. This helped with 
the cabin fever you can get 
when cooped up on a boat.” 

Comfort Did you carry a washing machine on board?

Did you carry a freezer on board?

NO
45%

YES
55%

NO
61%

YES
39%

SBB ONLY 

9

SATELLITE ONLY

20
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Escape this year’s Round the Island Race crowds via a 
visit to these tranquil in-river boltholes. By Peter Bruce

SOLENT 
SPRINGS

F
or anyone making a 
beeline for the Round the 
Island Race on 27 June, 
and who is looking for 
somewhere to hunker 
down away from the fleet, 

there are some wonderful, quiet spots 
in the Solent. The high water stand 
at spring tides gives an inquisitive 
sailor a chance to spend time in the 
less known and unspoilt channels that 

thread through the marshes, where 
wildlife is more commonly found 
than people. Often the only sounds 
that can be heard are the call of a 
curlew or piping of oyster catchers.

High water springs always occur 
around the middle of the day so you 
can nose in from the sea and pick an 
anchorage spot for a carefree lunch 
in beautiful surroundings, especially 
if your boat has less than a metre of 

draught. Alternatively, leave the boat 
in deep water and explore by dinghy.

Put the high water spring dates 
into the diary and, if the five-day 
forecast is looking good for the day 
in question, you can start planning 
the finer points – like the wine list.

Idyllic though these places are, 
you should not bask too long in the 
sunshine on a falling tide, unless you 
intend to settle there for the night.
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Cruising ~ Solent secrets

Cowes

Yarmouth

Lymington
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Weston Haven
The Yar

King’s QuayKeyhaven
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Pylewell Lake

Newtown

West Solent

KING’S QUAY CREEK
Together with Mead’s Hole, alias Osborne Bay, this was 
where the pirates of the Isle of Wight used to operate in 
the 16th century. No doubt there were warehouses here 
for the plundered goods, but there is no sign of them now. 
This charming, unspoilt and little-known diminutive 
creek – the famous yachtsman of yesteryear, Adlard 
Coles, called it only a half creek – is now privately owned, 
so you cannot land without permission. Anyhow the 
delights of the creek are best savoured from on board.

There is a stream leading into the creek called Palmer’s 
Brook, but at low tide the creek dries out. People have 
been known to allow their boats to stand on their twin 
keels overnight at King’s Quay Creek to enjoy the peace at 
sunset, and wake up to the musical call of the redshank.

The entry channel, before reaching the marshes, has varied 
over the last 30 years from nearly running parallel to the 
shore from the west to its present configuration which is a 
more direct but not straight line from the north, involving 

a turn to the east towards 
the sandy beach. Don’t 
try to go too far up; stop 
when the channel curves 
off to the west where the 
trees come to an end on the 
left and where the bank is 
close on both sides, which 
is known as ‘The Gutter’.

Approach cautiously 
and, having picked up the 
entry channel, be ready to 
turn to port towards the 
sandy beach. Then stay in 
the middle of the channel 
until just short of the end 
of the trees where the 
channel bends to the right. 
Anchor fore and aft half 
way up this reach. At high 
water springs there will be 
4m (13.1ft) more depth 
than shown in the photo.
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YAR RIVER
Yarmouth has many delights 
and visiting sailors often fail to 
get further than the local pubs. 
However, those with a love of nature 
and an adventurous spirit will find 
deep gratification above the road 
bridge at high water spring tide by 
navigating the River Yar (not to 
be confused with the other River 
Yar on the island, which comes out 
at Bembridge). One has to thread 
westwards though the banks of 
moored vessels, and pass under the 
bridge which, if needed, will open 
nine times a day mostly on the 
hour, when requested, using VHF 
Ch68 or phoning 01983 760 321. 
Above the bridge lie an assortment 
of moored vessels, and a large 
building on the east side, which 
is the old tide mill built in 1793.

The reed-banked river will take 
you for a mile up to the causeway, 
and there are branch creeks to 
explore on the way. You can leave 
the boat at the causeway and go 
up the road past the church to the 
Red Lion pub. The only significant 
building to be seen on the way is the 
ancient King’s Manor Farm on the 
right, mentioned in the Domesday 
Book. Wildlife is plentiful, especially 

in winter. If you are extremely lucky 
you may spot the white rear end of 
the elusive red-billed water rail, or 
even a barn owl hunting by day.

This view (above) looks from the 
causeway north to Yarmouth.

At high water springs there 
will be 3m (9.8ft) depth above 
the level seen in the picture.

STIVERS LAKE
When leaving Keyhaven there are 
two obvious channels to take: the 
main channel and Hawker’s Lake, 
Hawker being my great-great-
great grandfather, who was a 
hero of the Peninsular War and 
later a celebrated wildfowler.

Halfway down my ancestor’s lake 
there is a channel leading off to the 
east, called Iley Lake. This takes 
you down to Stivers Lake, through 
marshes crowded with widgeon and 
Brent geese in winter, and out into 
the Solent. It is a rather unusual 
feeling having the bank so close on 
either side but the depth remains 
constant and you can relax and 
enjoy the flat water and the wading 
birds, such as the black-tailed 
godwit and, perhaps, peregrine 
or merlin falcons on the hunt.

Stivers Lake has mostly 
disappeared due to marsh erosion. 
The eastern entry channel can be 
a little difficult to pick up until 
the channel narrows between the 
marshes. After the first left-hand 
bend the channel turns into Iley 
Lake. Hawker’s Lake can be seen 
in the distance with a line of boats 
on their moorings. Traffic is rare 
so you can anchor anywhere.
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Solent secrets

Round the Island Race
Take advantage of some of these lesser-known 
anchorages and bolt holes as you make your way up 
to Cowes for the start of the JP Morgan Round the 
Island Race. This year, the 84th edition of the race takes 
place on 27 June, with starts from 0700 to 0840. 

Technology has changed the race for spectators, 
with smartphone-based trackers allowing progress 
to be followed from anywhere in the world, while race 
declarations are processed almost instantly into results.

See roundtheisland.org.uk for joining information and 
advice on where to get the best views of the 1,000-plus 
boat fleet as it sails anti-clockwise around the island.

PYLEWELL LAKE
As you proceed down the 
Lymington River heading out 
to the south, just after the new 
breakwater on the east side 
there is sprig of moorings down 
a channel which affords an 
alternative and most pleasant 
way out into the Solent, but don’t 
take this at an extreme high water 
as the marshes are completely 
covered and you won’t be able 

to see the channel. The deepest 
water lies in the middle and 
shelves a little towards the east.

Much in evidence in the spring 
and early summer will be the 
shriek of black-headed gulls, 
which nest on Boiler Marsh to 
the south side of the channel. 
Their speckled eggs can be taken 
by those with a permit up from 
1 April to 15 May. After that date 
the birds stand the best chance 
of rearing their young so there 
is some sense in allowing the 
eggs to be removed beforehand. 

To the north there are glimpses 
of Pylewell House, completed by 
Sir Richard Worsley in 1677, 
who also had a substantial 
family seat at Appuldurcombe 
on the Isle of Wight.

Anchor in the channel or, if 
blessed with a very light draught, 
go up the channel at the end of 
the creek leading to the shore 
and picnic on the beach. There 
are other leads to the shore in 
Freshwater Lake just beyond.

Pylewell Lake makes an 
interesting alternative exit from 
Lymington and a delightful lunch 
spot. Going out of the river turn 
left after the new breakwater and 
keep a close eye on the sounder 
as you go up the channel. 
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Spring tides
Spring tides occur when the sun, 
moon and Earth are aligned, creating 
a stronger gravitational pull at 
the Earth’s surface. This happens 
every two weeks, a couple of 
days after a new or full moon.

Because of its position near the 
centre of the English Channel, the 
Solent experiences a double high 
water, which becomes one long 
high water stand at springs.

SOLENT DATES

 l 4 June

 l 18 June

 l 4 July

 l 18 July

 l 2 August

 l 16 August

 l 31 August

 l 15 September

 l 29 September

 l 14 October

 l 28 October

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Peter Bruce researched and wrote 
the definitive RTIR guides Solent 
Hazards and Wight Hazards and 
has cruised all over the world

WESTERN HAVEN
The right-hand tributary of Newtown 
River is one of the prettiest places 
in all the Solent. You can navigate 
up the narrow creek beside quiet, 
mixed woodland and rolling fields 

up to the bridge at Ningwood. This 
is usually as far as you’d want to 
go as above the bridge the river 
becomes both narrow and shallow 
and the scenery is not quite so 
glorious. In places primroses and 
violets cover the banks, which are 
suitable for landing and spreading a 
rug. Usually there is an abundance 
of ducklings in summer and 
you may see a fox looking for 
some to take back to its cubs.

If you are not too noisy you might 
spot a red squirrel or two. Rather 
than eat lunch on board or on the 
bank, you can go to the New Inn at 
Shalfleet, though I’d do that before 
exploring Western Haven, just in case 
it takes a little longer than expected.

An echo sounder is useful 
for power craft when exploring 
the utterly beautiful Western 
Haven. The above photograph 
was taken at low water spring tide 
and shows the lower reaches. 

There will be about three 
metres more depth during 
the high water stand. King’s Quay
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  Technical  |  Berthing

GRACEFUL 
BERTHING

CLIVE LOUGHLIN SHOWS HOW TO USE 
THE ELEMENTS, PLUS SOME BASIC RULES, 

TO SAFELY BERTH IN ANY SITUATION

A
lthough there is an 
endless variety of 
marina scenarios, 
you only need 
to understand 
a few basic 

principles to execute graceful 
arrivals and departures.

BASIC SKILLS
Before you tackle a busy marina 
it is good to practice some of 
the following basic manoeuvres 
under stress-free conditions. 

1. DON’T BE AFRAID TO USE REVERSE 
I see many skippers struggling to 
turn their boat around in a confined 
space when they could simply 
have reversed out of trouble. 

Initially the stern will go to one 
side as prop walk kicks in and the 
rudder will have no effect. Once 
the boat gathers way moving 
astern, the rudder will start to bite 
and gain directional control.

When reversing into the wind the 
boat will naturally weather-vane 
and the helm is perfectly located 
to judge distance to the target.

2. HANDBRAKE TURNS
Sometimes you need to be 
able to turn the boat around 
in a confined area. 

Start from motionless or moving 
very slowly ahead. Put the rudder 
hard over and then do a short sharp 
burst of forward. This will cause the 

boat to spin on its keel. As soon as 
the rate of turn slows down apply 
a short, sharp burst of reverse. 
Prop walk will then push the stern 
round and the turn will continue.

Note: if prop walk kicks your boat’s 
stern to port, your preferred turning 
direction (if there is no appreciable 
wind or tide) is to starboard. 

3. TURNS IN WIND AND TIDE
Probably the single most 
important factor for the helm to 
be aware of is the effect of wind 
and tide on the turning circle.

Tide and wind can either 
compress or extend a turn. If there 
is a tidal stream then it is pretty 
much essential that you turn into 
the tide to make your turn. 

The same applies, but normally 
to a lesser extent, with the wind, 
and the effects of tide and wind 
override the preferred turning 
direction defined by prop walk. 

4. FERRY GLIDING
Ferry gliding allows a boat to move 
sideways over the ground and is 
both highly useful and satisfying in 
equal measure. It is easiest and most 
impressive when the stream is strong.

It is perfectly possible to ferry 
glide while reversing into the stream, 
but it can take a bit more practice.

Tide
Tide

To ferry glide, point the bow 
directly into the stream and adjust 
the throttle so that the boat is 
stationary over the ground. Then 
turn the rudder to gently angle 
the boat at 5 or 10 degrees to the 

stream and the boat will move 
sideways.  Adjust the throttle to 
stop the boat moving backwards 
or forwards and bring the boat 
gracefully into the berth. You can 
also ferry glide in reverse

With no tide the  boat turns equally in either 
direction.  A turn into the tide/wind  (green) is 
compressed while a turn with the tide/wind  (red) 
is extended and can run into danger

Wind

Tide
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USE THE ELEMENTS 
One of the joys of sailing is using 
the elements to your advantage. 
A sailor who does this will have a 
much happier time than one who 
tries to fight the wind and tide.

When I am teaching crew how 
to leave a berth I often say “What 
would happen if you instantly 
cut all the lines?” and “What are 
the dangers?” Then the crew can 
decide what they need to do to 
leave in an orderly fashion.

I also encourage everyone to 
use as little engine as possible. 
You need to be in control of the 
situation, but it is surprising how 
often you can safely leave a berth 
without engaging the engine at all. 

LEAVING A BERTH GOING BACKWARDS AND WITH THE STREAM
Danger: the stream will sweep you onto the downstream boats

IF THE STREAM IS WEAK: 

Engine in neutral. Let go the lines, 
leaving the amidships spring to last. 

Turn the wheel/tiller as for a turn to 
starboard and the stream will push the 
stern to port and away from the pontoon. 
You will initially have steerage but this 
will reduce as the boat gathers speed. As 
the boat drifts out engage reverse gear and 
prop walk will take the stern further to 
port. Engage forward gear and motor out, 
keeping close to the up-tide pontoons.

IF THE STREAM IS STRONG:

While the amidships spring is still attached 
motor slowly forward with a centred 
rudder to match the rate of the stream. 
When the line goes slack, slip it and reduce 
the throttle a bit so the boat starts to drift 
back slowly. Turn the wheel/tiller as for a 
gentle turn to starboard so that the stern 
is pushed away from the pontoon by the 
stream. As the bow comes level with the 
end of the pontoon start to increase revs 
and ferry glide out into the main river.

In the marina
In these examples prop walk pushes the stern to port when reverse is engaged

Weak Tide Strong Tide

GENERAL 
RULES FOR 

HAPPY 
BERTHING

 l  Take your time – 
there is no rush

 l  See what the wind 
and tide are doing

 l  Always approach 
into the stream

 l  Go slowly – you need to 
be in control, but going 
slowly gives time for 
fenders to be positioned 
and reduces any impacts

 l  Have lots of fenders – they 
are cheaper than gelcoat

 l LEFT
Look at the berth, then 
ask yourself: “What 
are the dangers?” 
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STRONG WIND OR TIDE 
OFF THE PONTOON 
- ARRIVING
Danger: If you try to approach 
normally the boat will likely be swept 
away from the pontoon before the 
crew can safely jump ashore 

Reverse into the wind or tide and have 
a crew on the stern quarter ready to 
either step on to the pontoon or to 
place a stern line onto the pontoon 
cleat. The boat will then happily lie like 
this and can then either be motored 
alongside with the wheel/tiller turned 
as for a turn to port or you can use an 
amidships or bow spring to spring the 
boat onto the pontoon. By reversing 
up to the pontoon it is easy to judge 
distances and the wind will assist 
steering by weather vaning the boat.

LEAVING A BERTH GOING FORWARDS WITH THE STREAM
Danger: you could easily find yourself swept down on to the downstream boats. If you 
tried to motor out and turn to port you would have very little flow over the rudder as 
the boat is moving with the tide and so steering control would be very poor

Tide Tide

Tide

Wind

STRONG WIND 
OR TIDE OFF THE 
PONTOON - LEAVING
Danger: not much – let nature help you

Have an amidships spring rigged as 
a slip and motor against this while 
other lines are removed. Then put 
the engine in neutral and slip the 
remaining line. The boat will then 
drift away from the pontoon.

What not to do! But so easily done!
If you are confident of your ability to ferry 

glide in reverse (it is not difficult) then you 
could engage reverse and drift slowly down 
on the stream and then ferry glide out. 

AN ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION
An alternative would be to rig an amidships 
line as a slip and place it over a cleat on the 

end of the pontoon and then slip all the other 
lines. As the boat drifts downstream this line 
will become tight as the boat clears the end 
of the pontoon and the boat will then swing 
round and lie broadside-on to the stream.
You can then turn the wheel/tiller as 
for a turn to port to head the boat into 
the stream, then slip the line and slowly 
motor out while stemming the flow.

WHAT BOATS DO
It is well worth taking a few minutes in open water without any 

sails up and reminding yourself how boats behave

 l  The bow will get blown 
away by the wind.

 l  The bow will get blown to 
one side or the other and 
most boats will end up 
pointing slightly downwind.

 l  In reverse the stern will 
kick either to port or 
starboard. This effect is 
known as prop walk. 

 l  A rudder has effect only 
if water is flowing over it. 
If boat speed (through the 
water) is zero, turning the 
rudder will have no effect. 

 l  When a boat turns, 
the stern goes the 
other way. Make sure 
it won’t hit anything.

 l  Boats have considerable 
momentum. A boat moving 
quickly will have a large 
turning circle and will take 
a lot longer to stop. 
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Our innovative systems thinking 
offers you a total solution 

for stylish and effective 
ventilation – contact us or go 

online for the full VETUS catalogue

Total Solutions

☎  023 8045 4507  |  sales@vetus.co.uk  |  www.vetus.com

ENGINES  |  EXHAUST  |  FUEL  |  PROPULSION  |  STEERING  |  ELECTRICS  |  WASTE WATER  |  DRINKING WATER  |  MANOEUVRING  |  ANCHORING

for ventilation systemsfor ventilation systems

  Technical  |  Berthing

Want to work on your berthing 
skills? Brush up with one of 
these sailing schools:

 l Elite Sailing: elitesailing.co.uk

 l BOSS Sailing School: boss-sail.co.uk

 l Britsail: britsail.com

 l 1st Class Sailing: firstclasssailing.com

 l Adventures at Sea: adventuresatsea.org.uk

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Clive Loughlin is a Yachtmaster 
Instructor and regular Sailing 
Today contributor. Clive teaches 
for the Southern Sailing 
School in the Solent area. 

Thanks to my crew Otto and Steve; Southsea 
Marina, Chichester; East Cowes Marina; Yarmouth 
Harbour; Southern Sailing School for loaning their 
Sigma 362 Tomfoolery (southern.co.uk)

STRONG WIND OR 
TIDE ON TO THE 
PONTOON – LEAVING
Danger: being swept back on 
to the pontoon or adjacent 
boats as the boat leaves

Motor forward against a bow spring 
and then reverse away from the 
pontoon. Ideally the boat should 
reverse directly into the wind or tide 
and so you will need to get the stern 
out a long way. Protect the bow with 
a fender designed for the purpose, 
or rig a Morgan fender triangle. 

Tide

Wind

STRONG WIND OR 
TIDE ON TO THE 
PONTOON – ARRIVING
Danger: a hard landing 

Position the boat sideways-on to the 
pontoon and a good distance off. The 
idea is to stop the boat up-wind/tide 
of the target destination and then 
let it drift into the vacant space. 

MAKING CONTACT
You want the boat to be parallel to 
the pontoon by the time it makes 
contact and so you will need to 
pre-angle the bow into the wind 
to allow for the bow being blown 
round as the boat drifts in.

 l ABOVE 
RIGHT
Three fenders 
can be used to 
create a Morgan 
fender triangle

 l RIGHT
Power against 
a bow spring 
to get the stern 
well away from 
the pontoon
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NEW GEAR

  New Gear

Garmin Virb-X

Not a month after we detailed Garmin’s 
Virb-Elite action cam (Shortlist, ST219), the 
new-look Virb-X has been launched.

It has been completely redesigned to 
resemble market leader GoPro, with the same 
boxy body. Performance has been pepped up, 
with 1440p HD footage at 30fps and standard 
1080p at 60fps. There’s slow-mo and 12MP 
still capability (while filming), waterproofing 
to 50m without housing and built in Wi-Fi.

Excitingly, there’s also a new G-Metrix 
function, which records speed, G-force, 
altitude and distance covered.

Up to two hours’ battery life in HD mode.

ll garmin.com/en-GB

ll £240

JL Audio Bluetooth dongle

If you don’t want to fit a new stereo, 
but you’d like to be able to stream 
music from a smartphone to your 
boat’s speakers, this could be the 
cheapest and easiest way of doing it.

JL Audio’s MBT-RX plugs into your 
stereo’s aux-in and provides Bluetooth 
connectivity to phones, laptops and iPods. 
The only drawback is that it requires a 
power source, and has to be wired in.

Waterproofed to IPX6 and with a 
range of 35ft, it will allow you to change 
the volume or skip on to another shanty 
as you sip sundowners in the cockpit.

ll jlaudio.co.uk

ll £45

Hydroforce 3.8m RIB

New this year from RIBs Direct are 
three models with strengthening mesh 
core, of which this 3.8m Sunsaille is 
the largest. Made of PVC, they are less 
hard-wearing than their Hypalon peers, 
but the new Tri-Tech three-ply fabric is 
reinforced with a polyester mesh. “This 
is marine-grade material which has been 
specifically chosen for superior strength 
and durability,” RIBs Direct says.

The Sunsaille has a drop-stitch floor and 
a V-hull for stability in the water, and the 
pump it ships with has also been beefed up.

ll ribsdirect.com

ll £700

Mastervolt 
EasyCharge portable 
battery charger

A well-designed piece of kit 
capable of charging most types of 
commonly-used lead-acid battery 
from mains power. With a relatively 
small 4.3A output, it is suitable for 
charging batteries up to 90aH or 
maintaining up to 120aH. Works 
with wet, AGM and gel batteries at 
6V or 12V. Useful for charging up 
the outboard starter or the battery 
for the Torqeedo. Comes with wire 
terminal and crocodile clip fittings.

ll mastervolt.com

ll £53.53

OUR PICK OF THE BEST NEW KIT
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Sunware solar panel

Here’s a new take on a 
bluewater cruising staple. 
By sewing panels into a 
textile frame, Sunware has 
made them easier and more 
attractive to attach to the 
bimini or sprayhood using 
poppers. They also fold away 
readily. Not cheap, these 
German-made panels are 
excellent quality and should 
be able to manage up to 
21 per cent efficiency.

Available for one to 
four panels rated from 
38W to 200W.

ll marlec.co.uk

ll £460 to £1,575

Raymarine eS Series

Available in 7in, 9in and 12in sizes, Raymarine’s new eS 
series is pitched at the top end of the market. Billed as a 
high-performance glass bridge-style display, the units 
can be networked and support all the usual instrument 
add-ons, from radar to professional CHIRP sonar.

The Lighthouse II software is intuitive and responsive, 
while hybrid controls allow pinch-to-zoom and other 
complicated gestures while providing an alternative 
for sailors when the boat is pitching and the screen is 
wet. Another useful feature allows users to pick from 
raster or vector charts by C-Map or Navionics.

The eS Series can also integrate engine data, video and digital 
switching from on-board systems, and manage entertainment.

ll raymarine.eu

ll £995 to £2,845

Pontos four-speed winch

Young St Malo-based firm Pontos is aiming to shake 
up the world of deck hardware, starting with the winch. 
This key item of kit has changed relatively little over the 
years, but Pontos is starting again with a four-speed 
design. It claims to reduce the effort required to trim sails 
by 50 per cent by bringing two extra gears into play.

The winches exist in sizes 40, 46 and 52 and in 
two versions: Grinder or Trimmer. Line recovery 
rates range from 70cm (28in) per rotation to 4cm 
(1½in) for the racier Grinder, while the Trimmer varies 
from 14cm (5½in) to 1.4cm (½in) per rotation.

To change down a gear, you simply reverse the 
direction of rotation with the winch handle. The 
extra gears will make sail trimming possible for the 
youngest and oldest on board without the need for 
extra electrics. And though Pontos winches are more 

complex to service, it can still be done on board.

ll pontos.fr

ll from c£1,020 (€1,380)

Gill tool

A variation on a classic. Includes 
a serrated knife, integrated shackle 
key, webbing cutter, 8mm spanner, 
flathead screwdriver… and bottle 
opener. Handle is G10 composite 
for wet and dry grip, while all the 
tools are made using marine 
grade 420 stainless steel 
with a titanium coating. 
Supplied with a protective 
pouch with belt loop.

ll gillmarine.com

ll £25
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Gill Inshore
Sports
Jacket 
for 
Women

Gill Sail 
Jacket

£69.95 £79.95
Raspberry/Silver  
only RRP £120

Suzuki Outboard 
2.5 HP 
Engine

£559.95

RRP £620

Trem Maritim 
Folding Bicycle

£129.95

5 speed 
Shimano 
gears

3D Superlight Tender Twin Air

160 £389 180 £419 200 £449   
230 £499 250 £549   270 £599
290 £649

£389.00
FROM

Seago Ranger Tenders

2.3m Round Tail £349.95
2.4m Air Deck £399.95
2.7m Air Deck £449.95
2.7m Slatted Floor £349.95
2.9m Air Deck & Keel £549.95 £349.95

FROM
Available in 
black or white

Dragonfl y 4 
£279.95
Dragonfl y 5 
£429.95

Raymarine 
Dragonfl y 
4 & 5 Pro

NEW

£279.99 
FROM

McMurdo 
FastFind  
220 
GPS 
PLB

£189.95

RRP £270

£479.95

RRP 
£683.99

RRP £139.95

Spinfl o Nelson 
Cooker 
with 
Sea 
Rails

Jabsco Lite 
Flush Toilet
With Foot 
switch £359.95
With Panel 
switch
£399.95

£359.95 
FROM

Standard Horizon 
GX2200E VHF with AIS 
and GPS

£309.95

RRP £369.95

Standard Horizon 
GX1200E Eclipse 
VHF Fixed

£99.95 

RRP £119.95

Garmin GPSMAP 
751/751XS Chartplotter
751 £889.95   751XS £959.95 

£889.95 
FROM

£60.00
FROM

Crewsaver Crewfi t 
165N Sport
Lifejacket
Manual £60
Manual with 
harness £65
Automatic 
£65
Automatic 
with harness £70

NEW

£80.00
FROM

Crewsaver Crewfi t 
180N Pro 
Lifejacket
Manual £80
Manual with 
harness £90
Automatic £90
Automatic 
with harness 
£100

NEW Spinlock Deckvest Spinlock Lite 170N 
Lifejackets

Spinlock Deckvest

£189.95 
FROM

£114.95 

170N Auto 
£189.95
170N 
Hammar 
£219.95
275N 
Hammar 
£249.95

RRP 
£139.95

Standard 
Horizon 
HX300E 
Handheld 
VHF

£119.95

Garmin EchoMAP™ 
55dv RRP £499.99

£439.95

NEW

Musto MPX 
GORE-TEX 
Offshore 
Suit 
Special
Red, Black, 
Gold 
RRP £750 £499.95

Garmin 
echoMAP 
45dv
RRP 
£299.99

£269.95

NEW

Navy or 
Sail Cloth 
only
RRP
£145

Marine Super Store, 7-11 The Slipway, Port Solent, PORTSMOUTH, Hants. PO6 4TR   Tel: 023 9221 9433  Fax: 023 9221 9434  
Cut-off time for next working day deliveries 15.00hrs. Prices are correct at press date and are subject to alteration without prior notice. 
Stock subject to availability. E&OE. Offers and prices in this advert are available until the 12th July 2015 Only.

FREE CARRIAGE on all ONLINE orders over £100!  
Standard delivery, UK mainland.

Standard 5 day delivery £5.95. Next working day £6.95

Port Solent Tel: 023 9221 9433
Mon-Wed, Sat 0800-1800 · Thur & Fri 0800-2000 · Sun 0900-1700

Chichester Marina Tel: 01243 514755
Mon-Sat: 0900-1730hrs · Sun: 0900-1700hrs

facebook.com/MarineSuperStore

twitter.com/MSS_PortSolent
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MORE 
SHORTLISTS

We keep this list and 
others like it bang 

up-to-date online at 
sailingtoday.co.ukGPS-ENABLED EPIRBS

SHORTLIST

  Gear  |  EPIRBS

McMurdo 
Smartfi nd G5 

Dual-band with GPS, for 
accuracy down to 62m. Five-
year battery life, with 48-hour 
operation. High brightness 
LED and comprehensive 
self-test facility with 
battery use indicator.

 l mcmurdomarine.com

 l £575

ACR 
Globalfi x Pro 406

Five-year battery life and 
48-hour operation are 
standard for a Cat II Epirb. Uses 
406MHz to send alerts and 
102.5MHz to provide a homing 
signal. GPS for accuracy. 
Auto/manual options.

 l acrartex.com

 l £400

Jotron Tron 60GPS

Robust and standard-sized 
at 34cm. Dual band with 
22-channel GPS and a high 
intensity LED on the antenna 
tip. Five-year service life. 
Manual/auto options.

 l jotron.com

 l £540

GME MT-403G

An Aussie Epirb popular 
Down Under. Six-year 
battery life, dual channel 
with GPS for accuracy. Auto 
deploys on immersion. 
Comes with 18ft lanyard.

 l sartech.co.uk

 l £320

Kannad 
Safelink 
SPORTPRO+ 

Five-year battery 
life and 48 hours 
of operation, dual 
channel and GPS. 
Bright LED indicator 
and up to 72 self-tests 
during battery life. 
Also available with 
automatic release.

 l kannadmarine.com

 l £500

Ocean Signal 
Epirb1

Launched this year 
with 30 per cent less 
bulk, the tiny Epirb 
1 has an impressive 
10-year battery life and 
48-hour operational 
life. Dual band with 
66-channel GPS. 
Auto/manual options.

 l oceansignal.com

 l £371
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Books & apps

TIME OUT
OUR PICK OF THE BEST NEW BUNKSIDE 

READING, FILM AND SMARTPHONE APPS

Pirates off 
Somalia

I was in the Indian Ocean in February 2011 when 
we heard the crew of an American yacht not far 
ahead of us had been hijacked by pirates and then 
killed. So the issue is one that is close to my heart.

While lawyer-turned-fi lmmaker John Boyle 
was fi lming a documentary on the war against the 
Somali pirates, he found himself being drawn into 
a complex situation that supposedly began when 
disenfranchised fi shermen started charging a ‘tax’ 
against foreign fi shing vessels harvesting their waters.

In Blood Ransom he tries to give a balanced 
understanding of this $18bn (£11.9bn)-a-year war, 
speaking to those convicted, lawyers on both sides, 
politicians, naval forces, hostages, private security 
fi rms and those who work to free the captured. 

“They are just another harvest of the sea – big fi sh 
to be taken,” one pirate says of boats and their crew.

Verdict: I was worried that Boyle would 
glamorise the pirates but he gives a fair 
account that is very readable. 

 l Publisher: Bloomsbury

 l £17 hardback/£15 e-book

Painstakingly produced by RCC 
member Pete Hill after four 
seasons exploring the Brazilian 
coast in his junk-rigged Freedom 
33, this three-part guide is 
essential reading for those 
planning to cruise the country.

Each part is designed for 
Kindle and other e-readers, 
following the confi dence-
inspiring format of the RCC 
Pilotage Foundation’s other 
guides: from general remarks 
and background about the 
country to admin and specifi c 
details of ports and anchorages, 
including lots of chartlets drawn 
from Pete’s own soundings.

Part 1 covers the northeast 
coast from Cabedelo to the Arquipélago dos Abrolhos. 
Part 2 covers Cabedelo to Ilha dos Lençóis and Part 3, 
forthcoming, will run down to the border with Uruguay.

 l Author: Pete Hill

 l Price: £5.19 each part

 l Publisher: rccpf.org.uk/publications

Against the odds

Andrew Taylor tells of how he survived in the 
freezing water and towering waves of the mid 
North Pacifi c Ocean when he was washed 
overboard at 179° W, 1,500 miles from land 
and hundreds of miles from any other boats.

He was competing in the Clipper Round 
the World race when his yacht Derry-
Londonderry-Doire was hit by a huge 
wave in stormy conditions in March 2014.

He was lost at sea for 1hr 40mins in sight of 
the boat, while crew struggled to locate him.

Verdict: Andrew has self-published 
this book and is donating all profi ts 
to the Ellen MacArthur Cancer Trust 
and to the Newmarket Day Centre.

 l £15

 l 179w.co.uk

Brazilian Soundings
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THE KAYAK THAT FOLDS UP,
AND MAKES ITS OWN BOX

www.nestawayboats.com
Tel: 0800 999 2535
mail@nestawayboats.com

ORU KAYAKS,
inspired by origami
(the Japanese art of
paper folding), unfold from a
33x29x9” box, to create a 12ft kayak.
Perhaps the cleverest bit is that the walls of
the box are part of the hull itself. The boat is the
box... the box is the boat. It’s all made from a single
sheet of durable corrugated plastic, with folds set in for life.
They’re very light (just 26-lb) and quick to assemble (5-10 mins).
Oru Bay Kayak (boat only) £995
Oru Bay Plus Kayak (upgraded seat, buckles & storage) £1225
Options: Pair buoyancy bags £58, 4-part paddle £48, Backpack £165

Folded size 33x29x9”
Weight 26-lb

Assembled
size 12ft

IT’S MORE FUN IF YOU TAKE A KAYAK...
Especially one that �its INSIDE your yacht, motorhome or car boot!

NEW
2015

AQUAGLIDE CHELAN are top-of-the-range in�latable kayaks featuring tough, single-skin
(quick-dry & light weight) construction and stable hulls, designed for recreational touring.
- High pressure drop-stitch �loors for unmatched stiffness & paddling performance. They
are leagues different from cheaper kayaks with lower pressure “I-beam �loors”. The Chelan
kayaks keep their intended shape, and don’t “sag in the middle” even when fully loaded.
- Long waterline and �ine bow for great tracking ability and “glide”, enabling you to paddle
long distances with ease (further or faster for the same effort).
- Performance Fin (Skeg) System with foiled blade for excellent
tracking. Unique quick release system for easy set-up.
JUNE 2015 SPECIAL OFFER on Chelan Kayaks:
- ONE. Single person, 10’6” long, RRP £839 £755
- TWO. Two person, 13’5” long, RRP £899 £809
- TANDEM. Three person, 15’ long, RRP £979 £880

Kayak packs down
into two bags

NAUTIRAID SKIN-ON-FRAME KAYAKS have skins made from PVC or 
Hypalon, stretched over internal wooden frames that fold up for easier trans-
port and storage. They are highly capable and seaworthy, remaining the choice -
when portability is a requirement - of serious expeditions and Special Forces
worldwide. There is also something very satisfying, in this age of mass produc-
tion, in ownership of such a beautifully hand-crafted masterpiece.
Nautiraid make a huge range of folding kayaks - see website for more info. 
Featured here are the popular Naraks, derived from the craft of the Inuit; 
with centuries of development to their hull forms, they offer a near-perfect
combination of stability and speed. 10% OFF IN JUNE 2015
Grand Narak 550 (above left). A two-person model that can also be set up 
as a spacious single, price from £3150 £2835
Narak 550 (below). Nautiraid’s fastest, longest and narrowest single sea kayak,
yet still stable enough for those with a little experience. From £2700 £2430
Narak 460 (not shown). A shorter, slightly beamier version of the 550, retain-
ing much of the speed with additional stability. Price from £2,500 £2250

Prices inc back-
pack storage bag,
seats, skeg, foot
rest & repair kit.
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Small boat ~ Dragonfly 25

LET  THE 
DR AMA 
UNFOLD

Why cruise at six knots when 
you can do it at 12, or 18 for 
that matter? Sam Jefferson 

discovers the benefits of three 
hulls over one

L
et’s be clear about this: I 
am the first to admit I’m 
not a huge multihull sailor. 
Despite some youthful 
experimentation with 

pitchpoling Hobies at extremely 

high speeds, when it came to larger 
multis, I always shied away. I think 
it was something to do with those 
French pioneers of big multihull 
racing who seemed to glory in 
vessels that had all the styling and 

charisma of two baguettes with 
a large camembert lashed atop. I 
imagine they smelt almost as bad 
when you went below as well. 

Thankfully times have changed 
and the modern multihull seems to 
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be all things to all people. For the 
cruising sailor this often seems to 
mean that it is able to supply decent 
off-wind performance and a huge 
living space often reminiscent of a 
well-appointed garden conservatory. 
For the racing yachtsman, multihulls 
these days supply almost limitless 
potential for performance. And 
what about the cruising yachtsman 
who simply likes the sensation 
of sailing fast, I hear you cry? 
Well, there’s Dragonfly yachts. 

Set up in 1967, this quirky Danish 
company has been turning out sporty 
yet comfortable trimarans ever since. 
Nearly half a century of experience 
has made Quorning absolute masters 
in the art of producing boats that are 
easily handled yet also blisteringly 
fast. In 1989 the company also 
developed the ‘swing wing’ which 
allows you to fold in the trimaran’s 
sponsons when you head into a 
marina. Such was the success of its 
system that no Dragonfly has been 
built without the swing wing since. 
The 25ft (7.6m) is the latest edition 
to the range and also the smallest 
yacht it builds (the largest being 
the 35ft – 10.7m). Unlike its larger 
designs, the 25 is a pure daysailer/
weekender with a purpose-built 
roll-on roll-off trailer for easy 
launching and recovery. The yacht 
comes in two guises: the ‘touring’ 
and the more racing-orientated 
sport version, which I tested. 

All in the boat weighs an absurd 
1,050kg – in layman’s terms that’s 
roughly ten John Prescotts (2,300lb). 
Marry that with minimal wetted 
surface area and a decent sail area 
and you have a recipe for speed. 
She certainly looks very purposeful, 
and with her rakish black carbon 
fibre mast and Dreadnought bowed 
sponsons, she almost looks like she’s 
moving fast even when at rest. 

Winging it
Before going sailing it was important 
to get to grips with the deck layout 
and controls. From the moment I 
stepped onto her low-lying outrigger 
and made my way across the 
trampoline to the main hull, I was 
aware that this was an incredibly 

rudder on the main hull. Below the 
waterline is a kick up daggerboard 
offset slightly to port. This is raised 
and lowered via a simple rope/
jammer system in the cockpit. She 
draws 1.5m (5ft) with it down and 
0.35m (1ft 2in) with it up. The mast 
is a rotating carbon spar on the 
sport version and a slightly shorter 
alloy affair on the touring version. 

Given that this is a high-powered 
racing machine, sail controls are 
mercifully simple, particularly if 
you stick to ‘white’ sails. The self 
tacking jib is on a furler while the 
massively powerful fully battened 
main is on a traveller just forward 
of the whipstaff. The mainsail 
halyard is on a 2:1 system and the 
ball bearings in the batten slides 
ensure the big sail jumps up like a 
frog in a pool full of dynamite. 

Three times the fun
Technical stuff over, what about the 
actual sailing? Well, motoring first 
and with the power supplied by a 6hp 
Sail Pro outboard on the transom, 
this was always going to be the most 
tedious part of the test. The almost 
non existent displacement of the 
Dragonfly means that this engine 
pushes her along very merrily at 
up to six knots in flat conditions. 
It is also noisy and smelly. The best 
solution is to put the sails up – she’s 

technical bit of kit. Everything 
about this yacht is finely tuned 
and painstakingly engineered. 
Those swing wings for starters are 
a simple enough concept, but to 
get them right is no mean feat. Yet 
Dragonfly has been doing this so 
long it has it all down to a fine art. 
Yank on the relevant bit of string 
and the sponsons pivot out on a 
pair of massive hinges which are 
then held in place by clutches in 
the cockpit. It’s delicate stuff, but it’s 
also surprisingly simple to operate. 

Then there’s the steering 
system. The rudders can be raised 
independently but also kick up if you 
hit the putty. On the sport version 
there are tillers on each sponson and 
you can also steer from the main 
hull using what Sir Francis Drake 
would have described as a whipstaff. 
On the weekender, you have a more 
conventional tiller-steered single 

ll TOP
With the gennaker 
up you can almost 
sail faster than the 
true windspeed 
by using your 
momentum to build 
apparent wind

ll ABOVE
The helming 
positions on the 
sponsons are 
great places to 
keep an eye on 
sail trim - and just 
enjoy the ride
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Dragonfly 25

SAM’S VERDICT
This is an easily handled daysailer that 
can do 17 knots with minimum fuss. 
What more do I need to say? She’s 
carefully thought out and, although a 
technical yacht, she’s not confusing or 
daunting to sail. She’s a big dinghy but 
lacks the drawbacks of getting you soaked 
or being cramped and uncomfortable. 
Essentially this boat is masses of fun 
in a carefully crafted package. 

PERFORMANCE: H H H H H 
ACCOMMODATION: H H H  H 
LOOKS: H H H H H

THE SPEC
Price as tested:  (ex VAT):  £65,000
Base price:  £61,000

Length:  25ft (7.7m)

Length folded:  29ft 4in (9m)

Beam sailing:  19ft (5.8m)

Beam folded:  7ft 5in (2.3m)

Draft:  1ft 1in (0.4m)

Draft incl board:  4ft 9in (1.5m)

Weight:  1,050kg (2,300lb)

Trailer weight:  1500kg (3,300lb)

Sail area (sport):  31m2

Sail area (touring):  34m2

UK Dealer:  Multihull Solutions
Contact:  mutihullsolutions.co.uk 

ll LEFT
Below deck the 
Dragonfly is 
clean-lined and 
simple but also a 
perfectly pleasant 
place to be 

far faster under sail anyway. This 
done, we enjoyed a brisk beat out of 
Chichester Harbour. Given that my 
previous experience with a multihull 
had involved beating at roughly 50 
degrees off the wind, I was pleasantly 
surprised to note that the Dragonfly 
pointed very well indeed, sitting 
quite happily at 30-32 degrees off 
the wind and clocking seven knots 
in about eight knots of breeze. 

I don’t care how stolid a cruising 
man you are – it is always nice to sail 
fast past other yachts, and we left 
a trail of victims in our wake as we 
tacked up the Emsworth Channel. 
She also spun happily through 
the tacks without even a hint of 
stalling. Yet it is off the wind when 
the fun really starts. Turning onto 
a beam reach, we unfurled the big 
code zero and waited for things to 
happen. They happened quickly: 
one minute we were pootling along 
nicely at, say, nine knots and then 
ZANG! A brief puff of breeze, the 
leeward hull gripped the water 
and we scooted off, screaming 
along at 12 knots and more.

With a Dragonfly, it is all about 
creating your own apparent wind, so 
you start off heating up the code zero 
a bit by running close to the wind, 
gain some momentum and then 
ease off. At this point there is a slight 
‘here we go’ sensation and suddenly 
you’re not sailing, you’re flying. With 
its massive floats providing 160 per 
cent buoyancy, the Dragonfly is 
well capable of flying both leeward 
and main hull. It’s a great feeling; 
turbocharged sailing that opens up 
your horizons. Suddenly you can 
beat a foul tide with ease and a cross-
channel jaunt takes half the time.

Down below is not the place 
to be with this sort of sailing on 
offer, but it can be summed up as 
simple. There are two removable 
pods with a small cooker and basin 
units on them, a lengthy forward 
berth with a Porta–Potti tucked 
underneath and a surprisingly light 
and comfortable main saloon with 
removable slot-in table. It’s hardly 
luxurious, but it is perfectly adequate 
for the occasional overnighter. 
There is also a substantial amount 
of extra storage in the sponsons. 
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www.lehruk.com
www.hypromarine.com 

T: 01590 681445  E: info@hypromarine.com  
Leading distributor for SeaStar Solutions (formally Telefl ex Marine) hydraulic steering-BayStar hydraulic 
steering-SeaStar Jackplates Lectrotab trim tabs-Glendinning controls-Cablemaster™-Hosemaster™-

Stingray-Takacat Catamarans-Orangemarine Infl atables

Super Lightweight 
Tenders from 12kg 

in weightin weight

www.lehruk.com

in weight

www.lehruk.comwww.lehruk.com
LEHR 5hp LEHR 2.5hp

www.lehruk.comwww.lehruk.com

Sole UK 

& Ireland 

Distributor for 

LEHR Propane 

Outboards.

WORLDS FIRST 
PROPANE 
POWERED 
OUTBOARD 
ENGINES

Also available
LEHR 9.9hp 

and 15hp

E mail: eastcoast@fi rstclasssailing.com                                      
www.fi rstclasssailing.com/eastcoastsailing                                       

Call Jan or Colin on 01621 928084

Come Sailing …
Become a Navigation Champion
• Come and master our yachts Kingfi sher and Hebe.
•  Experience the charm and challenge of the East Coast 

… strong tides, hidden sandbanks, magical swatchways.
• Team up with your friends on skippered sailing trips.
• Experience tiller steering on our third yacht, Circe.

Novice 
Day Skipper 
Yachtmaster

See website for latest offers and to order online
www.allGadgets.co.uk

Sales & service
telephone

01395 22 77 27

Helpful service, sensible prices. Order online or by phone
Prompt despatch for wide range of stock items

Non-stock items usually available on short lead times
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RUPERT HOLMES ANALYSES WHAT TO LOOK 
FOR WHEN CHOOSING SPECIALIST SAILPOWER

CHOOSING 
DOWNWIND 

SAILS

  Technical  |  Downwind sails

A 
couple of decades 
ago almost every 
yacht had a sail 
plan with a large 
overlapping genoa. 
While these tend to 

be inefficient when partially furled 
for sailing upwind in a breeze, 
they make excellent reaching 
sails and can also be poled out 
to good effect when sailing dead 
downwind in a reasonable breeze. 

As a result, downwind sails were 
predominately needed only for light 
airs, when the additional area would 
make up for the reduced apparent 
wind speeds and enable you to 
continue sailing in wind speeds that 
would otherwise see most cruising 
boats resorting to their engines. 

However, more recently the 
fashion has turned in favour of 
much smaller non-overlapping 
blade jibs. While these are 
significantly more efficient upwind 
in a blow, and do not require 
anything like as much winching 
to sheet them home after a tack, 
they quickly lose efficiency as the 
boat bears away from the wind.

This means that for many of 
today’s yachts, downwind sails are 
an important part of the inventory. 
“If your boat has a blade jib, then 

a downwind sail of some kind 
is an absolute necessity,” agrees 
John Yates of Rolly Tasker Sails.

CODE 0S
These are a very effective close 
reaching sail in light airs, when they 
are capable of producing enough 
drive to push many boats faster 
than the true wind speed. As the 
breeze increases, they can be used 
as more of a reaching sail, with a 
90 degree true wind angle in 10 
knots or more, and with the true 
wind angle as far aft as 130 degrees 
in significantly stronger breezes.

It’s important to recognise the 
differences between racing Code 0s 
and cruising sails designed for the 
same wind conditions. The shape of 
racing sails is partially determined 
by an arbitrary requirement imposed 
by rating rules for the sail to meet 
measurements that define it as a 
spinnaker, rather than a genoa. 
But a sail that’s purely intended for 
cruising use can be cut with a flatter 
shape and less roach, to achieve 
tighter wind angles. Conversely, if 
you plan to race your boat at a later 
date, be sure to mention this to your 
sailmaker, so that you get a sail that 
will measure as a racing Code 0.

ASYMMETRIC 
SPINNAKERS
“Symmetrical spinnakers have 
dragged sailors downwind for 
years and still do a very good job 
at getting the boat as low (near 
to dead downwind) as possible,” 
says James Knight of North Sails. 
“But in the last 10 years sail 
makers have been able to produce 
efficient, easy-to-trim asymmetric 
spinnakers that sail almost as low 
as the traditional symmetric sails.”

Peter Kay of OneSails adds: “This 
sail should be cut as a true deep 
running sail, which will rotate to 
windward round the forestay, so 
it can be used at deep angles – 
realistically true wind angles of 
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A Discovery 
under way with 
an asymmetric 
spinnaker
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150-160 degrees. In lightish airs this 
sail will still be usable on a beam 
reach, even if it’s not aerodynamically 
optimised for reaching.”

Note that a modern asymmetric 
spinnaker has a very different shape 
to an old-fashioned cruising chute. 
These were relatively flat-cut sails 
with very little area that could project 
to windward of the forestay, with 
the result that they would collapse 
behind the mainsail on a broad reach. 

Symmetric spinnakers set from 
a pole, while not commonly used 
by the cruising community, are 
still popular with a few sailors with 
the skills and experience to handle 
them and who value the ability to 
be able to sail directly downwind.

OPTIONS FOR A 
TIGHT BUDGET
Of course, not everyone has the 
budget to buy two downwind 
sails – or indeed space on board to 
store them. However, both Kay and 
Knight counsel against automatically 
opting for an all-purpose sail: 
“Running sails don’t reach very well, 
and reaching don’t run very well,” 
says Knight. “Be wary of someone 
promising you an ‘all-purpose sail’. 
In reality it will probably have a 
very small optimum wind angle.”

Instead it’s important to 
understand the deficiencies in 
your boat’s existing set-up. Those 
with a large overlapping headsail 
have an easier choice, as the genoa 
will work well close reaching in 
light airs and reaching in heavier 
breezes, so all that’s missing is a 
true downwind orientated sail. “If 
I could have only one downwind 
sail, it would be this” says Kay.

Those with non-overlapping 
blade jibs may have a more difficult 
decision to make. It is worth 
considering rigging an outboard 
sheeting position for the jib, on 
or next to the toerail for use when 
reaching. This helps to keep an 
efficient shape in the jib over a 
wider range of wind angles as you 
bear away from close-hauled.

This is exactly the arrangement 
I have for my cruising boat in the 
Aegean, coupled with an asymmetric 
spinnaker that’s designed for running 
deep. In flat water it’s easy to get 
the luff to rotate to windward of the 
forestay to sail at true wind angles 
within 20 degrees of dead downwind, 
although that figure increases to 
30 degrees with a sea running. At 
the other end of the spectrum, in 
really light airs it can be sheeted 
tight for use at apparent wind angles 
as little as 80 degrees, even though 
its shape is not optimal for this.

Self-tacking jibs are very small 
and high aspect, so they become 
inefficient as soon as the sheet 
is eased and the top sections 
of the sail twist away from the 

However, Istec’s Parasailor, a 
symmetric sail with a wing that vents 
excess wind in gusts and helps to 
stabilise the sail, is liked by a number 
of long-distance cruisers, including 
around 15 per cent of the ARC fleet. 
Among its fans is Jimmy Cornell, 
founder of the ARC, who has some 
200,000 miles under his keel. As with 
any piece of equipment, the time 
for getting accustomed to using it 
is not during a long ocean passage. 
It’s prudent to practise hoisting, 
setting, snuffing and dropping the 
sail, especially if you plan to use 
the Parasailor without the mainsail 
set, as this doesn’t offer the option 
of using the main to blanket the 
kite to make it easier to snuff.

SAVE ON 
CHARTS
Save up to 15% on 
charts and pilots 
when you buy at:  

sailingtoday.
co.uk/shop

FOR MANY OF TODAY’S 
YACHTS, DOWNWIND 

SAILS ARE AN IMPORTANT 
PART OF THE INVENTORY 

– IF NOT A NECESSITY
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wind. “If you have a small non 
overlapping jib, especially if it 
is self tacking, I would consider 
starting with a reaching spinnaker 
to get you going,” says Knight. 
“If you have additional budget, 
then complement your inventory 
with a downwind sail as well.”

HANDLING SYSTEMS
It’s easy to look at some of the 
high-profile big singlehanded racing 
yachts like IMOCA 60s, which have 
multiple downwind sails on roller 
furling gear, and assume similar 
systems are ideal for cruising yachts.

However, these boats have 
such an incredible speed 
potential they never sail directly 
downwind – the apparent wind 
is rarely aft of the beam. In 
effect they have an inventory 
comprised solely of reaching 

sails with no sails for running. 
The situation is very different 

even for smaller raceboats that 
spend little time at more than eight 
or nine knots, and even more so 
for slower cruising yachts. These 
boats need sails that will be effective 
with the apparent wind as far aft 
as possible. A further problem is 
that, unlike roller furling systems 
for upwind sails, downwind sails 
can’t be left permanently hoisted 
and furled – the extra depth in 
the sail means the leech rarely 
winds smoothly when furled and is 
therefore vulnerable to unwrapping. 

As with the IMOCA 60s reaching 
sails, a Code 0 on a smaller boat 
will work very well on a continuous 
line furler, which makes it an easy 
sail to deploy and recover. But a 
running sail with a much deeper 
shape is a different matter, even 
with expensive top-down furlers.

 l ABOVE
Code 0s make 
an effective 
close-reaching 
sail in light airs

CLOTH WEIGHTS
Although a few sailmakers 
produce Code 0s in a heavy 
nylon of around 2.2oz, this 
tends only to be viable as 
a budget choice on smaller 
boats as the material will 
stretch, causing the sail shape 
to change as it powers up. The 
solution is a very lightweight 
laminate material, which will 
maintain its shape across a 
wide range of wind speeds, 

although a very lightweight 
Dacron is offered by some 
sail makers as an alternative 
for those on tight budgets.

For all other downwind sails, 
nylon remains universally the 
cloth of choice, usually in 0.75 
and 1.5oz weights, although 
0.9oz is sometimes used. 
However, different sailmakers 
have different views as to 
optimum weights. John Yates 

of Rolly Tasker suggests 1.5oz 
fabric to create as strong a 
sail as possible. However, 
Peter Kay of OneSails points 
out that cruising boats 
don’t need – or use – their 
spinnakers in strong winds 
and says it’s more important 
to select “a light-enough 
cloth to lift in the generally 
lighter airs that many 
cruising spinnakers see”.
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“The advent of free-flying furling 
downwind sails has led to some 
people thinking they can set the 
asymmetric up on its furler before 
leaving the dock and then leave 
it there all day so either sail can 
be unwound at will,” says Kay.

“In our experience that is an 
unrealistic expectation, as the loose 
‘bunt’ of the spinnaker is likely to 
take a wrap around the furl and 
jam. The top-down furler should 
be seen as a means of dousing the 
sail, rather than storing it hoisted.”

Knight agrees on this point: 
“There’s so much depth in a sail 
designed for running at deep 
angles that you can get problems 
when you start furling it. For this 
reason North tends to advise clients 
to opt for a snuffer instead.”

A PERFECT SOLUTION?
Discovery Yachts equips its boats, 
which are designed for long-
distance sailing with just two people, 
with a self-tacking jib and a large 
overlapping genoa, both of which are 
set on furling gear. This gives the best 
of both worlds – an efficient small 
jib that’s easy to handle and allows 
efficient progress to windward, plus 
the larger genoa for sailing with 
the sheets cracked off the wind, 
or for reaching in heavier airs.

This sail also has the advantage 
of being set on the type of roller 
furling gear that allows it to be 
left hoisted for extended periods 
at sea. The arrangement also gives 
the option of running under 
twin headsails, whose individual 
areas can be easily controlled, 
when in tradewind conditions. 
All that’s needed to complete the 
inventory is a downwind-optimised 
asymmetric for use in lighter airs. Mind the gybe!

This is where the bulk of handling 
problems come when sailing with 
spinnakers, whether asymmetric 
or symmetrical. However, there’s 
an easy and simple solution 
– don’t gybe the sail. Instead, 
you can snuff or furl it, gybe the 
mainsail and then reset the kite 
when you’re ready – maybe even 
after pausing for a cup of tea. 

 l ABOVE
A cruising chute 
in good downwind 
conditions

MORE DETAIL
 l Rolly Tasker rollytasker.com

 l Jeckells jeckells.co.uk

 l Kemp Sails kempsails.com

 l Banks Sails banks.co.uk
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Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 37 2005, Immaculately 
presented, 3 cabin version. High spec, Raymarine 
electronic suite inc autopilot & radar, cabin heating, 
teak cockpit sole new batteries 2013, galvanic 
isolator. Fabulous family cruiser. £69,950

Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 34.2  1998, immaculately 
presented 3 double cabin version, new saloon 
upholstery, shoal draft keel, classic mast, recently 
anti fouled and ready to set sail!  £52,500

Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 37 2002, 2 owner cabin 
layout, in mast furling main sail, furling genoa, teak 
cockpit, spray hood & cockpit tent, well maintained, 
a must see, ready to sail! 
 £68,750 (PX considered)

Sun Odyssey 349
IN STOCK NOW

Sun Odyssey 379
IN STOCK NOW

Sun Odyssey 409
AVAILABLE FOR VIEWING

01752 600120 / www.traff ordyachts.co.uk / sales@traff ordyachts.co.uk
QUEEN ANNE’S BATTERY, PLYMOUTH, PL4 0LP

MAIN AGENTS FOR SERVICING 
& SPARE PARTS

NEW AND USED QUALITY BROKERAGE, CALL US FOR YOUR BOATING NEEDS

Dufour Grand Large 455 2007, 3 double cabins, 
owners cabin has island bed & TV, 2 heads, 
spacious saloon with TV, cabin heating, fully 
battened main, teak deck, cockpit tent & luxury 
cushions, immaculate inside & out, ready to go.   

£149,000

Dufour 36 performance 2012 2 cabins, heating, 
CD stereo, high spec Raymarine elec suite, high 
spec rigging package inc removable lockers & lam 
sails, well maintained, ideal family cruiser. Ready 
to go. £124,750

Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 39DS 2007, In mast 
furling system, 2 double cabins, large luxury heads/
shower, TV & DVD, heating, wind generator, radar, 
tridata & repeater autopilot, C80 chart plotter, 
Bimini & sprayhood. Gorgeous boat & ready 
to go.  £97,950

Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 42 Deck Saloon 2011, 
2 double cabins with en suite large heads, galley 
with microwave, grill oven, cabin heating, highly 
spec’d elec suite, in mast furling, elec winch & 
bow thruster, teak cockpit & side decks, very well 
maintained, ready to sail            £149,500

Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 45 2005, 3 double 
cabins & 2 large heads, large galley area & cabin 
heating. Fully battened mainsail, retractable bow 
thruster, extensive elec suite, teak cockpit & side 
decks, ready to sail, a must see!  £124,000

TRAFFORDS FP ST JUL15.indd   1 12/05/2015   11:10
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Bates Wharf Southern Ltd
3A Harbour Quay, 
Sovereign Harbour,  
Eastbourne, 
East Sussex BN23 5QF

Call: 01323 470 066

boatsales@bateswharfsouthern.co.uk

    www.bateswharf.com

Beneteau Oceanis 381
1998 Year Model, 3 double 
Cabins, Wheel Steering, Fin 
Keel, Slab Reefed Main Sail,  
Yanmar 3GM30 29hp Engine, 
B & G Speed, Wind, Log and 
Autopilot Instruments. Lying 
Eastbourne

£54,950

Icelander 43
1999 Year Model, Steel Multi-
Chine Hull Blue Water Cruising 
Yacht, Bermudan Cutter Rig, 
Wheel Steering, Center Board 
Keel, Rigged Originally for 
Single Handed Sailing. Ford 
75hp Diesel Engine, 6 Berths in 
3 Cabins, Navman GPS Plotter, 
JRC Radar, Cetrek Tri Data 
Instruments. Lying Eastbourne.

£71,500

Beneteau Oceanis 34  
2011 Year Model, Yanmar 29 hp 
Diesel Engine, Deep Fin Keel, 
Wheel Steering, In-Mast Mainsail, 
Elegance Trim, Electronics Pack, 
Simrad Autopilot, Electric Anchor 
Windlass, Sidepower SE40 Bow 
Thruster, Assymetric Spinnaker 
Rigging, Full Camper Cockpit 
Cover, Webasto Cabin Heating & 
CopperCoat.  Lying Eastbourne   
 £79,950

Hanse 371 
2003 Year Model, Volvo Penta 
29hp Sail Drive Diesel Engine, 
Deep Fin Keel, Wheel Steering, 
Self -Tacking Foresail, Slab 
Reefed Mainsail, Owner’s Two 
Cabin Configuration, Simrad Tri 
Data Instruments, Simrad CR44 
Chart Plotter with integrated 
Radar, Simrad DSC VHF Radio 
and Electric Anchor Windlass.  
Lying Eastbourne  £64,950 

Seaquest Prima 38
2001 Year Model, 12 Berths, 
Deep Fin Keel, Wheel Steering, 
Carbon Mast, Stainless Steel 
Rod Rigging, Carbon Spinnaker 
Pole, Nexus Electronics, Nexus 
Autopilot, Good Sail and 
Spinnaker Inventory.  Lying 
Eastbourne  
 £66,950

Moody Carbineer 44
1972 Year Model, Deck Saloon, 
Ketch Rig, Wheel Steering, Long 
keel, Hull Epoxy Treated 1993, 
Perkins 120hp Diesel Engine, 
6 Berths in 3 Cabins, Yeoman 
Chart Plotter, Raymarine Radar, 
Raymarine Bi Data Instruments 
& Auto-Pilot, Vetus Bow Thruster 
& Electric Windlass. Lying 
Lanzarote. £98,000

Island Packet 440
A Luxury Blue Water Cruiser,
2007 Year Model, Long Keel,
Wheel Steering, In-mast
Mainsail Furling, Yanmar 4JH4
75hp Diesel Engine, Bow
Thruster, Electric Windlass,
Raymarine Auto Helm,
Raymarine E80 Dual Station. 
Lying Eastbourne.

£285,000

Beneteau Oceanis 34
2010 Year Model, Owner’s 
2 Cabin Elegance Version, 
Deep Fin Keel, Wheel 
Steering, Slab Reefed Main 
Sail, Yanmar 3YM30 Diesel 
Engine, Raymarine Electronics, 
Asseymetric Spinnaker Rigging 
and Eberspacher Heating.  Lying 
Eastbourne

£79,950

Bates Wharf Southern Ltd
3A Harbour Quay, 
Sovereign Harbour,  
Eastbourne, 
East Sussex BN23 5QF

Call: 01323 470 066

boatsales@bateswharfsouthern.co.uk

                   www.bateswharf.com   

Freedom 30
1990 Year Model, Long Shallow 
Keel, Wheel steering, Cat Ketch 
Rigged with Carbon Fibre Masts, 
Nanni N2 14hp diesel Engine 
(New 2012), 4 Berths, Stowe Tri 
Data Instruments, Garmin GPS, 
Icom VHF Radio, Auto Pilot, 
Saunders Main Sail & Mizzen. 
Lying Eastbourne 
 £27,950

Beneteau First 30
2011 model year, Cruiser/
Racer, 6 Berths, Fin Keel, Sloop 
Rig, Yanmar Diesel Engine, 
Raymarine A70 GPS Chart 
Plotter, Tacktic Instruments, Icom 
VHF Radio, Ultimate Carbon 
Aramid Sails & Spinnakers. 
Lying Eastbourne 
 £79,950

Beneteau First Class 7.5
2005 model year Beneteau First 
Class 7.5 racing yacht. inventory 
includes outboard engine two 
mainsails, two roller genoas and 
an assymetric spinnaker.  
Lying Brighton.
 £16,000

Westerly Griffin
1979 Year Model, Fin Keel, 
Tiller Steering, Mitsubishi 17hp 
Engine (Replaced 2008), 6 
Berths,  Standard Horizon 300 
Chart Plotter, Icom DSC VHF 
Radio, Navman Wind & Tri Data 
Instruments.  Lying Eastbourne  
 £16,000

Oyster 26  
1980 model year, Bermuda 
Sloop Cruiser/Racer, 5 Berths, 
Fin keel, Tiller Steering, Volvo 
Penta Sail Drive, Autohelm Auto 
Pilot, Magellan GPS & VHF 
Radio. Lying Eastbourne  
 £14,500

Contessa 35
1976 Year Model, Fin & Skeg 
Keel, Tiller Steering, Nanni 
(2006) 37hp Diesel Engine, 
Raymarine S2 Auto Pilot, 
Garmin 128 GPS, Icom DSC 
VHF, AIS Transponder & 
Hammer Head Tablet PC.  
Lying Eastbourne 

£27,500

Bavaria 36,
2003 Year Model, Shallow Fin 
Keel, Wheel Steering, Volvo 
Penta Sail Drive 29hp Engine, 3 
Double Cabin Version, 1 Heads, 
Raymarine C70 Chart Plotter, 
Raymarine 2KW Radar, Raymarine 
ST4000 Auto Pilot, Raymarine Tri 
Data Instruments, Simrad RD68 VHF 
Radio, Electric Anchor Windlass, 
Webasto D4 Heating. Lying Brighton 

£59,950

Beneteau Oceanis 440
1991 Year Model, Wheel 
Steering, Winged Fin Keel, 
Perkins Prima 50 hp Diesel 
Engine, B & G Tri Data 
Instruments, Phillips & Garmin 
GPS, Furuno Radar, Simrad Auto 
Pilot, AIS, Navtex, Panda 
Generator, Eberspacher Heating, 
Cruising Chute & Snuffer. Lying 
Eastbourne  
 £75,000

Sadler Starlight 35
1992 year model, 6 Berths, 
Volvo Penta 29hp Diesel Engine, 
Electric Windlass, Lowrance 
GPS Chart Plotter, Furuno 
Radar, Tac Tik Wind Instrument, 
Autohelm, DSC VHF Radio, 
Navtex, Mukuni Cabin Heating, 
EPIRB, Life raft, Avon Dinghy. 
Preveza -  Greece 

£49,500

Island Packet 440
A Luxury Blue Water Cruiser, 
2007 Year Model, Long Keel, 
Wheel Steering, In-mast 
Mainsail Furling, Yanmar 4JH4 
75hp Diesel Engine, Bow 
Thruster, Electric Windlass, 
Raymarine Auto Helm, 
Raymarine E80 Dual Station  
 £299,950

Beneteau Oceanis 46
2008 Year Model, Deep Fin Keel 
, Twin Wheel Steering, Yanmar 
4JH4TE 75hp Engine, Blue Hull, 
Teak Decks, Furling Genoa & 
Mainsail,  3 Cabin Exclusive 
Version, 2 Heads, Electric 
Anchor Windlass, Bow Thruster, 
Raymarine E80 Chart Plotter in 
Pivoting Cockpit Navpod, 
Raymarine VHF Radio,  
Raymarine Radar, Eberspacher 
D5 Heating. Lying Eastbourne.   
 £139,950. 

Bavaria 300
1990 Year Model Shallow Fin 
Keel, Wheel Steering, Volvo 
Penta Sail Drive 18hp Engine, 
6 Berths, Garmin Chart Plotter 
& GPS, Raytheaon Tri Data 
Instruments, Autohelm Auto 
Pilot, Webasto Heating. Lying 
Brighton

£29,950

Fisher 25
1987 Year Model Pilothouse,  
Long Keel, Tiller steering, 
Yanmar YM30 (Only 54 hrs – 
Fitted 2012), Stowe Tri Data 
Instruments, Furuno GPS, 
Autohelm Wheel Pilot, Without 
Doubt The Best Example On The 
Market. Lying Eastbourne   
 £37,500.

BATES WHARF  
SOUTHERN, 
LET US HELP YOU FIND 
YOUR PERFECT BOAT.

agents from
Chichester Harbour to Dover

Southerly 38 
2010 Year Model, A Luxury 
Blue Water Cruiser, Electrically 
Operated Swing Keel, Twin 
Wheel Steering & Rudders, 
In-mast Mainsail Furling, 
Yanmar 3JH3-E 40hp Diesel 
Engine, Bow Thruster, Electric 
Windlass, Raymarine Auto Pilot, 
Raymarine E90W Chart Plotter 

£295,000
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Dufour 525 Grand Large   
2007 Year Model, 3 Double 
Cabins All With En Suites, Volvo 
Penta 75hp Engine, Shallow Fin 
Keel, Twin Wheel Steering, In 
Mast Main Sail, Bow Thruster, 
Auto-Helm, Full Raymarine 
Electronics, Bose Stereo & Cabin 
Heating. Lying Spain    
 £159,000

Moody 425 
1990 Year Model, Blue Water 
Cruiser, Thornycroft (2003) 55 
hp Diesel Engine, Deep Fin & 
Skeg Keel, Wheel Steering, Slab 
Reefed Mainsail, Eight Berths 
in Four Cabins, Stowe Tri Data 
Instruments, Raymarine C90W 
Chart Plotter with Integrated 
Digital HD Radar, Raymarine 
St4000+ Autopilot, Electric Anchor 
Windlass and CopperCoat.  Lying 
Eastbourne  £75,000

Scanyacht 290 Voyager  
2001 Year Model, Yanmar 27hp 
Diesel Engine, Long Keel, Slab 
Reefed Mainsail,  Wheelhouse 
Steering or Tiller in Cockpit, 
Five Berths, Raymarine Tri Data 
Instruments, Raymarine Chart 
Plotter, Raymarine ST5000 Auto-
Pilot, Simrad RD68 DSC VHF 
Radio, Electric Anchor Windlass 
and Wind Generator.  Lying 
Eastbourne  £49,950

Sadler 32
1980 Year Model, 6 Berth, Fin 
& Skeg Keel, Tiller Steering, In-
Mast Main Sail, Furling Genoa, 
Watermota Sea Panther 30hp 
Diesel Engine, Navman Tri Data 
Instruments, Navman Plotter 
& GPS and Simrad Tiller Pilot. 
Lying Eastbourne   £22,950

BATES WHARF  
SOUTHERN, 
LET US HELP YOU FIND 
YOUR PERFECT BOAT.

agents from

Chichester Harbour to Dover

Oyster 435 
1990 Year Model, Cutter Rigged 
Blue Water Cruiser, Volvo D255 
63 hp Diesel (2002) Engine, 
Fin Keel, Wheel Steering, Fully 
Battened Mainsail, Eight Berths in 
Three Cabins, Fully Electrionics, 
Autopilot, Bow Thruster & Electric 
Windlass.  Lying Eastbourne   
 £120,000

Scanmar 35
1984 Year Model, 6 Berths, 
Wheel Steering, Fin Keel, Volvo 
Penta 28hp Engine, Sailtainer 
In Boom Main Sail Reefing, 
Lowrance Chart Plotter & 
GPS, Furuno Radar, Autohelm 
Autopilot, Navtex Lying 
Eastbourne £35,000

BATES WHARF FP_JUL15 ST.indd   1 15/05/2015   10:38

http://www.bateswharf.com
http://www.bateswharf.com
mailto:boatsales@bateswharfsouthern.co.uk
mailto:boatsales@bateswharfsouthern.co.uk
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Tel: + 44 (0) 2380 841100  Mobile: 07733 886018
Email: sales@jamesdickensmarine.com

Hythe Marina, Southampton

www.jamesdickensmarine.com

2 x Southerly 110’s 1 x 2000 1 x 2009 
£109,000 & £165,000

1995 Solaris 36 Catamaran one owner 
from new. VERY nice order. £59,950

2011 Hanse 355  Virtually as NEW 40 Hours!! 
must bee seen, huge saving £91,850

1998 Vancouver 34 Classic, sturdy blue water craft 
ashore with us in Hythe See videowalk £88,000

2008 Elan 344 Impression, stunning oorder. 
Very High Spec see website. Hythe. £63,500

1983 LM 27 , recent engine , heating , windlass 
main furling etc etc Bilge keels, Bargain £15,000

Simply STUNNING 1986 Sweden Yacht 38 must be 
seen truly superb recent engine etc etc £69,000

Westerly Oceanquest 35 aft cockpit, huge 
spec £69,850

WVIDEOWALKon website

James Dickens Marine Ltd
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Vessel located
Walton Marina

£50 off with the production of this voucher!

Locate your pride and joy 
via text message from 

anywhere* in the world!

* GSM signal required

Provides great peace of mind 
- and with no expensive 

subscription!

*Free app. available with 
        direct link to location mapping

Only £249 with this voucher!

Retreat Boatyard
RETREAT DRIVE, TOPSHAM, EXETER EX3 0LS

Email: lynn@retreatboatyard.co.uk
Web: www.retreatboatyard.co.uk
Tel: 01392 874 720 / 875 934
Fax: 01392 876 182

Chandlery
Shipwrights
Engineering
Electronics
Cranage
Moorings
Storage
Brokerage
Osmosis Treatments
Interspray Centre

Main Dealer:

Agent:

Just 5 mins from Junction 30 of
the M5 Motorway

AMPLE FREE PARKING

Skimmer X79 26ft  ........................................................ £4,500   

Motor cruiser 18ft c/w Suzki 60 & trailer  ....................  £2,950

Cygnus Cyfi sh 33 1985 2 Volvo AQAD41 diesel ......£78,000

Slender 20’ 2004 Honda 4, fi n keel c/w trailer  .......... £4,750

Tamarisk 1983 24’/30’ with bow sprit  ......................£11,500

Hardy 335  1987 2 x 
diesel Volvo 230hp engines 

£39,950

Westerly Centaur 26ft 1984  
bilge keel 

£8,500 

Moody 29 Bilge Keel Beta 
Engine 2012 £19,995  

Moody 34 1984 
bilge keel £43,000    

Cornish Crabber 24’ 2002 
launched 2003 in/d £45,000 

Westerly Konsort 28’
Launched 1980, Bilge Keel

£19,950

Moody 41 1983 fi n 
keel £54,950

Orkney 20 2003 Mariner 
75hp o/b c/w trailer 

£19,500

Bayliner Trophy 2025 1999 
190 Mercruiser c/w trailer

 £9,995 

REDUCED

Barracuda 41ft 
Mediterranean  

Centurion 1990 £40,000 

Targa 32 1980 twin in/b Volvo 
diesel engines.  

P/X considered. £19,950

Colvic 29 1976
Wheel steering, High 

volume hull, £11,500 ono

REDUCED

Opening times Mon-Fri 8am ~ 5pm: Sat 9am to 1pm             Out of hours brokerage by appointment only.

WINTER STORAGE BOOKINGS FOR 2013/14 NOW OPEN  

REDUCED

REDUCED

Unit E4 Fort Wallington, Fareham, PO16 8TT                 01329 232360    

sales@vitessemarine.co.uk       www.vitessemarine.co.uk/kiwigrip

Traction Made Beautiful...
The High-Performance Non-skid coating system.
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• Approved service agents for most 
leading brands. 

• Pre and post sales technical advice 
by experienced engineers. 

• Need help with cross brand, NMEA 
0183 or NMEA2000 interfacing? 
Not a problem, just ask! 

KM Electronics Ltd  -  Tel:-  +44 (0)1502 569079  -  Email:-  sales@yachtbits.com 

“reliable electronics means, destination anywhere” 

Trading on-line since 2000 

Bavaria 31 - 2008, 6 berths, 
Volvo engine, Radar, Heating - 

Lightly used - £51,000

Cornish Yawl, 1989 (launched 1990), Yanmar 
engine, 4 berths, lightly used and 

very well maintained
£23,500

Colvic Victor 40 - 1989
Refi t in 2008, Deck saloon, 8 berths 

£49,950

Saga 40 - 1987, 50hp Beta engine (2006), 
6 berths, lots of  updates 

£61,950

Beneteau Oceanis 34, 2010, 
Elegance Trim, Radar/Plotter

£79,950

Dufour 38 Classic - 2000,  2 cabin layout, 
Radar, Plotter, Sails replaced in 2005, 

Good spec, £65,950

www.barbicanyachtagency.co.uk     Tel: 01752 22 88 55

PRICE

REDUCED

PRICE

REDUCED
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Email: lynn@retreatboatyard.co.uk
Web: www.retreatboatyard.com
Tel: 01392 874 720 / 875 934
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A selection of the sail and power boats we offer...

www.michaelschmidt.co.uk

Island Packet 380 - 2001 £135,000

Beneteau Oceanis 50 - 2006 £167,500

Westerly Seahawk 34 - 1988 £39,500

Moody MK II - 1987 £32,950

Westerly 49 - 1996 £129,950

Dufour 34 Performance - 2007 £79,950

stop press

Schmidt
Michael

Partner&

yacht brokers

professional
yacht brokers

shore & pontoon sales competitive sales packages multi media marketing

Kip Marina:
01475 529 975
PA16 0AS

Rhu Marina:

01436 821 606
G84 8LH

Hamble Point:
02380 455 714
SO31 4NB

Windermere:
01539 447 700
LA23 3HE

contact us now at your local office...

Great brokerage
displays and

used boat shows
that lead the way

Record breaking boat shows drive sales - call 
now for brokerage and winter storage deals...

GDA-498_ST-Nov2013.indd   1 12/09/2013   18:48
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A selection of the sail and power boats we offer...

www.michaelschmidt.co.uk

Island Packet 380 - 2001 £135,000

Beneteau Oceanis 50 - 2006 £167,500

Hanse 370 - 2008 £89,500

Bavaria 39 - 2005 £89,950

Westerly 49 - 1996 £129,950

Jeanneau 2500 - 2005 £23,500

stop press

Schmidt
Michael

Partner&

yacht brokers

professional
yacht brokers

shore & pontoon sales competitive sales packages multi media marketing

Kip Marina:
01475 529 975
PA16 0AS

Rhu Marina:

01436 821 606
G84 8LH

Hamble Point:
02380 455 714
SO31 4NB

Windermere:
01539 447 700
LA23 3HE

contact us now at your local office...

Great brokerage
displays and

used boat shows
that lead the way

Record breaking boat shows drive sales - 
call us now for ‘early bird’ show deals...

GDA-498_ST-Nov2013.indd   1 08/08/2013   17:52

www.deaconsboatyard.co.uk

SEPTEMBER 
USED BOAT SHOW

APPROX 50 BOATS ASHORE
3M TO 15M SAIL & MOTOR

DEACONS BROKERAGE 
ALL TRADE SERVICES ON SITE

GREAT PACKAGE DEALS FOR SELLING YOUR BOAT    
  ENTRY FEES (inc VAT) FEE INCLUDES:
  Boats under 9m   £200 Lift out
  Boats 9m - 10.9m   £225 Scrub off, Block off
  Boats 11m - 13m   £300 2 months free hardstanding
      Free re-launch within the 2 months if unsold
  Trailer boats   £100 Arriving / Departing on trailer
  PLUS DISCOUNTED COMMISSION RATE

www.deaconsboatyard.co.uk

Deacons Boatyard 
Bursledon Bridge
Southampton
Hants SO31 8AZ

Tel: 02380 402253

Email: brokerage@deaconsboatyard.co.uk

13TH - 22ND

10.00 - 19.00

SEPTEMBER 2013

Tel: + 44 (0) 2380 841100  Mobile: 07733 886018
Email: sales@jamesdickensmarine.com

Hythe Marina, Southampton

        www.jamesdickensmarine.com

James Dickens 
Marine Ltd

Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 32.2 
1998 Immaculate 29hp Volvo 

ashore Hythe £ 42,500

Nauticat 44 1981 
Schooner rig, super order,

see website lying IOW £99,000

1990 Moody Eclipse 43
Superb pilothouse cruiser
BIG spec Hythe £ 159,850

Nauticat 42  1997 huge spec, 
see website, Ashore Southampton 

£209,000 Similar Boat

Jeanneau 42 DS 2007
ittle used, popular twin wheel set-up,

VIDEOWALK on website £127,000

2000 Bavaria 34
in super order Ashore just serviced 

Hythe See website £46,500

SEE 

“V
ID

EOW
A

LK
S” 

O
N

 W
EBSITE

LO
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BOAT 
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OW
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£199,950

£124,850

£149,850
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Vessel located
Walton Marina

£50 off with the production of this voucher!

Locate your pride and joy 
via text message from 

anywhere* in the world!

* GSM signal required

Provides great peace of mind 
- and with no expensive 

subscription!

*Free app. available with 
        direct link to location mapping

Only £249 with this voucher!

Retreat Boatyard
RETREAT DRIVE, TOPSHAM, EXETER EX3 0LS

Email: lynn@retreatboatyard.co.uk
Web: www.retreatboatyard.co.uk
Tel: 01392 874 720 / 875 934
Fax: 01392 876 182

Chandlery
Shipwrights
Engineering
Electronics
Cranage
Moorings
Storage
Brokerage
Osmosis Treatments
Interspray Centre

Main Dealer:

Agent:

Just 5 mins from Junction 30 of
the M5 Motorway

AMPLE FREE PARKING

Skimmer X79 26ft  ........................................................ £4,500   

Motor cruiser 18ft c/w Suzki 60 & trailer  ....................  £2,950

Cygnus Cyfi sh 33 1985 2 Volvo AQAD41 diesel ......£78,000

Slender 20’ 2004 Honda 4, fi n keel c/w trailer  .......... £4,750

Tamarisk 1983 24’/30’ with bow sprit  ......................£11,500

Hardy 335  1987 2 x 
diesel Volvo 230hp engines 

£39,950

Westerly Centaur 26ft 1984  
bilge keel 

£8,500 

Moody 29 Bilge Keel Beta 
Engine 2012 £19,995  

Moody 34 1984 
bilge keel £43,000    

Cornish Crabber 24’ 2002 
launched 2003 in/d £45,000 

Westerly Konsort 28’
Launched 1980, Bilge Keel

£19,950

Moody 41 1983 fi n 
keel £54,950

Orkney 20 2003 Mariner 
75hp o/b c/w trailer 

£19,500

Bayliner Trophy 2025 1999 
190 Mercruiser c/w trailer

 £9,995 

REDUCED

Barracuda 41ft 
Mediterranean  

Centurion 1990 £40,000 

Targa 32 1980 twin in/b Volvo 
diesel engines.  

P/X considered. £19,950

Colvic 29 1976
Wheel steering, High 

volume hull, £11,500 ono

REDUCED

Opening times Mon-Fri 8am ~ 5pm: Sat 9am to 1pm             Out of hours brokerage by appointment only.

WINTER STORAGE BOOKINGS FOR 2013/14 NOW OPEN  

REDUCED

REDUCED

Unit E4 Fort Wallington, Fareham, PO16 8TT                 01329 232360    

sales@vitessemarine.co.uk       www.vitessemarine.co.uk/kiwigrip

Traction Made Beautiful...
The High-Performance Non-skid coating system.
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• Approved service agents for most 
leading brands. 

• Pre and post sales technical advice 
by experienced engineers. 

• Need help with cross brand, NMEA 
0183 or NMEA2000 interfacing? 
Not a problem, just ask! 

KM Electronics Ltd  -  Tel:-  +44 (0)1502 569079  -  Email:-  sales@yachtbits.com 

“reliable electronics means, destination anywhere” 

Trading on-line since 2000 

Bavaria 31 - 2008, 6 berths, 
Volvo engine, Radar, Heating - 

Lightly used - £51,000

Cornish Yawl, 1989 (launched 1990), Yanmar 
engine, 4 berths, lightly used and 

very well maintained
£23,500

Colvic Victor 40 - 1989
Refi t in 2008, Deck saloon, 8 berths 

£49,950

Saga 40 - 1987, 50hp Beta engine (2006), 
6 berths, lots of  updates 

£61,950

Beneteau Oceanis 34, 2010, 
Elegance Trim, Radar/Plotter

£79,950

Dufour 38 Classic - 2000,  2 cabin layout, 
Radar, Plotter, Sails replaced in 2005, 

Good spec, £65,950

www.barbicanyachtagency.co.uk     Tel: 01752 22 88 55

PRICE

REDUCED

PRICE

REDUCED
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Hurley 20
bilge keel 

£2,350
Motor cruiser 

with cuddy c/w engine 
& trailer 
£2,100

Rossiter Pintal 27 
1964 Wooden bilge 

keels £8,500
NOVEMBER 2013   sailingtoday.co.uk   83

A selection of the sail and power boats we offer...

www.michaelschmidt.co.uk

Island Packet 380 - 2001 £135,000

Beneteau Oceanis 50 - 2006 £167,500

Westerly Seahawk 34 - 1988 £39,500

Moody MK II - 1987 £32,950

Westerly 49 - 1996 £129,950

Dufour 34 Performance - 2007 £79,950

stop press

Schmidt
Michael

Partner&

yacht brokers

professional
yacht brokers

shore & pontoon sales competitive sales packages multi media marketing

Kip Marina:
01475 529 975
PA16 0AS

Rhu Marina:

01436 821 606
G84 8LH

Hamble Point:
02380 455 714
SO31 4NB

Windermere:
01539 447 700
LA23 3HE

contact us now at your local office...

Great brokerage
displays and

used boat shows
that lead the way

Record breaking boat shows drive sales - call 
now for brokerage and winter storage deals...

GDA-498_ST-Nov2013.indd   1 12/09/2013   18:48
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Jeanneau 2500 - 2005 £23,500
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Record breaking boat shows drive sales - 
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www.deaconsboatyard.co.uk

SEPTEMBER 
USED BOAT SHOW

APPROX 50 BOATS ASHORE
3M TO 15M SAIL & MOTOR

DEACONS BROKERAGE 
ALL TRADE SERVICES ON SITE

GREAT PACKAGE DEALS FOR SELLING YOUR BOAT    
  ENTRY FEES (inc VAT) FEE INCLUDES:
  Boats under 9m   £200 Lift out
  Boats 9m - 10.9m   £225 Scrub off, Block off
  Boats 11m - 13m   £300 2 months free hardstanding
      Free re-launch within the 2 months if unsold
  Trailer boats   £100 Arriving / Departing on trailer
  PLUS DISCOUNTED COMMISSION RATE

www.deaconsboatyard.co.uk

Deacons Boatyard 
Bursledon Bridge
Southampton
Hants SO31 8AZ

Tel: 02380 402253

Email: brokerage@deaconsboatyard.co.uk

13TH - 22ND

10.00 - 19.00

SEPTEMBER 2013

Tel: + 44 (0) 2380 841100  Mobile: 07733 886018
Email: sales@jamesdickensmarine.com

Hythe Marina, Southampton

        www.jamesdickensmarine.com

James Dickens 
Marine Ltd

Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 32.2 
1998 Immaculate 29hp Volvo 

ashore Hythe £ 42,500

Nauticat 44 1981 
Schooner rig, super order,

see website lying IOW £99,000

1990 Moody Eclipse 43
Superb pilothouse cruiser
BIG spec Hythe £ 159,850

Nauticat 42  1997 huge spec, 
see website, Ashore Southampton 

£209,000 Similar Boat

Jeanneau 42 DS 2007
ittle used, popular twin wheel set-up,

VIDEOWALK on website £127,000

2000 Bavaria 34
in super order Ashore just serviced 

Hythe See website £46,500
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£199,950

£124,850

£149,850
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Vessel located
Walton Marina

£50 off with the production of this voucher!

Locate your pride and joy 
via text message from 

anywhere* in the world!

* GSM signal required

Provides great peace of mind 
- and with no expensive 

subscription!

*Free app. available with 
        direct link to location mapping

Only £249 with this voucher!

Retreat Boatyard
RETREAT DRIVE, TOPSHAM, EXETER EX3 0LS

Email: lynn@retreatboatyard.co.uk
Web: www.retreatboatyard.co.uk
Tel: 01392 874 720 / 875 934
Fax: 01392 876 182

Chandlery
Shipwrights
Engineering
Electronics
Cranage
Moorings
Storage
Brokerage
Osmosis Treatments
Interspray Centre

Main Dealer:

Agent:

Just 5 mins from Junction 30 of
the M5 Motorway

AMPLE FREE PARKING

Skimmer X79 26ft  ........................................................ £4,500   

Motor cruiser 18ft c/w Suzki 60 & trailer  ....................  £2,950

Cygnus Cyfi sh 33 1985 2 Volvo AQAD41 diesel ......£78,000

Slender 20’ 2004 Honda 4, fi n keel c/w trailer  .......... £4,750

Tamarisk 1983 24’/30’ with bow sprit  ......................£11,500

Hardy 335  1987 2 x 
diesel Volvo 230hp engines 

£39,950

Westerly Centaur 26ft 1984  
bilge keel 

£8,500 

Moody 29 Bilge Keel Beta 
Engine 2012 £19,995  

Moody 34 1984 
bilge keel £43,000    

Cornish Crabber 24’ 2002 
launched 2003 in/d £45,000 

Westerly Konsort 28’
Launched 1980, Bilge Keel

£19,950

Moody 41 1983 fi n 
keel £54,950

Orkney 20 2003 Mariner 
75hp o/b c/w trailer 

£19,500

Bayliner Trophy 2025 1999 
190 Mercruiser c/w trailer

 £9,995 

REDUCED

Barracuda 41ft 
Mediterranean  

Centurion 1990 £40,000 

Targa 32 1980 twin in/b Volvo 
diesel engines.  

P/X considered. £19,950

Colvic 29 1976
Wheel steering, High 

volume hull, £11,500 ono

REDUCED

Opening times Mon-Fri 8am ~ 5pm: Sat 9am to 1pm             Out of hours brokerage by appointment only.

WINTER STORAGE BOOKINGS FOR 2013/14 NOW OPEN  

REDUCED

REDUCED

Unit E4 Fort Wallington, Fareham, PO16 8TT                 01329 232360    

sales@vitessemarine.co.uk       www.vitessemarine.co.uk/kiwigrip

Traction Made Beautiful...
The High-Performance Non-skid coating system.
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• Approved service agents for most 
leading brands. 

• Pre and post sales technical advice 
by experienced engineers. 

• Need help with cross brand, NMEA 
0183 or NMEA2000 interfacing? 
Not a problem, just ask! 

KM Electronics Ltd  -  Tel:-  +44 (0)1502 569079  -  Email:-  sales@yachtbits.com 

“reliable electronics means, destination anywhere” 

Trading on-line since 2000 

Bavaria 31 - 2008, 6 berths, 
Volvo engine, Radar, Heating - 

Lightly used - £51,000

Cornish Yawl, 1989 (launched 1990), Yanmar 
engine, 4 berths, lightly used and 

very well maintained
£23,500

Colvic Victor 40 - 1989
Refi t in 2008, Deck saloon, 8 berths 

£49,950

Saga 40 - 1987, 50hp Beta engine (2006), 
6 berths, lots of  updates 

£61,950

Beneteau Oceanis 34, 2010, 
Elegance Trim, Radar/Plotter

£79,950

Dufour 38 Classic - 2000,  2 cabin layout, 
Radar, Plotter, Sails replaced in 2005, 

Good spec, £65,950

www.barbicanyachtagency.co.uk     Tel: 01752 22 88 55

PRICE

REDUCED

PRICE

REDUCED
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Westerly Konsort 
28’launched 1980, 
bilge keel £14,500

REDUCED

Beneteau Evasion 32
1980, survey 2013 

some remaining works 
required £8,500

Westerly Centuar 26 
1974, survey 2014 

£6,500

Moody 41 1983 fin keel 
£39,950 PX considered 

for 25-30ft vessel

Picton  18ft 1984 2x 
Mariner engines 60hp main 

3.5 Aux yr 2002 & 2003 
£3,950
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Vessel located
Walton Marina

£50 off with the production of this voucher!

Locate your pride and joy 
via text message from 

anywhere* in the world!

* GSM signal required

Provides great peace of mind 
- and with no expensive 

subscription!

*Free app. available with 
        direct link to location mapping

Only £249 with this voucher!

Retreat Boatyard
RETREAT DRIVE, TOPSHAM, EXETER EX3 0LS

Email: lynn@retreatboatyard.co.uk
Web: www.retreatboatyard.co.uk
Tel: 01392 874 720 / 875 934
Fax: 01392 876 182

Chandlery
Shipwrights
Engineering
Electronics
Cranage
Moorings
Storage
Brokerage
Osmosis Treatments
Interspray Centre

Main Dealer:

Agent:

Just 5 mins from Junction 30 of
the M5 Motorway

AMPLE FREE PARKING

Skimmer X79 26ft  ........................................................ £4,500   

Motor cruiser 18ft c/w Suzki 60 & trailer  ....................  £2,950

Cygnus Cyfi sh 33 1985 2 Volvo AQAD41 diesel ......£78,000

Slender 20’ 2004 Honda 4, fi n keel c/w trailer  .......... £4,750

Tamarisk 1983 24’/30’ with bow sprit  ......................£11,500

Hardy 335  1987 2 x 
diesel Volvo 230hp engines 

£39,950

Westerly Centaur 26ft 1984  
bilge keel 

£8,500 

Moody 29 Bilge Keel Beta 
Engine 2012 £19,995  

Moody 34 1984 
bilge keel £43,000    

Cornish Crabber 24’ 2002 
launched 2003 in/d £45,000 

Westerly Konsort 28’
Launched 1980, Bilge Keel

£19,950

Moody 41 1983 fi n 
keel £54,950

Orkney 20 2003 Mariner 
75hp o/b c/w trailer 

£19,500

Bayliner Trophy 2025 1999 
190 Mercruiser c/w trailer

 £9,995 

REDUCED

Barracuda 41ft 
Mediterranean  

Centurion 1990 £40,000 

Targa 32 1980 twin in/b Volvo 
diesel engines.  

P/X considered. £19,950

Colvic 29 1976
Wheel steering, High 

volume hull, £11,500 ono

REDUCED

Opening times Mon-Fri 8am ~ 5pm: Sat 9am to 1pm             Out of hours brokerage by appointment only.

WINTER STORAGE BOOKINGS FOR 2013/14 NOW OPEN  

REDUCED

REDUCED

Unit E4 Fort Wallington, Fareham, PO16 8TT                 01329 232360    

sales@vitessemarine.co.uk       www.vitessemarine.co.uk/kiwigrip

Traction Made Beautiful...
The High-Performance Non-skid coating system.
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• Approved service agents for most 
leading brands. 

• Pre and post sales technical advice 
by experienced engineers. 

• Need help with cross brand, NMEA 
0183 or NMEA2000 interfacing? 
Not a problem, just ask! 

KM Electronics Ltd  -  Tel:-  +44 (0)1502 569079  -  Email:-  sales@yachtbits.com 

“reliable electronics means, destination anywhere” 

Trading on-line since 2000 

Bavaria 31 - 2008, 6 berths, 
Volvo engine, Radar, Heating - 

Lightly used - £51,000

Cornish Yawl, 1989 (launched 1990), Yanmar 
engine, 4 berths, lightly used and 

very well maintained
£23,500

Colvic Victor 40 - 1989
Refi t in 2008, Deck saloon, 8 berths 

£49,950

Saga 40 - 1987, 50hp Beta engine (2006), 
6 berths, lots of  updates 

£61,950

Beneteau Oceanis 34, 2010, 
Elegance Trim, Radar/Plotter

£79,950

Dufour 38 Classic - 2000,  2 cabin layout, 
Radar, Plotter, Sails replaced in 2005, 

Good spec, £65,950

www.barbicanyachtagency.co.uk     Tel: 01752 22 88 55

PRICE
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PRICE

REDUCED
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COMING SOON
Southerly 44’ 1998

Snapdragon 26
Trapper 28 1980 POA

PX 

CONSIDERED 

REDUCED
Vancouver 27 1986 long Keel, £28,000

Harry Feltham classic 
wooden river launch 

1941 £12,500

Opening times Mon-Fri 8am ~ 5pm: Sat 9am to 1pm contact above for times of extended opening hours 
during launching season. Out of hours brokerage by appointment only.

UNDER 

OFFER
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£ 179,000
(VAT paid)

BROKERAGE  |  BOATS FOR SALE

Three of the best

HALLBERG-RASSY 42  |  SALTWHISTLE III

Saltwhistle III was launched at Ellos, 
Sweden, in May 1997 and was sailed to 
the Hamble River for final fitting-out. 
She has been equipped for safe 
short-handed passage-making and for 
live-aboard comfort and the broker, 
which has handled her sale several 
times, reckons she has “probably 
the most comprehensive inventory 
of any bluewater HR 42 afloat”.

Gear includes a custom-built stainless 
steel post for carrying a wind generator, 
solar panels, aerials, light and lifting 
derrick for an outboard. Instruments 
include a Pactor modem, backup GPS, 
EPIRB and man overboard alarm system.

She was commissioned as a 
comprehensively-specced bluewater 
cruiser and underwent an extensive 
refit, with new Volvo 75hp engine, 

hydraulic gearbox and propeller, 
new standing and running rigging, 
preventative epoxy coating and 
new rudder bearings in 2009/10.

Previous owners, including one who 
did the ARC in 2011, have added extras 
to help with long-term cruising:  touches 
like custom-made book and magazine 
racks and a pilot berth to fit over the 
saloon arm chairs that can be stowed 
in the forward cabin when not in use.

ll berthon.co.uk

LOA:  43ft 4in (13.2m)

Beam:  12ft 11in (3.9m)

Max draught:  6ft 6in (2m)

Year built:  1997

Berths:  5

£ 79,995

DEHLER 41 DS  |  AZZURRO 

If you hate having to motor along in the rain, this could 
be the boat for you. The Dehler 41DS has a navigation 
station inside the saloon, on the port side, so you can sit 
looking forward, out of the windows, and steer using a 
joystick – not your standard set-up on a sailing yacht.

Azzurro is one for power-guzzlers – she has 
a generator, electric primary winches and a bow 
thruster – plus a flat-screen TV in the aft cabin. 

She is built for comfort in other ways, too – rigged 
for short-handed sailing and with a U-shaped leather 
settee in the saloon. Clever touches make the best 
of the space while not scrimping on facilities, like the 
ability to fold away the throttle and joystick panel at 
the vertically-mounted slide-out chart table; Jack and 
Jill doors in the en suite; and an efficient linear galley. 

And, should you bite the bullet and choose to 
stand outside getting wet, there’s a vented and 
drained oilskin locker in the master heads.

ll blackrockyachting.co.uk

LOA:  40ft 10in (12.2m)

Beam:   12ft (3.7m)

Max draught:  6ft 5in (1.9m)

Year built:  1995

Berths:  6
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NAJAD 520  |  JESSICA OF SELBORNE

One of the earlier 520s from 
Najadvarvet AB in Sweden, 
which produced this model of 
boat from 1994 to 2001.

Jessica is a centre cockpit sloop 
with the ability to add a cutter stay. 

She has a balsa sandwich, GRP-
coated hull, fin keel, teak decks and 
cockpit, and Anderson winches. 
Her sail wardrobe includes a furling 
130 per cent genoa, 100 per cent 
yankee, storm trysail and jib, 
and asymmetric and masthead 
spinnakers. Her steering wheel has 
been upgraded to a larger version.

Below, there’s a 145hp Volvo 
engine, Sleipner bow thruster, Fischer 
Panda generator, 3kW inverter 
and a watermaker, making her 
good for long-distance cruises.

The interior is in American cherry 
(the upgrade option) and there’s 
attractive maroon upholstery. 

There’s an en-suite master cabin aft, 
an en-suite double cabin in the forepeak 
and a single cabin behind the chart table.

The galley has nice extras – fridge 
and freezer, microwave and twin sinks.

The owner is selling the boat 
with all VAT documents, so the 
tax may be reclaimable.

ll ancasta.com

LOA:  51ft (16m)

Beam:  15ft 1in (4.6m)

Max draught:  7ft 3in (2.2m)

Year built:  1994

Berths:  6

The designer
CARL BEYER

A Swede, Beyer had a steady career as a yacht 
designer and naval architect, drawing the Aphrodite 
cruiser range – a popular boat in Sweden – from 
1976 to 1990, then the Hanse 291, the Najad 
520, including a deck saloon version, the 43ft 
Regina plus the trailerable CB66 racer. 

£ 214,950

THE SURVEYOR
Yacht Brokers, Designers & Surveyors Association

Najads of this size and era are well-constructed 
vessels. They are of typical Swedish build, featuring 
high-quality joinery and well-installed systems.

The few problems documented have been partly 
down to poor maintenance or poorly carried-out 
repairs, such as leaking at the stanchion mounting pins.

The keel bolts and keel support structure in 
the saloon bilge are generally obscured by water 
or fuel tanks, so try and get the full history of 
the vessel to check for any repairs made.

The Najad 520 is often a boat selected for 
long-distance cruising, therefore many of the systems 
may well be worn and will need renewal or might have 
been renewed by a previous owner. Lots of bluewater 
equipment can mean lots of updating and repairs. 

The exterior teak is generally of a good quality 
but again, due to age and extended cruising the 
grain of the teak may be worn or damaged.
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Splash 
SEA SCHOOL 

Learning Navigation  
 just got easier...

Our RYA approved online sailing courses are now 
supported by more video tutorials, more graphics 
and some great technical advances. Study for your 
RYA theory qualification the modern way – at your own 

pace, in your own time with full one-to-one support. 

www.splashseaschool.com
Get instant access. Sign up online today!

Sim
ply

the best...
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ANTIFOULING BOAT SHARE

BOATYARD SERVICES
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Yacht Fractions Ltd 
(est.1991)

The Yacht share specialists.
Shares for sale used and new boats

New boats supplied for private or shared 
or Charter management

Bavaria, Beneteau, Jeanneau.
UK and Med.

www.yachtfractions.co.uk
01326 374435

See us at Southampton 
Boat Show stand E12

ON-LINE  
DAY SKIPPER AND 

YACHTMASTER  
THEORY COURSES 

£285 

Learn at home with our on-line Day Skipper and Yachtmaster theory courses. Full 
tutor support, course materials, free theory clinic, free plotter and dividers for  

Day Skipper theory and  £25 off your practical course. 
On-line and classroom combined course also available 

www.commodore-yachting.com 
training@commodore-yachting.com 

02392 504443 / 07971 290589 

COMMODORE YACHTING 
RYA PRACTICAL AND  

SHOREBASED COURSES   
SOLENT BASED  

TRAINING CENTRE 

See us at Southampton 
Boat Show stand J099

BEAUTIFUL GREEK ISLAND SAILING
Sail the Ionian Islands on one of our well  

equipped and maintained yachts 
Fully licensed for bareboat and skippered charter

 Professional, friendly service
Tel:  0030 6947 040767 

www.pinnacleyachts.co.uk
info@pinnacleyachts.co.uk

849281 pbo mar.indd   1 1/11/13   2:59 PM
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All RYA courses Power & Sail
www.haylingseaschool.co.uk

tel: 02392460888
info@haylingseaschool.co.uk
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School of Yachting

• Professional Sail Training • All RYA Courses covered • 
• MCA/STCW Courses •

PROVIDER NUMBER
E
2386

L C

• Professional Sail Training • All RYA Courses covered • 

OVER 30 YEARS OF QUALITY TUITION

Tel: 023 8045 2668 • hamble.co.uk

www.canarysail.com/viewQuotes.jsp
email: info@canarysail.com Tel (UK): 01438 880 890 

 Sailing Holidays in La Gomera

“DO THIS!!! Fabulous,
fun friendly, exhilerating

week - thanks guys.”
- Alaster

bb ll

  Superior Service
Outstanding RYA Training

    Amazing Location

La Gomera
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www.canarysail.com/viewQuotes.jsp
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Fast & Fun

www.britanniasailingschool.co.uk

Britannia Sailing East Coast  Victory House, Shotley Marina, Ipswich, Su� olk IP9 1QJ
T. (01473) 787019    E. enquiry@britanniasailingschool.co.uk

LEVEL 1, LEVEL 2, INTERMEDIATE, 
ADVANCED, SAFETY BOAT TRAINING

PLUS CORPORATE FAST AND FUN DAYS

EAST COAST SPECIALISTS IN 
RYA POWERBOAT TRAINING
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flotilla and bareboat charter
turkey | greece | croatia | sardinia | sicily | balearics

Small, friendly flotillas | Sail-and-Stay holidays | Learn-to-Sail | Gulet and Yacht cruises
01737 300805
sunscapeyachting.co.uk

Ads Holidays_JULYE.indd   86 21/05/2013   10:55
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www.kiriacoulis.com

Tenrag Yacht Charters Ltd 
Tenrag House, Preston, nr. Canterbury CT3 1EB 
t: 01227 721874 e: info@tenrag.com 
www.tenrag.com

MAIN UK AGENTS
Nautilus Yachting 
The Watermill, 87 High Street, Edenbridge, Kent TN8 5AU 
t: 01732 867445 e: charter@nautilusyachting.com 
www.nautilusyachting.com

First for sailing holidays in the 
Mediterranean. The finest yacht 
charters at the best value for money. 

Charter in Greece, France, Turkey, 
Italy, Malta, Croatia or the Caribbean.

Discover a world of
sailing with Kiriacoulis

BPC600_kir_ST_202x129_Jul13BS.indd   1 12/07/2013   12:23
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See our Special Offers page at: 
www.sailingholidays.com/special-offers.asp

or give us a call!

sailingholidays.com      sailingholidays.comsailingholidays.com®

Flotilla Specialists

Meandering around the Greek Islands under sail
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Yacht Fractions Ltd 
(est.1991)

The Yacht share specialists.
Shares for sale used and new boats

New boats supplied for private or shared 
or Charter management

Bavaria, Beneteau, Jeanneau.
UK and Med.

www.yachtfractions.co.uk
01326 374435

See us at Southampton 
Boat Show stand E12

ON-LINE  
DAY SKIPPER AND 

YACHTMASTER  
THEORY COURSES 

£285 

Learn at home with our on-line Day Skipper and Yachtmaster theory courses. Full 
tutor support, course materials, free theory clinic, free plotter and dividers for  

Day Skipper theory and  £25 off your practical course. 
On-line and classroom combined course also available 

www.commodore-yachting.com 
training@commodore-yachting.com 

02392 504443 / 07971 290589 

COMMODORE YACHTING 
RYA PRACTICAL AND  

SHOREBASED COURSES   
SOLENT BASED  

TRAINING CENTRE 

See us at Southampton 
Boat Show stand J099

BEAUTIFUL GREEK ISLAND SAILING
Sail the Ionian Islands on one of our well  

equipped and maintained yachts 
Fully licensed for bareboat and skippered charter

 Professional, friendly service
Tel:  0030 6947 040767 

www.pinnacleyachts.co.uk
info@pinnacleyachts.co.uk

849281 pbo mar.indd   1 1/11/13   2:59 PM
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All RYA courses Power & Sail
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Classifi ed

Don’t miss our sister titles
chelseamagazines.com

SAILING SCHOOLS

SHIP BEDDING

TOWELS

SAILS SERVICES

See us at Southampton 
Boat Show stand E014

PONTOONS

Hayling Yacht
COMPANY

Hayling Yacht Co

Hayling Yacht

Hayling Yacht
COMPANY

Hayling Yacht Co

Hayling Yacht

or visit www.haylingyacht.co.uk
CALL NOW TO RESERVE 02392 463592

41 NEW HALF 
TIDE PONTOON 

BERTHS IN 
CHICHESTER 

HARBOUR

NEW!

See us at Southampton 
Boat Show stand E12

SAILS

 All RYA Practical and Theory courses.
 VHF/SRC, ICC and CEVNI, Diesel Engine,   
 First Aid and Radar.
 Cruises to France, West Country and   
 Channel Islands.
 Corporate Entertainment 
 Bareboat/Skippered Charters, Own Boat   
 Tuition, Yacht Deliveries.

All inclusive price 
Late booking offers - See our 
website for details.

Cobbs Quay, Hamworthy, 
Poole, Dorset BH15 4EL
Tel 01202 682269

www.moonfl eet.net

 - Moonfl eet Sailing -
Call: 01202 682269  Email: info@moonfl eet.net

Fast & Fun

www.britanniasailingschool.co.uk

Britannia Sailing East Coast  Victory House, Shotley Marina, Ipswich, Su� olk IP9 1QJ
T. (01473) 787019    E. enquiry@britanniasailingschool.co.uk

LEVEL 1, LEVEL 2, INTERMEDIATE, 
ADVANCED, SAFETY BOAT TRAINING

PLUS CORPORATE FAST AND FUN DAYS

EAST COAST SPECIALISTS IN 
RYA POWERBOAT TRAINING
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Le-Monn 
Sailing Towels specially developed for the sailing and boating 

industry. Have very high absorbency and incredibly quick 
drying abilities. 

Ideal for:  Wiping down decking seats  
Instruments  ■  Personal use 

They have also been used several times for rescue and bright 
yellow colour enables them to be seen from a great distance.

 
Available as either a standard towel or can have your boats name 

as embroidery. 
Please Contact: 07850330653
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 TEST: XP 33

Lessons from the 
Feva Worlds

Youth 
champions

HOW TO WIN

We put X-Yachts' new XP 33 

through her paces

ON TEST
Risk vs reward; Mark Rushall  

looks at real race scenarios

TECHNIQUE
Spotlight on the talented 

Sam Goodchild

RISING STAR
New Zealand wins the 

Louis Vuitton Cup

AMERICA'S CUP

NEW! 
SAILORS OF 

THE MONTH

First winners
Cowes Week
All the highlights, plus battle 

of the speed machines

SOUVENIR SPECIAL
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A SUBSCRIPTION MAKES THE  

                CHRISTMAS GIFT

when you order a subscription for a friend this Christmas

Perfect

Choose from these top sailing titles and

CHARLIE BARR  

Mr America’s Cup

Teak on the Thames  

Dayboat with a di�erenceFishermen’s friend 
The last tunnyboat  

ORIENT    
EXPRESS 
Hong Kong 
schooner  
in full flow Morbihan 

We visit the  
world’s greatest  
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Nellie sailing at 151
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AUGUST 2013

The complete 
sailing set

CLASSIC BOAT

Step aboard the 

world’s most 
beautiful boats, 

with restoration 

advice, reviews 

and information 

about classic yacht 

regattas worldwide.

GIVE A GIFT FROM JUST £38 

(USUALLY £66)
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NOW

BIGGER
BRIGHTER 

BETTER

BATTERY POWER
Wet cell, AGM and gel

– on the test bench

DIESEL ELECTRIC
Could hybrid power be 

the answer for you?
BANE OR BOON?
Paul & Rachel Chandler 

love new technology
GULL’S EYE
Pull-out guide to Pwllheli, 

in Snowdon’s shadow

Antarctica
Exploring the last great 
wilderness in a GRP boat

Jeanneau’s nippy new 41DS 
is designed to be fun for two
Easy rider

Reef 
hopping

BOAT ON TEST

Get in among the 
rocks with our eyeball 

navigation guide

The fastest sailor in the world 

on cold toes and pizza
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NEW LOOK, NEW CONTENT

SAILING TODAY

Featuring new and 

used boat tests, 

interviews with 

cruising enthusiasts 

and expert 
assessment of the 

latest equipment.

GIVE A GIFT FROM JUST £38 

(USUALLY £66)

All gift subscriptions will commence with the fi rst issue published after Christmas. 

 www.chelseamagazines.com/marine-XM13P    

 ( +44 (0)1795 419 842 quote code XM13P
Fastnet and America’s CupAntarctica and the BahamasTop yachts, must-have gear
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CLOTHING GUIDE 
Our picks of the top 

gear for this season 

DOWNWIND TRICKS 

How to get the best 

from your spinnaker
ROD & LU HEIKELL 

The cruising legends on 

‘real’ adventure at sea
CRUISE TO THE ISLES 

From Wales to Skye on 

the whisky trail
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 TEST: XP 33

Lessons from the Feva Worlds

Youth 
champions

HOW TO WIN

We put X-Yachts' new XP 33 through her paces

ON TEST
Risk vs reward; Mark Rushall  looks at real race scenarios

TECHNIQUE
Spotlight on the talented Sam Goodchild

RISING STAR
New Zealand wins the Louis Vuitton Cup

AMERICA'S CUP

NEW! 
SAILORS OF 
THE MONTH

First winners

Cowes WeekAll the highlights, plus battle of the speed machines

SOUVENIR SPECIAL
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A SUBSCRIPTION MAKES THE                  CHRISTMAS GIFT

when you order a subscription for a friend this Christmas

Perfect

Choose from these top sailing titles and

CHARLIE BARR  
Mr America’s Cup

Teak on the Thames  Dayboat with a di�erence

Fishermen’s friend The last tunnyboat  

ORIENT    EXPRESS Hong Kong 
schooner  
in full flow

Morbihan We visit the  world’s greatest  small boat  
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The complete sailing set

CLASSIC BOAT
Step aboard the world’s most 
beautiful boats, with restoration advice, reviews and information about classic yacht regattas worldwide.GIVE A GIFT FROM JUST £38 (USUALLY £66)
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NOW

BIGGER
BRIGHTER 

BETTER

BATTERY POWERWet cell, AGM and gel– on the test bench

DIESEL ELECTRICCould hybrid power be the answer for you?

BANE OR BOON?Paul & Rachel Chandler love new technology

GULL’S EYE
Pull-out guide to Pwllheli, in Snowdon’s shadow

AntarcticaExploring the last great wilderness in a GRP boat

Jeanneau’s nippy new 41DS is designed to be fun for two

Easy rider

Reef 
hopping

BOAT ON TEST

Get in among the rocks with our eyeball navigation guide

The fastest sailor in the world on cold toes and pizza

Rocketman
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NEW LOOK, NEW CONTENT

SAILING TODAY
Featuring new and used boat tests, interviews with cruising enthusiasts and expert 

assessment of the latest equipment.

GIVE A GIFT FROM JUST £38 (USUALLY £66)

All gift subscriptions will commence with the fi rst issue published after Christmas. 

 www.chelseamagazines.com/marine-XM13P     ( +44 (0)1795 419 842 quote code XM13P

Fastnet and America’s Cup
Antarctica and the Bahamas

Top yachts, must-have gear

YACHTINGYEAR

THE

Fullguide to events in
2014

NEW!P    

Fastnet and America’s Cup
Antarctica and the Bahamas

Fullguide toevents in
guide toevents in
guide to

2014

YOUR 
FREE 
GIFT
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CLOTHING GUIDE Our picks of the top gear for this season 

DOWNWIND TRICKS How to get the best from your spinnaker

ROD & LU HEIKELL The cruising legends on ‘real’ adventure at sea

CRUISE TO THE ISLES From Wales to Skye on the whisky trail

EXCITING NEW LOOK!
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Southerly’s new 47 can  cross oceans and dry out

Bluewater, lifting keel
Turkish sailing holiday for four
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YACHTS & 
YACHTING
Featuring the 
latest boats and gear, coaching tips from top sailors, interviews with world champions, and full 

GIVE A GIFT FROM JUST £38 (USUALLY £66)
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chelseamagazines.com

Your Fast Track to Sailing Success
• One-to-One ICC and boat handling

• Milebuilding Club: convivial & flexible
• Unique Diesel Engine Course – ask us why! 

• VHF/DSC One Day Radio Course • Bases in Mid-Sussex & Hamble
• One Hour from London • Great Package Deals

Friendly | Professional | Flexible
www.adventuresatsea.org.uk | 01273 814 342

15%
 

off 
with

 

th
is ad!

HOYLAKE SAILING SCHOOL
MERSEYSIDE

5 DAYS OR 2 WEEKEND THEORY COURSES
Dayskipper • Coastal Skipper

Yachtmaster Offshore • 
Yachtmaster Ocean

STCW95 Master <200gt
ONE DAY COURSES

Diesel Engine • VHF • Radar
First Aid • Sea Survival

www.sailorsworld.co.uk
MARINE HOUSE, 86A MARKET STREET, 

HOYLAKE, WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE CH47 3BD

0151 632 4664
reception@hss.ac.uk

HOYLAKE.indd   1 11/11/2014   14:10

sailing holidays 
your way

GREECE | CROATIA | TURKEY | FRANCE | MAJORCA | ITALY | ANTIGUA  
BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS | GRENADINES | SEYCHELLES | THAILAND 

call 01732 867 445 | www.nautilusyachting.com

Great yachts at the 
best prices throughout 
the Mediterranean and 
the Caribbean

Friendly flotillas 
in Greece, 
Turkey and 
Croatia 

BPC744_naut_ST_99x62_Jan14.indd   1 16/01/2014   17:51

0208 003 3655     SUNSAIL.CO.UK

INCREDIBLE 
SAILING IN 26 
STUNNING 
DESTINATIONS

TURKEY, GREECE, CROATIA, ITALY, 
SPAIN, GRENADA,

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS,
 ST. LUCIA, ST.MARTIN, BAHAMAS, 

ANTIGUA, BELIZE, CANADA, 
SEYCHELLES, AUSTRALIA, TAHITI, 

UK, TONGA, THAILAND

YACHT CHARTER AND FLOTILLA HOLIDAYS
SEE THE WORLD, DIFFERENTLY.
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Holidays & Schools

Includes fantastic 47 or 54 day experience-building 
circumnavigation of Britain and visits to France, Ireland etc.

Quality Training and Individual Attention

RYA Practical & Theory Courses 
Adventure Sailing Holidays

Sailing Weekends

See us at Southampton 
Boat Show stand J086

HOLIDAYS JUL152.indd   88 20/05/2015   10:10
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Holidays & Schools

ON-LINE THEORY 
DAY SKIPPER 

COASTAL / YACHTMASTER 
£295.00 

Learn at Home On-line  
Day Skipper and Yachtmaster Theory Courses.  

Full Tutor Support - Course Materials - Free Theory Clinic  
FREE PLOTTER AND DIVIDERS WITH DAY SKIPPER THEORY COURSE 

On-line and Classroom Combined Course also Available 

www.commodore-yachting.com 
training@commodore-yachting.com 

02392 504443 / 07971 290589 

 

ON-LINE THEORY 
DAY SKIPPER 

COASTAL / YACHTMASTER 
£295.00 

Learn at Home On-line  
Day Skipper and Yachtmaster Theory Courses.  

Full Tutor Support - Course Materials - Free Theory Clinic  
FREE PLOTTER AND DIVIDERS WITH DAY SKIPPER THEORY COURSE 

On-line and Classroom Combined Course also Available 

www.commodore-yachting.com 
training@commodore-yachting.com 

02392 504443 / 07971 290589 

 

GET READY FOR THE SEASON
Own Boat Tuition

Dinghies - Ribs - Keelboats
Yachts - Sail Boats - Motorboats

Hayling Sea School - RYA Training Centre
Tel: 02392 460 888 / 07834 786 491

info@haylingseaschool.co.uk

www.haylingseaschool.co.uk  

HOLIDAYS JUL152.indd   89 20/05/2015   10:11
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Holidays & Schools

Discover our fleet of luxury crewed charter yachts  
and take the next step in yachting holidays.

Sardinia, Corsica, Italy, South of France, Greece, Croatia, Turkey & more...
5 x Bordeaux 60s, CNB  76, 77, 86 - Jeanneau 64, 57 & MORE

Go beyond
bareboating

 

 www.diycharters.co.uk         charter@diyachting.co.uk www.diycharters.co.uk         charter@diyachting.co.uk www.diycharters.co.uk         charter@diyachting.co.uk             www.diycharters.co.uk         charter@diyachting.co.uk www.diycharters.co.uk         charter@diyachting.co.uk01702 535258

Imagine your next holiday on your own private yacht, 
free to explore secluded beaches, islands & the 
beautiful crystal clear waters of the Mediterranean

Join the tall ship Pelican 
for Winter 2015!

• Transatlantic Adventures to and from the Caribbean
• A Caribbean Christmas

• Leeward and Windward Islands hopping
• Marine conservation volunteering opportunities

www.adventureundersail.com
E: enquiries@adventureundersail.com T: 01305 858274

HOLIDAYS JUL152.indd   90 20/05/2015   10:11
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British Offshore Sailing School, Hamble Point Marina, School Lane, Hamble, Hampshire SO31 4NB

Tel:023 8045 7733  Fax:023 8045 6744  www.boss-sail.co.uk

These highly popular holiday cruises provide you with a unique opportunity 
to extend your cruising experience whilst enabling you to build up your sea 
miles, offshore navigation, pilotage, passage planning and watch keeping. 

ADVENTURE CRUISES 2015/16
START YACHTING
COMPETENT CREW
DAY SKIPPER
COASTAL SKIPPER
YACHTMASTER
CRUISING INSTRUCTOR

BOAT HANDLING
SAILPOWER

VHF RADIO 
FIRST AID 
SEA SURVIVAL

Complete 5 day and weekend RYA 
shorebased and practical training courses 
from Hamble Point Marina.

RYA COURSES

Intensive leisure and professional 
Yachtmaster Coastal and 
Offshore courses;
18 weeks 

FASTRAK

FT15/3 16th August – 20th December 2015
FT16/1 21st February – 26th June 2016
FT16/2 15th May – 18th September 2016 

FASTRAK to Ocean also available*Prices do not include 
flights or travel insurance.

 

TEENS CRUISING 
LADIES ONLY

FASTNET CHALLENGE 

BLUE WATER 
OCEAN CRUISES

CARIBBEAN CRUISES 
St Lucia and the 
Windward Islands
Christmas Cruise
20 Dec 2015 – 3 Jan 2016

St Lucia, the Leewards 
to Antigua
3 – 17 Jan 2016

Tropical Islands Cruise 
from Antigua
17 – 31 Jan 2016

Biscay Crossing
6 – 20 Sep 2015
14 Days 700 miles
£1,350 

Galicia – Madeira
– Canaries
4 – 18 Oct 2015
14 Days 1,000 miles
£1,475

Atlantic Rally 
for Cruisers (ARC)
17 Nov – 13 Dec  2015
24 Days 2,700 miles
£3,745

Antigua - Azores
3 – 27 Apr 2016
24 Days 3,000 miles
£2,500

Azores – Hamble UK
15 – 29 May 2016 
14 Days 1,500 miles
£1,525

SOUTHERN 
IRELAND CRUISE
28 Jun – 12 Jul 2015
14 Days 800 miles
£1,350

WE’LL HELP YOU FIND
THE RIGHT COURSE!

BRITTANY CRUISE 
31 Jul – 12 Aug 2015
12 Days 600 miles 
£995

CHANNEL ISLANDS 
14 – 21 Jun 2015
12 – 19 Jul 2015
9 – 16 Aug 2015
11 – 18 Sep 2015
7 Days 270 miles 
£770

CANARIES CRUISE
18 – 25 Oct 2015
25 Oct – 1 Nov 2015
1 – 8 Nov 2015
8 – 15 Nov 2015
7 Days 270 miles 
£770

SPANISH RIAS
CRUISE
26 Sep – 3 Oct 2015
7 Days 250 miles 
£770

See our website 
for more courses, 
cruises and a 
full list of dates.

Untitled-19   1 20/05/2015   09:25
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BOAT YARD

Pontoons & swinging moorings Choose from our half-tide pontoons 
with electrics and water, or our full tide swinging moorings.

osmosis treatment The South’s leading osmosis centre, with 5 machines 
and 80 years of expert experience.

Full rePair and maintenance Facilities Carried out by a team of 
trained craftsmen using modern technology, catering for any size and type of boat. 

For Further inFormation call 02392 463592 
info@haylingyacht.co.uk           www.haylingyacht.co.uk

The Hayling Yacht CoThe Hayling Yacht Co chichester  harbour

BOAT SHAREANTIFOULING

Yacht Fractions Ltd
(est.1991)

The Yacht share specialists.
Shares for sale used and new boats

New boats supplied for private or shared 
or Charter management

Bavaria, Beneteau, Jeanneau.
UK and Med.

www.yachtfractions.co.uk
01326 374435
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visit sailingtoday.co.uk

ECHOMAX ACTIVE –XS dual band
RTE with multiple visual and audible
alarm functions and now with 
optional waterproof  control box 
for RIBS or exposed mounting –
Meets ISO 8729-2 – NATO stock 
No 5741–99-269-3512 – Our Active
RTE have been
fitted to the Clipper 
Around the World 
Yachts for the 
last three years –

Email echomaxsales@aol.com
www.echomax.co.uk
tel 00 44 1371 830216

We are proud that all
Echomax products are 

designed and manufactured
in the UK and 80% of our

business is export

NEW FOR 2014 –  A smaller 90cm version 
of the existing 135 cm Echomax EM700

foam filled buoy.  Available in 
maintenance free red, green or 

yellow PE with optional Echomax
EM230  radar reflector or  Sealite
solar powered IALA navigation
lights with 16 programmable light 

sequences.  Ideal for coastal 
use harbours, rivers, lakes,
marinas or sheltered waters.
Prices from just £249.00 ex
works ex VAT

ECHOMAX EM0A3I inflatable radar
reflector for liferafts – Certified to
Schedule 4, Part 4, Paragraph
1.1.14 of the Merchant Shipping
(life saving appliances Regulations
1986 – chapter III, Regulation
38.5.1.14 of the 1983 – (SOLAS)
1974. Suitable for stowage in liferaft
emergency  packs up to 36m 
above sea level as required by 
IMO Notice M. 1485, 1991 –
Certificate no. QQ-TAN-04/3-01

ECHOMAX EM230/230BR Ships Wheel
Mark passive radar reflector  for Life boats
and Rescue  Craft – Meets ISO 8729-1997 
– Module B and D certificates available
upon request. Available in white, orange,
yellow, red, green etc NATO stock 
number 5840-99-742-6193

Aquamate Jan 2014_Aquamate  23/01/2014  11:48  Page 1

PROPELLERS

Classified To advertise Call Charlie Whitcombe on 020 7349 3742 
or email charlie.whitcombe@chelseamagazines.com
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FITTING OUT
MOORING

telephone 02392 463592  
email info@haylingyacht.co.uk

web haylingyacht.co.uk

PONTOON BERTHS & 
SwiNgiNg mOORiNgS

HAYLiNg YACHT CO LTD

CHiCHESTER HARBOuR 
2015

Tidal pontoon berths
£208.00/per metre per annum

Swinging moorings
£450 - £995 per annum

From 1st April to 31 October

BEDDING

or call: 0345 2607 888

Yacht & Dinghy insurance 
at the touch of a button
Includes 'New for Old' cover 

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority

www.craftinsure.com
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Straightforward online quotation and purchase system

Only pay for the cover you really need

Agreed fi xed value policy with no need for a survey

A member of the Pantaenius Group

Insurance to match the cut of your jib...

www.yachting24.co.ukyachting24

Straightforward online quotation and purchase system
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Classic Boat
 l Greek legend: Aegean schooner restored

 l Swallows forever: sailing on Ullswater

 l Cruising Alaska’s wild coast

Yachts & Yachting
 l  Start sailing: Lessons from Ben Ainslie, 

Ian Walker and more

 l  Sportsboats: What’s fuelling  
the class explosion

 l MC38: New grand prix racer tested

EVENTS  |  DIARY DATES  |  PLACES TO VISIT

What’s on

BALTIC 4 NATIONS 2015
25 JULY – 8 AUGUST 
Two-week, 370-mile rally from Copenhagen, 
also taking in Swedish, Polish and German 
coastlines. Entry from £595.

 l sailingrallies.com

Classic Boat 
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WINNING WAYS 

250 years of Victory

Antibes and the 
Med regattas

Greek legend 
Restoring an 
Aegean schooner 

Where the wild 
things are...  

Bears and whales 
on Alaska’s coast 

Swallows forever 
Sailing on Ullswater 
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NEXT MONTH IN SAILING TODAY
ON SALE 26 JUNE

BENETEAU OCEANIS 60 
The French marque’s flagship 
for big boat-style cruising

CANNY CANARIES Outstanding 
anchorages among the islands

TESTED A floating swimming 
pool? Why not? Have fun in the 
sun with these boat toys

PRACTICAL TIPS How to stay 
comfortable while at anchor

GULL’S EYE We’re in 
St Peter Port, Guernsey

ISLE OF WIGHT
27-31 JULY

Five days of 
racing, including a 
round-the-island 
race on 29 July. 
Includes a crew 
party at Cowes 
Yacht Haven 
on 31 July.

 l rys.org.uk/bic

ROYAL YACHT SQUADRON BICENTENARY REGATTA

BRISTOL HARBOUR FESTIVAL
17-19 JULY 
One of Britain’s largest shoreside 
festivals, with historic boats, flyboarding, 
music and more. Free entry.

 l bristolharbourfestival.co.uk

8TH POMMERY DORSET 
SEAFOOD FESTIVAL
11-12 JULY, WEYMOUTH HARBOUR
A Masterchef winner, members of the Rick Stein 
restaurants and top local chefs giving talks and 
demos, plus a ‘how to’ zone covering preparing and 
barbecuing regionally-caught seafood. Free entry.

 l dorsetseafood.co.uk

AROUND THE CLOCK CHALLENGE
JULY, DATES VARY 
Rainbows Hospice for Children and Young 
People is looking for fundraisers to crew 
a non-stop charity challenge voyage from 
Poole to the Channel Islands and back. £99 
plus a £799 minimum fundraising target

 l rainbows.co.uk/sail-challenge

OCEAN CRUISING CLUB SOUTHERN 
NEW ENGLAND CRUISE
21 JUNE – 4 JULY 
Cruise from Shelter Island to Martha’s 
Vineyard, the Elizabeth Island Chain, Newport 
and Bristol, Rhode Island, for the Independence 
Day celebrations. Entry $50 (c£32) per boat

 l oceancruisingclub.org

SPRING
SERIES
Strategies from the season 
opener’s top teams  

DINGHY 
GURU

Dave Winder 
talks design

WINNING MOVES

SPEED 
CHALLENGE
Are you the UK’s 
fastest sailor?

FAST FEVAS
Technique advice for 
junior doublehanders

SPORTSBOATS
Insight: What’s fuelling 
the class explosion? 

MC38 ON TEST
New grand prix 
racer hits the water

SPAR GUIDE
Latest developments 
in mast technology

£4.30
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AND MOREAND MORE
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LETTERS  |  TWITTER  |  FACEBOOK  |  EMAIL

Sail compromise
We have a 28ft (8.5m) gaff ketch based in the Med in 
Spain. We were advised by our sailmakers not to have 
tan sails, as the life of the sails would be reduced by the 
effects of UV compared with white or cream sails.

The sailmakers are James 
Lawrence who made the original 
tan sails. The boat is a strip-
planked Venus Gaff cutter ketch, 
I admit she did look prettier 
with the tan sails (below).
Dick Cox, by email

Word of mouth

YOUR PHOTOGRAPHS

PRIZE 
COMMENT 
Our star letter 
wins a bottle of Old 
Pulteney Navigator, 
the genuine maritime 
malt distilled in the 
fishing town of Wick. 
inverhouse.com

A QUESTION OF PRODUCT 
RESPONSIBILITY
In November 2013, my two-year-
old Bavaria Cruiser 55 Mussulo III 
departed from São Sebastião, Brazil 
bound for Cape Town, South Africa. 

South of Tristan da Cunha Island, in normal 
sea and wind conditions, the extension 
link that holds the forestay broke off, 
causing the collapse of the Selden mast. 
This damaged one of the steering wheels, 
the automatic pilot, all the instruments, 
the SSB antenna and sails, plus the bimini. 
The part of the cockpit destroyed by the 
mast was exactly the point where the 
helmsman would have been standing but for 
automatic pilot at the time. It took 10 hours 
of work before we were able to continue 
the 1,200 miles to Cape Town under power 
– requiring a refuel by MV Edinburgh. 

A probe by Brazil’s IPT research laboratory 
later found stress corrosion cracks 
caused by chloride ions in the crevice of 
the welded region. These cracks resulted 
in the failure of the extension link.

Selden changed the design and 
construction of the link but didn’t make 
a recall of the boats with the extension 
links like mine. They told me they had no 
contractual relationship with me and didn’t 
pay for a new mast, or the damage caused. 
Jose Guilherme Caldas, by email 

Ed replies: We’ve passed your 
comments on to Selden.

COMMENT OF THE MONTH

 l LEFT
Out of Africa: 
Jonathan Millar 
snapped the Straits 
of Gibraltar with 
the Moroccan 
mountains in the 
background

 l RIGHT
Pete Hill explores 
the Brazilian coast 
in his home-built 
catamaran Oryx
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for decades), and it had crossed 
the Atlantic twice before I bought 
it – so how come these much more 
modern designs are capsizing?

The yacht doesn’t seem to have any 
structural damage, nor is there a lobster 
pot or anything else caught on her.
Richard Freeborn, by email

Ed replies: We’ve put your questions 
to the RNLI, but surely any boat 
is susceptible to structural failure 
– remember Cheeki Rafi ki?

OYSTER 118 –
A CORRECTION
Thank you for featuring the news of 
the new Oyster 118 to be built in our 
Southampton shipyard. I would like to 
correct a few points. The Oyster 118 is 
a completely new design developed 
in partnership between Humphreys 
Yacht design and the Oyster Design 
team. The styling has been developed 
from our successful Oyster 745 and 
the approach to engineering from the 
12 Oyster 825 & 885s that we have 
sold over the past three years. Our 
partnership with RMK in Turkey, where 
we built two Oyster 100s and one 
Oyster 125, continues and tooling for 
these yachts - which were designed in 
partnership with Dubois – is still in the 
RMK shipyard ready for the next client.
David Tydeman, MD Oyster Yachts

Should we ‘look 
after’ our tenders 
like this? There are 
hundreds of unloved 
ones like this around 
yards. It’s not as if 
they are cheap…
Jim Hepburn, 
via Facebook

In answer to the news that part of 
Captain Kidd’s pirate treasure has  
been found off  Madagascar:
King Julian is now expecting his 
share – Karl Petersen

@SailingTodayMag Captain was bowled over 
after seeing his picture in June’s edition of 
#sailingtoday. He loves it - Alana Cowell

@SeaSafeSystems Loving 
the brightly-patterned one! 
Certainly makes a nice change

@SailingTodayMag They’re 
not designed as fashion 
statements, but if it also 
encourages people to wear one, 
it’s got to be a good thing!

Retweet
Get in touch
Send your letters to: Sailing Today, Jubilee House, 
2 Jubilee Place, London SW3 3TQ Tel: 020 7349 3700

COVERS OFF NOW!
I was struck on rereading Colin Jarman’s 
article in Riding Light regarding covering 
on GRP boats during winter storage.

My view is it’s a good thing to put 
covers on. The boat suff ers exposure 
to frost damage and dirt – and how 
often do we visit her? Tarpaulins need 
to be heavy-duty PVC material if they 
are to last, and Colin’s right: protection 
on stress points is key to long-lasting 
protection against chafi ng. I fi nd fl ooring 
carpet the best, having tried various 
materials. One key point is the strain on 
stanchions due to draping over. Using 
timber braces helps, or semi hoops of 
polyethylene water tubing – 1.5in or 
bigger is great – put over and secured. 
If framing is used you can work away on 
her during the bleak winter in comfort.

But that’s all behind us now 
that the new season is here!
Jim Hepburn, by email

CAPSIZING QUESTIONS
What looks like a very modern 30ft 
or so (9.14m) trimaran capsized off  
Kent last month. She was in dead 
calm water, with almost no wind.

No one seems to be asking any 
questions about why or how! I have 
been sailing my lovely Telstar 26ft 
for many years in Falmouth (I’m an 
ex-superyacht Captain, and I’ve had 
much larger monohulls of my own 

 l LEFT
Th omas Maclellan was 
deeply impressed with 
the industrial amount 
of lawn mowing done 
on this section of the 
Caledonian Canal

 l ABOVE
Stephen Khan found 
electoral support was 
divided in Th anet

facebook.com/
SailingToday

twitter.com/
SailingTodayMag

editor@
sailingtoday.co.uk
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BAHAMAS  |  SPECTRA

Dispatches

FEATURE HERE! 
Send us your dispatches – from St Mawes to St Croix

Vagabond 47 
ketch Spectra

LOA:  53ft (16.5m)

Beam:  12ft (4m)

Draught:  6ft (1.8m)

Year built:  1982, Blue Water Yachts, 
Taiwan

Owners:  Paul & Norma Russell

After crossing the Atlantic from Cape 
Verde to Barbados in November we 
have island-hopped northwards up 
through the Caribbean and now find 
ourselves at the Exuma Marine Park 

having sailed here through the crystal 
clear and shallow waters of the Bahamas. 

We visited the park HQ at Warderick Wells Cay to check 
in and get our bearings before taking the short walk 

across mangrove-lined pools up to Boo Boo hill to leave 
our carved driftwood offering to the weather gods. 
This is a bit of a cruising tradition in these parts, and 

allegedly guarantees us gentle winds from here on in. 
The walk included a stop-off at the blow holes where air 

is forced through fissures in the rocks by the sea 100ft 
below, which proved to be a hair-raising experience.

This place is all about snorkelling, swimming in 
crystal-clear waters, walking on deserted beaches and 

anchoring in perfectly safe isolated bays – but watch out: 
we shared one anchorage with a rather large barracuda 

who took a liking to the shade under our dinghy.

Next we head over to Fort Lauderdale to continue the 
adventure and begin our trip up the Intracoastal Waterway. 

facebook.com/
SailingToday

twitter.com/
SailingTodayMag

editor@ 
sailingtoday.co.uk
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CLASSIC

A classic is born from a vision. 

You know one when you see one; 
the beautiful lines, 
the right 'look and feel,' 
and the sheer perfection 
which inevitably prompts 
the observer to want to 
reach out and touch it 
(or taste it in some circumstances). 

Wight Vodka was designed 
from the beginning in the spirit
of a classic marque. 

And, being distilled 7 times 
here in Great Britain, 
embodies the ethos of
a perfect finish. 

Enjoy, and please remember to 
Tack & Gybe Responsibly!

“SHEER PERFECTION.”

Tack & Gybe Responsibly

WIGHT VODKA FP JUL14.indd   1 03/06/2014   10:02



Regional dealer for Scotland sought; contact Marco Marine

The ultimate sailing pleasure...

310 new I 350 I 382 I 410 I 450 I 500 I 560 new

36 I 40e I 45e

UK Importer : Southern England, Northern Ireland 
Marco Marine : 02380 453245  info@marcomarine.co.uk 

www.marcomarine.co.uk

Regional Dealer : South West  
Network Yacht Brokers : 01752 605 377 nyb.plymouth@btconnect.com

Regional Dealer : Wales 
Yachtshop : 01407 769536 boatsales@yachtshop.co.uk  www.yachtshop.co.uk

Regional Dealer : East Coast 
Westwater Yacht Sales  01255 672500  

sales@westwateryachtsales.com www.westwateryachtsales.com
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Regional Dealer:  Scotland 
Scotboats 07767 427554 info@scotboats.com www.scotboats.com

Come and � nd out about the Dufour range on berths M325 onwards

Visit us on berths 
M179 onwards

Sargo behaves in waves like a refined sports car.
Splendidly. And still making a lot of sense.

Sarins Båtar Oy Ab, 67900 Kokkola, Finland, info@sargoboats.fi, www.sargoboats.fi

VPEONLTVAO VPEONLTVAO

VPEO
NLTVAO

Sargo is precisely that kind of sport utility vessel, boasting 
exhilarating handling and ride characteristics even in rough 
seas. Some Sargo skippers talk about its smooth ride and 
good responsiveness even at higher speeds. We simply call 
it tough sportiness. 
All Sargo models between 25-36 ft. live up to this while still 
making a lot of sense. Sargo is a true multi-purpose vessel 

suited to many kinds of uses. The interior is both stylish and 
practical, following the great Scandinavian design tradition.
Sargo is a premium boat built in Finland, a new brand based 
on a great tradition since 1967.
Rain or shine, you’ll be fine. With a big smile on your face.
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